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Executive Summary
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Susquehanna University is a selective, residential, national liberal arts college committed to
excellence in educating undergraduate students for productive, creative, and reflective lives of
achievement, leadership, and service in a diverse and interconnected world. It enrolls 2,187
undergraduates from 35 states and 21 countries. Seventy-one percent of students who matriculate
at Susquehanna graduate within four years, and 77.3% within six years.
The Self-Study Steering Committee pursued a comprehensive study design in response to
significant changes at Susquehanna in the past decade. This self-study, in combination with other
efforts, has contributed to a new round of strategic planning launched in 2013–14.
CHAPTER 2: MISSION AND GOALS (STANDARD 1)
Susquehanna maintains a strong and vital commitment to its mission and guiding values. Its
mission, to educate “undergraduate students for productive, creative, and reflective lives of
achievement, leadership, and service in a diverse and interconnected world,” has remained
consistent throughout the past decade, as has its identity. The mission is reflected in the
university’s strategic plan and in our guiding values. In sum, the latter posit that Susquehanna is a
national liberal arts college, a diverse and collaborative learning community, a working
community characterized by ethical behavior and mutual respect, a responsible community
committed to financial stability and good stewardship of resources, a resource to the community
and region, a physically attractive setting for learning, and a community that expresses its
Lutheran heritage through the free and open exploration of ideas. Chapter 2 reviews substantial
evidence that Susquehanna effectively pursues these values and conveys them accurately, both
internally and externally.
Plans for the future include:
• Sustain Susquehanna’s working community in a time of transition and constrained
resources.
CHAPTER 3: PLANNING AND RESOURCES (STANDARDS 2 AND 3)
Susquehanna’s strategic plan of 2003 guided the university through most of the past decade; a
2010 plan strengthened areas of core commitment identified in the 2003 plan. The university
maintains a comprehensive five-year financial plan that recognizes the institution’s tuition-driven
finances and projects resources at varying levels of enrollment. After more than a decade of
balanced budgets and strong margins, Susquehanna budgeted for a $1.8 million financial
statement deficit in fiscal year 2012–13, yet maintained an operating cash margin of more than $5
million. Its overall financial health remains sound, with $24.2 million in cash reserves. Oversight
by the Board of Trustees, audits, and benchmarking ensure ongoing assessment and transparency
in financial matters. The chapter further describes budgeting, resource allocation, staffing, and
development processes, as well as means employed to assess each of them. It concludes that
Susquehanna’s planning and resource allocation align with its mission and guiding values, and
that it employs the strategies necessary to maintain its stable financial position.
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Plans for the future include:
• Develop a new strategic plan;
• Continue to closely monitor the financial performance of the university;
• Enhance revenue and adjust spending to ensure positive financial statement margins;
• Continue to evaluate the level of human resources, and efficiency of operations, to ensure
that appropriate staffing (both administrative and faculty) is in place to allow the
university to carry out its mission;
• Continue regular and open communication by university leaders with all members of the
Susquehanna community about financial challenges and plans.
CHAPTER 4: LEADERSHIP AND GOVERNANCE (STANDARDS 4, 5, AND 10)
Susquehanna has a clearly defined system of shared governance that supports its mission and
goals. Its governance conforms with the jointly formulated 1966 Statement on Government of
Colleges and Universities. The Board of Trustees, which functions independently, exercises
ultimate governing authority for the university. In 2005, it reorganized its work and structure to
better utilize the talents of its members. Two faculty members and two students serve as
members of the Board of Trustees. The roles of the president and other senior administrators are
clearly defined in the University Bylaws. Within this administrative and governance framework,
the current president successfully engages the university community in collaborative work that
centers on the implementation of its strategic plan. Faculty roles in governance are detailed in the
Faculty Handbook; the faculty has the authority to establish requirements for graduation and to
make recommendations to the administration, as well as to the committees of the Board of
Trustees, regarding teaching, research, learning, faculty governance, and other faculty affairs. Staff
members voice their opinions at town hall meetings with the president at the beginning of each
semester, at open University Council meetings, and in a number of advisory groups. Students
express their official voice through the Student Government Association, as well as a number of
university committees and advisory groups. Chapter 4 evaluates the roles of each of these
constituencies in the work of the university, as well as the degree to which information and
decision-making systems facilitate their work. It concludes that Susquehanna is well-prepared to
support its mission by clear and consistent governance roles, effective administrative structures,
and qualified faculty and staff.
Plans for the future include:
• Continue to support professional development opportunities for all employees;
• Consider instituting a formal online orientation program for adjunct/part-time faculty;
• Continue to invest resources in data warehousing to support analytics;
• Through the Enterprise Systems Steering Committee, continue to pursue best practices for
data standardization and sharing.
CHAPTER 5: TRANSPARENCY (STANDARDS 6, 7, AND 14)
In response to its strategic plans, Susquehanna has worked diligently to solidify its culture of
assessment in the past 10 years, focusing on institutional effectiveness, assessment of the
curriculum, and assessment of student learning. Assessment of student learning is implemented
at the course and program level and supported by deans, the Center for Teaching and Learning,
and the Office of Institutional Research and Assessment. Assessment processes are embedded in
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Susquehanna’s new general education curriculum and overseen by the Committee on the Central
Curriculum. Annual reports by academic departments and programs, reviewed by the deans and
the director of institutional research and assessment, detail their assessment processes and
outcomes. Faculty members see assessment of student learning as a regular part of their work.
Susquehanna’s institutional effectiveness assessment begins with Key Performance Indicators
published in the Fact Book and reviewed by the board. The Fact Book collects and reports a
wealth of additional information on admissions, current student enrollment, student outcomes,
student life, faculty, staff, finances, financial aid, development, and peer group comparisons.
Financial statements track our income, expenses, and long-term debt, demonstrating our
financial values and assessing our financial health. Decennial self-studies and external reviews of
academic and administrative programs also yield valuable information, as does a set of surveys
administered in a regular cycle.
In all of this work, Susquehanna’s administrators, faculty, and staff adhere to ethical standards
and promote academic freedom, modeling the value of those qualities to our students. Policies
and codes of conduct set aspirational and enforceable standards for members of the university
community. Operating in their typical roles or on specialized teams, members of the community
evaluate breaches of these ethical standards and take appropriate actions, including reports to
authorities and support of those who have been harmed. Policies and processes for hiring,
evaluating, promoting, and dismissing employees are detailed in this chapter, as are internal and
external communications.
Plans for the future include:
• Continue to provide training and to seek additional efficiencies in assessment of student
learning;
• Continue to implement annual institutional effectiveness reports by administrative units;
• Develop promotion policies and procedures for staff and administrators.
CHAPTER 6: ADMISSIONS AND STUDENT SUPPORT (STANDARDS 8 AND 9)
Susquehanna seeks to recruit individuals who are academically productive and engaged, and who
find value in our mission. The university invested in infrastructure and faculty lines to increase its
strengths; these investments were predicated on modest enrollment growth. In the past three
years, we encountered admissions challenges. Recruitment and enrollment targets have been
missed, resulting in a decline in total enrollment from its peak in 2011. Retention, a historical
strength of the university, has declined and compounded the enrollment problem. Given its plans
to grow in a challenging market environment, Susquehanna has worked proactively to refine
enrollment management practices and messaging. Most recently, it has contracted for enrollment
management consultation with The Lawlor Group. An experienced senior administrator is
overseeing implementation of The Lawlor Group recommendations as the university seeks a new
vice president for enrollment management.
Susquehanna offers an array of programs and services that enhance students’ educational
experience. Academic needs are addressed by programs that include first-year transition
programs, identifying and making necessary accommodations for students with disabilities,
individual academic advising by faculty members in students’ major departments, and skill
development services offered by the Center for Academic Achievement. Formal processes identify
iv
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students who are faltering, alert those who can respond to their need, and extend help to them.
Should their performance fall below criteria set by the university’s academic policies, the
Academic Standing Committee reviews their cases and takes appropriate action. Services to
support career development, assist students from underrepresented groups, maintain their
physical and mental health, and help them respond to traumatic personal experiences or
grievances also contribute to the success of students at Susquehanna.
Plans for the future include:
• Vigorously pursue strategies for increased enrollment;
• Continue to implement recommendations from The Lawlor Group;
• Continue to support and improve high-quality, responsive student support services;
• Continue to increase admission and retention of minority students;
• Attend closely to factors promoting the success of transfer students.
CHAPTER 7: CURRICULUM (STANDARDS 11, 12, AND 13)
Within the last 10 years Susquehanna has designed and implemented significant and far-reaching
curricular changes. The new Central Curriculum was designed to shape confident, liberally
educated individuals who are committed to the processes of cross- and multidisciplinary
education. Chapter 7 reviews the structure of the Central Curriculum, evidence for its rigor, and
implementation of the requirement that all students participate in a cross-cultural experience.
Similarly, it discusses majors, minors, and programs; their implementation of learning goals;
faculty oversight of the curriculum; credit transfer; and support for programs and individual
faculty members available from the Center for Teaching and Learning. The co-curriculum
connects to learning goals as well, particularly those associated with understanding of self and
personal ethical responsibility.
Susquehanna has a limited number of related educational activities as defined by Standard 13.
They are online courses, a limited number of basic skills courses, the Teacher Intern Program for
students who seek postbaccalaureate teaching certification, and the recently contracted program
for English language learners.
Plans for the future include:
• Continue to develop and evaluate the Central Curriculum;
• Make the handbook for transfer students available to prospective transfer students.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTITUTION
Susquehanna University is a selective, residential, national liberal arts college committed to
excellence in educating undergraduate students for productive, creative, and reflective lives of
achievement, leadership, and service in a diverse and interconnected world. The university is
located in Selinsgrove, a small town in vibrant central Pennsylvania. Founded in 1858 by
Lutherans, Susquehanna welcomes individuals of all backgrounds and beliefs.
As of fall 2013, the university’s 2,187 undergraduates come from 35 states and 21 countries. Ninetyseven percent of our students attend the university full time. Over half (55.6%) are women.
Susquehanna’s minority student population is growing and currently stands at 14.6% of the
student body. Thirty-seven international students were enrolled at the university in fall 2013. The
average regular class size is 19.2 students, and our student-faculty ratio is 12.6 to 1, allowing for
extensive mentoring and student-faculty collaboration.
The five-year average persistence from freshman to sophomore year is 84.1%. The average fouryear graduation rate is 71.1%, and the six-year graduation rate averages 77.3%. Susquehanna’s
strong academic and career advising programs have led to outstanding postgraduation outcomes.
Typically, 95.0% of each graduating class is employed or pursuing graduate work within six
months of graduation. About 22.0% of students enter graduate or professional school immediately
after graduating from Susquehanna.
A Susquehanna education is distinguished by a strong liberal arts curriculum and equally strong
professional programs in areas such as business and education. Degrees are offered for the
Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Music, and Bachelor of Science. Within the School of Arts and
Sciences and the Sigmund Weis School of Business, the university offers more than 50 major
emphases, 53 minors, and 850 courses. In the required capstone course, seniors engage in projects
that integrate information from previous coursework. These projects result in a synthesis of
learning that leads to products such as an art exhibit, a solo recital, or a research project or thesis.
Susquehanna also offers a challenging Honors Program that has steadily increased in enrollment
over the past several years.
In fall 2009, the university launched its new Central Curriculum, a set of general education
requirements for all students that includes an innovative Global Opportunities (GO) program.
The GO requirement includes an off-campus cross-cultural experience plus a credit-bearing
critical reflection on the experience once students return to campus.
Approximately 85.8% of our full-time students live in 52 residence halls and university-owned
houses on campus; most commuters live within walking distance of campus. Susquehanna offers
counseling and health services, a first-year orientation program, career services counseling, and
extensive extracurricular programming. Students also have many opportunities for involvement
and leadership in university life. They can choose from more than 140 student organizations, 23
intercollegiate sports, numerous club and intramural sports, and a full schedule of lectures,
concerts, films, plays, and social events. Many options for community service and service learning
are available to students through the Center for Civic Engagement.
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Susquehanna has 142 full-time faculty members, of which 93.0% have earned a terminal degree in
their fields. Approximately 45.8% of the university’s full-time faculty are women, and 19.0% are
members of U.S. minority groups 1. Twenty-six percent of Susquehanna’s faculty are working
toward tenure, and 14.1% hold the rank of professor. The university employs 364 full-time and
part-time staff and administrators. Of these, 8.0% of full-time staff and administrators are U.S.
minorities.
NATURE AND SCOPE OF THE SELF-STUDY
The Self-Study Steering Committee elected to pursue a comprehensive self-study design. This
decision was informed by significant changes at Susquehanna University since the completion of
the last self-study in 2004. In the ensuing years, Susquehanna revised its general education
requirements, grew in both student body and faculty size, updated its facilities, increased
diversity, became more deliberate about assessment and institutional research, and maintained
stable leadership. The committee conducted a thorough analysis of the university’s compliance
with the Standards of Excellence of the Middle States Commission on Higher Education to
better understand and articulate the impact of the changes on the university’s current
opportunities and challenges.
General education curriculum. Over a five-year period beginning in 2004, Susquehanna faculty
developed learning goals, evaluated the extant general education curriculum in light of the
learning goals, developed a new Central Curriculum to better pursue them, and implemented the
curriculum in fall 2009. The Global Opportunities requirement is perhaps the most ambitious
element of the new curriculum, as it requires all students to complete a cross-cultural experience.
The new requirements rely on routine assessment to confirm their effectiveness. The self-study
appraised the broader impact of the Central Curriculum within the university.
Growth. Since 2004, Susquehanna University grew the student body from 2,071 to 2,187 (5.6%) and
the number of faculty lines from 120 to 147 (22.5%). In addition, for the 10-year period ending June
30, 2013, the university invested $111 million in facilities and infrastructure, including acquiring
adjoining properties, adding residence halls, renovating residence halls and academic buildings,
and constructing a new Natural Sciences Center. During the same period, both revenues and
expenses increased in excess of 60%. Moreover, long-term debt increased $38 million (135.1%) to
help fund capital investment, and financial assets increased by $50 million (46.7%). The self-study
reviewed changes associated with this growth and evaluated the ways growth has affected all areas
of the university.
Diversity. Since fall 2005, the percent of full-time staff and administrators who are U.S. minorities
has grown from 3.7% to 8.0%1. In the same time period, the percent of full-time faculty who are
U.S. minorities has grown from 12.3% to 19.0%. Moreover, the student minority population grew
from 6.5% to 14.6%. The self-study provided an opportunity to examine these improvements and
seek means to expand them.

1

Following IPEDS definitions, U.S. minority groups include U.S. citizens, resident aliens, and other eligible
non-citizens who identify as Black, American Indian/Alaska Native, Asian, Pacific Islander, Hispanic, or
Two or More Races.
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Assessment and institutional research. Based on a recommendation in the 2004 self-study and the
work of the Provost’s Taskforce on Assessment, a director 0f institutional research and assessment
was hired in 2007. The director has been provided with a budget to help faculty members attend
workshops and conferences on student learning assessment, and has regularly reviewed
assessment efforts and met with departments and programs when they need assistance. In
addition, she convened a committee in 2011 to coordinate and organize the institutional
effectiveness efforts on campus. The self-study sought to determine the degree to which decision
making at the university relies on data and evidence.
Continued strategic planning. The Board of Trustees approved a new strategic plan in May 201o. Its
major initiatives include a continued emphasis on diversity, full implementation of the new
Central Curriculum, expanded faculty-student collaborative research, systematization of the
assessment infrastructure, greater application of sustainability practices, better communication of
professional outcomes for students following graduation, and improving lifelong connections with
alumni. Furthermore, it envisions several requirements for achieving these initiatives: investing in
the people who do the work of the university, maintaining and developing its facilities and
infrastructure, and strong recruiting and retention. Because the 2010 strategic plan was envisioned
as a three-year plan, the 2014 self-study process will provide data and recommendations for the
next strategic-planning cycle.
The steering committee had these developments in mind when it selected a comprehensive design
for the self-study. While the campus community is largely supportive, even proud, of all we have
accomplished in recent years, the committee shared a sense that it was time to examine these
developments, critically evaluate their effects, and make recommendations for the future.
INTENDED OUTCOMES OF THE SELF-STUDY
The self-study evaluated Susquehanna University’s compliance with the Standards of Excellence of
the Middle States Commission on Higher Education, while attending to the additional outcomes
listed below to enhance our performance as a teaching and learning community.
• To examine the efficacy of changes implemented in the past 10 years in order to establish a
framework for our next strategic-planning cycle
• To improve the institution through actionable recommendations
• To enhance campus-wide engagement in university governance
• To encourage, by example, even greater use of data-driven decision making
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE STEERING COMMITTEE AND WORKING
GROUPS
The Self-Study Steering Committee was formed in the fall of 2011 and includes the following
members:
• Thomas A. Martin, Professor of Psychology—Chair
• Colleen Flewelling, Assistant Provost and Director of Institutional Research and
Assessment—Vice Chair
• Wanda Cordero-Ponce, Associate Professor of Spanish—Vice Chair
• Christopher Bailey, Director of Facilities
• Michael Coyne, Vice President for Finance and Administration
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•
•
•
•

David Imhoof, Associate Professor of History
Katarina Keller, Associate Professor of Economics
Helen Nunn, former Director of Financial Aid
Tammy Tobin, Professor of Biology

Working groups were formed during January and February 2012. The following were members of
the Susquehanna University self-study working groups. Each working group was assigned a
primary contact in the chair or vice chairs to address any questions. Tom Martin worked with the
Mission, Planning and Resources Working Group and the Admissions and Student Support
Working Group, Colleen Flewelling with the Leadership Working Group and the Transparency
Working Group, and Wanda Cordero-Ponce with the Curriculum Working Group.
Mission, Planning and Resources Working Group (Chapter 2: Standard 1; Chapter 3: Standards 2 & 3)
• Beverly Romberger, Professor of Communications—Chair
• Vicki Oxenrider, Administrative Assistant, Susquehanna University Fund
• Brenda Fabian, former Director of the Center for Career Services*
• John Rehm, Student
• Diana Heeren, Director of Finance and Risk Management
• Katarina Keller, Associate Professor of Economics
• David Richard, Associate Dean, School of Arts and Sciences; Professor of Biology
• Lisa Scott, Vice President for Student Engagement and Success
Leadership Working Group (Chapter 4: Standards 4, 5, & 10)
• Tammy Tobin, Professor of Biology—Chair
• Angela Burrows, Chief Communications Officer
• Michele DeMary, Associate Professor of Political Science; Speaker of the Faculty
• Alicia Jackson, former Dean, Sigmund Weis School of Business; Associate Professor of
Management
• Steve Naugle, Technical Services Assistant
• Brent Papson, Assistant Director of Student Activities
• Edward Slavishak, Associate Professor of History
Transparency Working Group (Chapter 5: Standards 6, 7, & 14)
• David Imhoof, Associate Professor of History—Chair
• Jenna Antoniewicz, Director of Community Standards and Student Conduct
• Jennifer Hawbaker, former Assistant Director of Recruitment Communications*
• Dana Kemberling, former Manager, Mailing Services–Outgoing Mail*
• Marcos Krieger, Associate Professor of Music; Chair of the Curriculum Committee
• Andrea Lopez, Associate Professor of Political Science
• Mark Radecke, former University Chaplain*
• Richard Orwig, Associate Professor of Information Systems
Admissions and Student Support Working Group (Chapter 6: Standards 8 & 9)
• Christopher Bailey, Director of Facilities—Chair
• James Black, Director of the Center for Academic Achievement
• Juliann Boggs, Academic Assistant, Music and Art Departments
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•
•
•
•
•

Geneive Henry, Associate Professor of Chemistry
Lori Lyons, Associate Director of Career Development
Chibueze Onwunaka, Student
Michael D. Smith, Associate Professor of Psychology
Erin Wolfe, Associate Director of Financial Aid

Curriculum Working Group (Chapter 7: Standards 11, 12, & 13)
• Helen Nunn, former Director of Financial Aid—Chair*
• Sarah-Jane Abate, Student
• Michael Coyne, Vice President for Finance and Administration
• Chris Markle, Director of Admissions
• Valerie Martin, Associate Provost and Dean, School of Arts and Sciences; Associate
Professor of Music
• Margaret Peeler, Professor of Biology
• Glen Retief, Associate Professor of English and Creative Writing
• Mengsteab Tesfayohannes-Beraki, Associate Professor of Management
• Sara Wenrich, Academic Assistant, Education and Math Departments
*No longer at Susquehanna University
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Chapter 2
MISSION AND GOALS
(Standard 1)
Susquehanna University maintains a strong and vital commitment to its mission and guiding
values. The strategic plans of 2003 and 2010 reviewed both mission and guiding values and
articulated the decision to adhere to these with minor modifications. Focus clearly remains on
residential undergraduate education, with a commitment to achievement, leadership, and service.
Seven guiding values articulate our mission: identifying the university as a national liberal arts
college, a learning community, a working community, a responsible community, serving the local
community and region, a physically attractive setting, and expressing our Lutheran heritage. Both
internal and external communications disseminate information about the excellence and essence
of a Susquehanna education to our key constituencies.
MISSION
Susquehanna’s mission and guiding values are the foundation for decision making across campus.
Our mission is to educate “undergraduate students for productive, creative, and reflective lives of
achievement, leadership, and service in a diverse and interconnected world.” During the two most
recent strategic-planning processes, which culminated in Susquehanna University: A Plan for
Greater Intellectual Engagement and a Stronger University Community (adopted in 2003) and
Susquehanna University: Toward a Sustainable Future (adopted in 2010), decisions were made to
adhere to the same mission and guiding values, with minor modifications. The mission has
provided continuity of purpose and reflects well the commitment of the campus community.
Susquehanna defines itself as a selective, residential, national liberal arts college focused on
undergraduate education integrating the liberal arts and preparation for professions and careers.
In media and economic environments that increasingly challenge the costs and value of higher
education, our mission statement reminds us of our goals. The focus remains clearly on the vital,
meaningful learning experiences and successes of undergraduate students as they grow in
intellect and character. The mission is realized as the university follows Peters and Waterman’s
recommendation to “stick to the knitting” for excellence in organizations (In Search of Excellence,
1982).
Mission Expressed in Strategic Planning
Susquehanna’s 2010 strategic plan develops goals that build from the foundation laid in the 2003
plan. These include the following:
Strengthen Areas of Core Commitment
1. Further develop a diverse and inclusive community.
2. Complete the implementation of the Central Curriculum.
3. Sustain support for faculty scholarship and collaboration with students.
4. Complete the assessment infrastructure.
Advance the Future Success of the University
5. Integrate sustainability into the curriculum, physical plant operations, and daily
practices.
6. Measure and communicate student outcomes.
7. Cultivate lifelong connections with students.
6
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Requirements
8. Investing in people.
9. Maintain and develop facilities and infrastructure as institutional assets.
10. Recruitment and retention.
These seven initiatives and three requirements include clear outcomes, actions, and benchmarks.
Each is assigned to a “champion,” a senior administrator who oversees a series of tactics and
milestones that document progress. The milestones are reviewed and updated regularly (2010–11
Progress Report on Strategic Planning).
In the President’s Report to the Board of Trustees (October 2012), President L. Jay Lemons
recognizes the changing environment of higher education:
As we approach the mid-point of the first semester, there is a growing awareness among
many on campus that the changes confronting higher education are more than a blip on
the screen. It seems increasingly clear a new normal is here that is likely to mean that the
future is not an extension of the past and that all of higher education faces a future with
significant limitations on resources. Put another way, it seems more clear that we may
well be in an epoch of major change but there remains a lack of clarity about the
implications of change for Susquehanna and our sister liberal arts institutions. (p. 1)
In spite of the challenges confronting Susquehanna, progress in implementing each of the
strategic plan’s goals is reported.
Mission in a time of challenge. President Lemons’ conclusion focuses on the university-wide
collaboration required to sustain Susquehanna as a strong institution. He states:
I would be remiss if I failed to recognize the collaborative work occurring across the
campus to assist with recruitment and retention. As noted in my introduction, there is a
keen awareness of the challenges we face and a genuine willingness to cross silos to work
together to overcome them. Everywhere I look, I see faculty and staff who have come
forward to do what is needed. The work ethic is strong, as is the commitment to this
institution that we have come to call home. … We are proud of the work being done here
and remain convinced that, although there will be bumps in the road ahead, Susquehanna
will remain a strong institution that has held fast to its liberal arts mission. It is who we
are, what we do and, we remain convinced, continues to be relevant and necessary in our
increasingly global, yet interconnected world. (p. 18)
In 2012–13, to inform and help the university community understand the changing landscape,
President Lemons initiated The Future of the Academy series to bring experts to campus to help
the community begin to grapple with the many factors affecting higher education and our
planning for Susquehanna’s future. The goal is “to learn as much as we can as an academic
community by studying the major themes, discerning as we can the best path forward for
Susquehanna, and developing the institutional agility to adjust, adapt and change as appropriate”
(President’s Report to the Board, October 2012, p. 2). This has informed the strategic-planning
process that began in fall 2013.
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GUIDING VALUES
Susquehanna has developed seven guiding values that anchor our mission. They are the following:
• A selective, residential, national liberal arts college focused on an undergraduate
education integrating the liberal arts and preparation for professions and careers.
• A learning community that values diversity; intellectual collaboration among faculty and
students; scholarship and research; health in mind, body, and spirit; and learning in and
out of the classroom.
• A working community that recognizes its faculty and staff as its greatest resource, values
cooperation, and expects ethical behavior and mutual respect from all its members.
• A responsible community committed to financial stability, good stewardship, and a
pragmatic and ambitious approach to its work.
• A valuable resource serving the local community and region, while engaging in the larger
world through strong urban and international connections.
• A physically attractive setting for reflection and learning.
• A community that expresses its Lutheran heritage through the free and open exploration
of ideas, commitment to service, development of individual talents, and the welcoming of
individuals of all backgrounds and beliefs.
National Liberal Arts College
The 2003 and 2010 strategic plans intentionally worked to reposition Susquehanna in the higher
education landscape. Our current Carnegie classification is as an undergraduate, full-time, fouryear, selective, highly residential university with Baccalaureate Colleges in Arts and Sciences plus
professions.
Since Susquehanna was reclassified as a national liberal arts college, we have made progress in
recruiting students from wider national and international markets. In 2008, we drew students
from 30 states and 14 different countries. By 2013, our students came from 35 states and 21
countries (Fact Book 2013–14, p. C-7). This trend supports our claim that Susquehanna is a
national liberal arts college.
Statistics from the Susquehanna University Fact Book show consistent ratios between the number
of students pursuing the liberal arts and professional skills (Fact Book 2013–14, pp. C-12–13). Over
the past five years, approximately 70.3% of our enrollment has been in traditional liberal arts and
sciences, and 29.7% has been in pre-professional majors (accounting, business administration,
and education). When evaluated by credit hours taught, Susquehanna’s commitment to the
liberal arts is evident: 82.8% of credit hours are taught in the traditional liberal arts and sciences,
and 17.2% have pre-professional content (Fact Book 2013–14, pp. C-16–18).
Susquehanna’s mission drives our University Learning Goals, integrating the liberal arts with
preparation for professions and careers (see Figure 7.1, p. 83). Four overarching learning goals
define the educational experience for all students, regardless of major: an awareness of creative,
natural, societal, and cultural forces that shape the world around them; an integrated set of
intellectual skills; a mature understanding of self—mind, body, and spirit; and an integrated sense
of personal ethical responsibility. These are achieved through the Central Curriculum, majors,
and co-curricular activities.
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We assess alumni’s perception of Susquehanna’s liberal arts education through surveys. For
example, alumni from the class of 2005 recognize that the intellectual skills they acquired during
their undergraduate education are important to their personal lives as well as to their careers
(2010 Alumni Survey Results, Class of 2005). Surveys of alumni five years after graduation are
scheduled every other year.
Learning Community
Strategic planning demonstrates Susquehanna’s commitment to continuously strengthening its
learning community. Most of the elements of the 2010 strategic plan bear directly on the academic
program or student experience. The remaining elements arose from faculty and student concerns
(sustainability) or have a clear relationship to the core teaching and learning enterprise of the
university (investing in people, maintaining and developing facilities). Giving focused attention to
further developing its strengths will sustain Susquehanna’s claim to academic excellence.
Diversity. Diversity has long been a priority of Susquehanna, eliciting a recommendation at the
time of the last Middle States review that was successfully discharged with the Periodic Review
Report in 2009. Our intention to further develop a diverse and inclusive community was included
as a priority in the 2003 strategic plan and remains the first goal of the 2010 strategic plan.
Initiatives to reach this goal included recruiting a chief diversity officer to guide our efforts at
increasing diversity and improving climate. Moreover, we have developed a Diversity Advisory
Board and departmental diversity action plans, and added new admissions staff focused on
recruiting international students. To reach this goal, the chief diversity officer has offered a series
of well-attended workshops. In addition, the Central Curriculum includes four diversity-related
requirements: a diversity course, a diversity-intensive course, a cross-cultural experience, and a
cross-cultural seminar. The Diversity Matters page on the university website points members of
the campus community to local and national resources. To assist with the development of diverse
applicant pools for faculty positions, Susquehanna provides a link to The Registry at Texas Tech
University.
Growing research has reflected that, in order to realize the educational benefits of diversity, a
critical mass must be reached. To that end, the vice president for enrollment management and
her staff have successfully worked to increase recruitment and enrollment of students from
diverse racial, socioeconomic, religious, and geographic backgrounds. In 2013, U.S. minorities and
international students have increased to 16.3% (Fact Book 2013–14, p. C-10), up from 10.1% in 2009.
The percentage of minority students who have persisted has also increased, from 72.6% for the
2008 cohort to 84.9% for the 2012 cohort (Fact Book 2013–14, p. E-5).
In fall 2012, Susquehanna enrolled its first cohort of 11 high-achieving, low-income,
underrepresented students with a commitment to majoring in biology, funded in part by a grant
from the National Science Foundation (NSF) for science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics (STEM) scholars. This comprehensive program includes a week-long summer
orientation, enrollment in a common section of our first-year seminar, faculty-student
collaborative research, and mentoring of first-year students by STEM scholars in their second
year. Moreover, starting in 2013–14, Susquehanna STEM scholars will live together in a small
residence hall with a faculty mentor, creating additional opportunities for high-impact activities
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and learning from one another. All of the elements aim to develop and maintain a cohort that is
more likely to succeed than might individuals on their own.
The 2010 National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE) data show higher scores since 2006 in
both first-year and senior responses to four questions regarding diversity (Figures 1 and 2). These
include diverse perspectives in class discussions or writing assignments, having serious
conversations with students of a different race or ethnicity, having serious conversations with
students who are very different from them, and student perceptions of the extent to which their
experience at Susquehanna contributed to understanding people of other racial and ethnic
backgrounds.
Faculty-student collaboration. Susquehanna values a learning community that supports facultystudent collaboration and scholarship. This is evident in the third goal in the 2010 strategic plan:
“sustain support for faculty scholarship and collaboration with students.” Susquehanna devotes
endowment funds to support faculty-student collaborative research and continues to do so in the
context of decreased endowment revenues. Funding is available for conference presentations and
for research stipends. Since 2003, approximately 200 students have received funds to work
collaboratively on research projects with faculty in the sciences and humanities. The number of
students presenting research at the National Conference on Undergraduate Research has
increased from eight in 2003 to 33 in 2013. In the past decade, more than 100 additional students
presented their scholarship or performed at other national and international conferences. Senior
Scholars Day, held on campus each April, highlights faculty-mentored student research.
Student survey data also support Susquehanna as a learning community where faculty and
students interact inside and outside of the classroom. NSSE 2010 data showed that seniors at
Susquehanna are more likely than their peers at other Baccalaureate Arts and Sciences schools to
work with faculty members on activities other than coursework (p. 5). ACT’s Survey of Student
Opinions, conducted in February 2011, shows Susquehanna students are satisfied with the
opportunities to participate in research with faculty, with an average satisfaction rating of 3.84 on
a five-point scale (p. 13).
Faculty teaching and scholarship. Susquehanna highly values faculty teaching and scholarship;
active scholars bring enthusiasm about lifelong learning into the classroom and into interactions
with students outside of the classroom. Tenure and promotion decisions are based on evidence of
effective teaching; scholarly, professional, or artistic accomplishment; and the likelihood of
substantial continuing professional development and scholarly activity (Faculty Handbook,
Section 4.10.1 and Section 4.11.6.2). Frequent workshops presented by the Center for Teaching and
Learning facilitate peer mentoring and the development of pedagogical skills. Faculty scholarly
and creative activities are supported by internal grants and assistance with external grant
applications. They are celebrated on the university’s website and in opportunities for faculty to
share their scholarship with colleagues.
Co-curricular programs. Several new and continuing student opportunities exemplify
Susquehanna’s tradition of learning beyond the classroom and build community in important
ways. Examples include LeaderShape, in which selected students travel to an off-campus retreat
and spend six days learning about leading with integrity and developing a healthy disregard for
the impossible. Students designated as Gundaker or Summers scholars are provided small
income-replacement stipends to allow them to take part in various internships and study-away
10
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experiences during the summer. Susquehanna’s chapter of Enactus teaches market economics,
entrepreneurship, personal and financial success, and business ethics through educational
outreach projects.
Special Susquehanna traditions invite participation by students, staff, and faculty. Such events
promote the development of relationships and mutual respect that support the learning process.
The Thanksgiving dinner, held annually since 1981, is a tradition in which the president, faculty,
and staff serve the meal to students and interact informally. Susquehanna’s Get Into Volunteer
Experience (SU GIVE) asks first-year students to volunteer an afternoon taking part in community
service projects. Each year, Susquehanna students, faculty, and staff join the Selinsgrove
community to celebrate the Christmas holiday with scriptures and music in a candlelight service
in Weber Chapel. The university community also celebrates Diwali and Sukkot annually. Martin
Luther King, Jr. Day is celebrated annually with a lecture and concert.
Working Community
One requirement for meeting our strategic goals is investing in people. Recent years have seen
progress in providing support and recognition of the value of faculty and staff, including
appropriate compensation. Compared with data from our peer group, Susquehanna faculty
salaries have been above the median since 2010–11 at all three faculty ranks (Fact Book 2013–14, p.
F-13). Although no raises were awarded in 2011–12, wages and salaries were increased in prior years
and in the 2012–13 and 2013–14 academic years. Moreover, faculty and staff members annually
receive $750 and $500, respectively, to spend at their discretion on professional development.
The Faculty/Staff Satisfaction Survey was first administered in spring 2010. The results confirm
that faculty and staff members are dedicated to our students and take pride in working at
Susquehanna. Employees report their work is personally rewarding and feel the work they do is
valuable to the institution. Analysis also identified the following challenges: internal
communication, respect and teamwork, and staffing and budgets (Faculty/Staff Satisfaction
Survey, p. 3). President Lemons comments in his cover letter to the report that these areas of
concern are important issues deserving serious and sustained attention. As administrators,
faculty, and staff take on additional responsibilities, the shortcomings identified in the
Faculty/Staff Satisfaction Survey continue to attract our attention: strategies for investing in
people need to focus on sustaining our human capital.
The university recognizes outstanding contributors through awards and ceremonies. Faculty
awards include the Susquehanna University Teaching Award and the Dr. John C. Horn
Distinguished Service Award in recognition of outstanding scholarship and service to the
university. “Whatever It Takes” Awards give recognition to employees who go above and beyond
the regular duties associated with their jobs to make a difference for students. The Signe S. Gates
Awards are presented annually to staff for their role in advancing important strategic goals. All
awards recognize and celebrate the work of Susquehanna’s most important asset—our people.
Effective communication and living by our value statements are also important to our working
community. These are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 5.
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Responsible Community
Financial stability, stewardship, and sustainability are of foremost importance as the university
faces the changing landscape of higher education. In the next chapter we will discuss much that is
relevant to being a responsible community: institutional planning, resources, allocation, and
renewal. As a responsible community, Susquehanna engages in continuous strategic thinking and
flexible planning strategies to remain agile amid higher education and economic uncertainties.
In a similar vein, we sought to optimize our resources in a structural realignment of the academic
administration. In spring 2012, the provost and dean of the faculty reorganized the Division of
Academic Affairs. He stated, “It was our goal in making these changes to move forward with
intentionality and coherence to achieve academic excellence and to create a sustainable campus
culture oriented toward student success. People are being asked to think differently about their
work and to collaborate in coordinating and reducing unnecessary effort” (Carl Moses, November
2012). The organizational changes include combining the former School of Arts, Humanities and
Communications with the School of Natural and Social Sciences to create a single school, the
School of Arts and Sciences. Concomitant position realignments include appointment of an
associate provost and dean of the newly created School of Arts and Sciences as well as an associate
dean for arts and sciences. Furthermore, two administrators have been given additional
responsibilities as assistant provosts for student success and engagement and postgraduate
opportunities, and a faculty member has been appointed coordinator for postbaccalaureate
fellowship and graduate school advising. The realignment involves integration of the Center for
Academic Achievement, the Career Development Center, and oversight of student internships
and fellowships. In addition to pursuing excellence, these changes are intended to make more
effective use of the resources at Susquehanna’s disposal. Nonetheless, these changes have elicited
mixed responses from faculty.
Susquehanna applied the value of responsible community to the difficult process of purchasing
the Pine Meadow Apartments complex in 2011. This Section 8 subsidized housing development
served the community for 30 years, housing approximately 100 families. As the HUD contract
neared completion, the owner offered to sell the development to the university. Given its strategic
position bordering the campus and given that some entity was likely to turn it into apartments
that would provide student housing, the university developed plans to acquire the property and to
minimize distress and inconvenience to the existing tenants. The university gathered social
workers, local authorities, local landlords, and experts from HUD to assist residents with finding
new accommodations. In addition, the university paid some of the relocation expenses incurred
by the residents.
Serving the Local Community and Region
The Economic Impact Statement (2009) recognizes Susquehanna’s identity as a strong
community servant, partner, educator, and cultural asset. More than $36.9 million of
Susquehanna’s annual budget is spent in the region, and an average of $10 million annually on
construction. In addition to the university’s involvement in the economic life of the community,
students spend an estimated $2.4 million in the community (June 30, 2009). The Office of Public
Safety offers 24-hour assistance to the borough police department, and the university makes
voluntary contributions to the borough, fire company, and emergency medical services.
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About 1,500 students engaged in volunteer activities in 2012–13, donating 30,518.4 hours of
community service. Twelve service organizations operated on campus, with 263 student members
(Fact Book 2013–14, p. D-6). SU GIVE, SU SPLASH, and SU SERVE include students, staff, faculty,
and alumni working on service projects in the community. Fundraising and volunteer activities go
to the Special Olympics, the Ronald McDonald House, breast cancer research, child abuse
prevention, and various disease research centers. In September 2011, Susquehanna faculty, staff,
and students helped residents respond to the flooding of the Isle of Que by Penns Creek and the
Susquehanna River.
Susquehanna’s chapter of Enactus offers free consulting to local businesses. The Department of
Modern Languages maintains strong connections with the Latino community of the region,
hosting an annual multiday Latino Symposium. Susquehanna also hosts the community Relay for
Life fundraiser and Antiques on the Avenue, a fundraiser for Selinsgrove revitalization efforts.
Outreach education programs include the Saturday Science Program and Science in Motion. The
Music Preparatory Program offers reasonably priced music instruction to area students of all ages.
Susquehanna serves as the site for the annual Pennsylvania High School Speech League’s state
tournament and drama festival, the annual Honors Band Festival for high school students, and
the summer Kid’s College, as well as the Institute for Lifelong Learning, an annual series of
lectures and luncheons that promotes fellowship and lifelong learning for seniors in the
community. Numerous lecturers, writers, and artists offer events, often free of charge. The Artist
Series brings professional music, dance, and theater performances to the community at affordable
prices. The Lore Degenstein Gallery displays a series of exhibits each year, accompanied by
opening lectures.
Faculty and staff serve as elected leaders on the Selinsgrove Borough Council and Selinsgrove
Area School District Board of Directors, and as members of the Selinsgrove Chamber of
Commerce, United Way of Central Susquehanna Valley, Evangelical Community Hospital Board
of Directors, the Greater Susquehanna Valley Chamber of Commerce, Leadership Susquehanna
Valley, and Selinsgrove Projects, Inc., among other organizations.
Physically Attractive Setting
Susquehanna’s campus is uniformly regarded as a significant asset (2010 strategic plan, p. 18).
Princeton Review (2010) named Susquehanna #20 overall for “Most Beautiful Campus” and #1
overall for “Easiest Campus to Get Around.” The March 2009 strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, and threats (SWOT) analysis lists our “beautiful campus and outstanding residence
halls” as a strength (2010 strategic plan, p. 22). Student survey results support the perception that
Susquehanna’s campus is an attractive setting. Susquehanna students rank the general condition
of the buildings and grounds at 4.27 on a five-point scale, compared with a national average of
3.72 (ACT SSO Quick Facts, p. 1). Maintaining and developing these facilities is a strategic goal.
Lutheran Heritage
Founded in 1858 as the Missionary Institute of the Evangelical Lutheran Church and Susquehanna
Female College, Susquehanna University appreciates both its Lutheran heritage and its
continuing relationship with the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America. As one expression of
that relationship, Susquehanna President L. Jay Lemons has served as chair of the board of the
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Evangelical Lutheran Church in America Council of College and University Presidents and as
chair of the board of the Lutheran Educational Conference in North America.
Susquehanna welcomes individuals of all backgrounds and beliefs. The religious affiliation
reported by first-year students shows that a plurality of our students identify as Roman Catholic,
but a broad spectrum of traditions and degrees of religious involvement or noninvolvement is
represented among our students (Fact Book 2013–14, p. B-14). We encourage interaction, inquiry,
and debate among people of all backgrounds and beliefs, based on the proposition that truth will
emerge from constructive dialogue and the belief that this community is enriched by its religious
diversity.
Susquehanna’s Lutheran chaplain participates in university ceremonies and important events for
the community (e.g., Convocation, Commencement, Baccalaureate, and the Christmas
Candlelight Service), as well as offering pastoral care to the Susquehanna community. Moreover,
Susquehanna employs a full-time director of Jewish life, a rabbi who conducts services, teaches in
the Jewish Studies program, and oversees Hillel. The priest of the local Roman Catholic parish
offers college students a mass each Sunday while the university is in session.
Religious organizations for students include the Lutheran Student Movement, Hillel Student
Organization, Catholic Campus Ministries, and InterVarsity Christian Fellowship.
Service is a humanitarian expression that resonates with Susquehanna’s heritage. The university
has made strides in recent years in implementing service learning. Susquehanna was named to
the President’s Higher Education Community Service Honor Roll with Distinction for its
commitment to community service and service learning. This accomplishment marks the sixth
consecutive year the Corporation for National and Community Service and the U.S. Department
of Education have recognized Susquehanna’s service achievements. Global Opportunities offers
several service-learning programs, including those in Central America, New Orleans, and the
Philippines. Habitat for Humanity Collegiate Challenge involves working on the construction of a
Habitat house, sometimes in another state. In addition, SU SERVE organized students, faculty,
staff, and alumni around the world to donate a collective 20,000 hours of volunteer service during
the month of April; 2013 donations totaled 24,974 hours. These programs are important
expressions of Susquehanna’s three-pronged mission to “prepare students for lives of
achievement, leadership, and service in a diverse and interconnected world.”
COMMUNICATIONS CONVEY MISSION
Susquehanna makes a concerted effort to ensure communications are tightly tied to its mission,
conveying themes of achievement, leadership, and service. The overall goal of the office of
University Communications is to convey this essence of a Susquehanna education to its key
constituencies, which include the campus community, prospective students, alumni, potential
donors, and the larger public via mass media, university publications, and the Susquehanna
website. In doing so, the office strives to create greater visibility and name recognition for
Susquehanna in support of its recruitment and development efforts.
Susquehanna’s website introduces external audiences to all aspects of the university, including
mission and guiding values. Of special note is Susquepedia, a collection of experiences, topics,
and personalities that make up Susquehanna. The Susquehanna Experience, the Central
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Curriculum animation and vignette, also engages the audience in selecting topics to explore
educational experiences.
The Viewbook magazine was revamped to include a focus on individuals who “achieve, lead, and
serve” with news of outcomes, internship opportunities, faculty views, and Global Opportunities
experiences. Susquehanna Currents, a biannual magazine for alumni, parents, students, faculty,
staff, and friends, contains feature stories about alumni, topical issues, and news about athletics,
scholarship, and student and faculty achievements. Ventures, the annual magazine of the
Sigmund Weis School of Business, contains feature stories about alumni, issues of interest to the
business community, and news about the business school—including news about faculty research
and student achievement.
CONCLUSIONS
We believe Susquehanna University is in compliance with Standard 1. Our mission and guiding
values clearly define our purpose, whom we serve, and what we intend to accomplish. Reviews of
the mission statement in 2003 and 2010 yielded decisions to retain it with minor modifications.
Our guiding values specify how we fulfill our mission; our curricula put our mission into practice.
Finally, internal and external communications accurately convey the essence and value of a
Susquehanna University education to key constituencies.
PLANS FOR THE FUTURE
•
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Sustain Susquehanna’s working community in a time of transition and constrained
resources.

Chapter 3: Planning and Resources
Chapter 3
PLANNING AND RESOURCES
(Standards 2 and 3)
Susquehanna University’s ongoing planning, institutional renewal, and resource allocation
processes help achieve our mission. In this chapter we discuss facilities, finances, financial and
academic planning, allocation of institutional resources, human resources, and fundraising. These
practices effectively maintain the university’s financial stability.
PLANNING
Strategic planning at Susquehanna started in the 1980s and has been occurring continuously since
then. More recently, the university drafted a strategic plan, approved in 2003, that based its
priorities on research that had been done as part of Susquehanna’s 2004 accreditation review.
This plan “expressed ‘timeless’ objectives” that were believed to resonate well beyond the
intended three- to five-year implementation period (2010 strategic plan, p. 2). Our subsequent
strategic plan, approved in 2010, recognized the challenges facing private liberal arts institutions
as well as that the 2003 plan still resonated with our community. As a result, the initiatives of the
2010 plan were designed both to strengthen the areas of core commitment identified in the 2003
plan and to advance the future success of the university.
We have already begun to lay the foundation for our next strategic-planning process. In 2012–13,
the president, who leads the university’s strategic-planning efforts, sponsored a series of speakers
on topics related to The Future of the Academy. These lectures featured speakers from the
Chronicle of Higher Education, Phi Beta Kappa, the Education Advisory Board, and leaders of
other liberal arts colleges. They discussed the challenges facing liberal arts colleges, as well as the
role of MOOCs in higher education and the importance of liberal arts for our society’s future. This
Middle States self-study has also informed the new strategic plan now in development.
Financial Planning
Strategic plan initiatives are woven into the budget and inform institutional financial priorities.
For example, the new steam plant, LEED-certified building projects, and green cleaning products
are a result of the strategic plan initiative regarding sustainability. Furthermore, funding for the
office of the chief diversity officer, the STEM scholars, and the inclusion of same-sex partners in
our benefits plan reflect our commitment to the diversity initiative in the strategic plan (Michael
Coyne, Diana Heeren, July 2013).
The university maintains a comprehensive Multi-year Plan that projects student enrollment,
tuition and fees, financial aid, compensation, depreciation, and other drivers of the operating
margin. This is provided regularly to the trustees.
One major component of this model is the Capital Investment Plan, which contains current and
planned projects. Projects are prioritized based on need and resources. This all-inclusive plan
helps ensure a focus on current fundraising efforts, so that the entire community can embrace a
common effort, one major project at a time. Maintenance, repairs, and staffing costs for capital
projects are forecast and included in annual operating budgets.
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The Office of Information Technology maintains a capital investment plan showing capital
projects on the horizon. This plan ties into the overall financial plan of the university. The
Enterprise Systems Steering Committee (see p. 42) has recommended the office expand its plans
to include rationales for requested funds to assist with the prioritization of projects.
Enrollment and financial aid data are the principal forces shaping the multiyear plan.
Susquehanna, like many other private liberal arts schools, is tuition dependent. We derive
approximately 86% of our revenue from students, leaving the university susceptible to significant
variances based on the number of students enrolled in a given year. By planning for various levels
of enrollment, we prepare expense budgets accordingly.
Enrollment Management works closely with the Human Capital Research Corporation to identify
the best strategy for awarding aid based on student profiles and financial need. The university is
committed to making a college education affordable; this is accomplished through generous
financial aid offers, totaling approximately $37 million in fiscal year 2012–13. Just over $2 million of
this aid is donor-funded, either through the endowment or outright gifts. Nonetheless, the
increase in the overall discount rate from 38.6% in fall 2007 to a discount of 48.6% for fall 2013 is a
matter of concern. It is our belief that the rising discount rate has resulted from two factors:
stagnant family incomes and our failure to attract a sufficient number of applicants.
This increase in financial aid, coupled with declining enrollment since 2010, has received our full
attention, as we believe the financial aid challenge can be addressed most effectively in the
context of robust enrollment results. To this end, the president contracted The Lawlor Group, a
higher education consulting group, and three vice presidents for enrollment from similar schools
beyond our competitor group to audit enrollment management operations and enrollment
communications. In response to their advice, Susquehanna has initiated significant changes in its
enrollment operations that have begun to yield promising early results (see Chapter 6, pp. 67–68).
Based on recent enrollment trends, Susquehanna budgeted for a $1.8 million operating budget
deficit in fiscal year 2012–13, with a cash margin of more than $5 million. As of September 2013, we
anticipate a deficit of approximately $1.4 million and a cash margin of $5.3 million for the just
completed fiscal year. This was the university’s first deficit in decades. Presently, the university’s
Multi-year Plan projects GAAP financial statement deficits for each of the next five years. In
response to these projected deficits, the university’s leadership and board are adjusting program
budgets, making critical investments in recruitment and retention, and increasing revenues as
described more fully below (pp. 20–21). University leadership is developing a “Get Well Plan” for
the university, outlining a return to positive margins by fiscal year 2016. Projected operations
remain healthy, generating cash margins of no less than $2.6 million annually.
It is evident by the recent investments in physical assets that the university has expanded its
resources ahead of anticipated growth, and in additional instances has responded to opportunities
that were too compelling to ignore. The principal example of planned expansion in anticipation of
growth is the new Natural Sciences Center. This project, with the associated renovation of the
former Fisher Science Hall, required a large capital outlay and attracted modest fundraising
results. Hence, the university realized the project would require higher enrollments and enhanced
student revenue. The reliance on debt to fund these projects engendered debate in the university
community and among trustees, as doing so represented a departure from a more conservative
historic approach to adding academic space. Purchases of an adjoining farm, church, and
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apartment complex when they were placed on the market by their respective owners each
represented opportunities to expand our campus and to avoid potential threats to the university
had they been developed for purposes that would have eroded the student experience. Each
purchase was vetted thoroughly by the university and the trustees, funded with cash reserves, and
developed into projects that improved our facilities (see Facilities Planning, below).
Academic Planning
Academic planning at Susquehanna is focused on implementing the academic components of the
strategic plan. In response to the initiative focusing on recruitment and retention, the Taskforce
on Student Success and Engagement undertook further planning to operationalize this
institutional priority. Similarly, the university engaged in academic planning processes with
regard to the initiative to measure and communicate student outcomes. The university’s
reorganization in academic affairs to focus efforts on improving student success and retention is a
direct result of these academic planning processes (Carl Moses, July 2013).
Academic program review and student demand for courses inform academic planning for the
Central Curriculum and majors. Typically, course registration data (i.e., demand) will inform
short-term planning by the registrar, the deans, and the department heads to ensure that
sufficient spaces are available in required classes. As for long-term planning, academic
departments perform self-studies every 10 years in which learning goals, curriculum, and
resources are examined and assessed to determine the success and future of the programs.
Actionable recommendations emerge from the departments’ self-studies, evaluations by external
reviewers, and the judgments of the deans and the provost.
Similarly, starting in 2011–12, administrative units are reviewed at least every 10 years to assess
effectiveness, efficiency of operations, and quality of contribution to the university’s strategic plan
(Self-Study Questions for the Evaluation of Administrative Units; see Chapter 5, pp. 52–53). The
library’s 2012 self-study paved the way for further planning regarding acquisitions and collection
development, as well as a study of the best way to use library spaces.
In addition, deans utilize enrollment data to prioritize resource allocation through an annual
process with finance administrators. The institution balances this information with economic
indicators across three-year periods in making academic planning decisions.
Facilities Planning
Facilities planning is also tied to the university’s strategic plan. Our facilities staff is largely
responsible for implementing the initiative to integrate sustainability into our physical plant and
daily practices. For example, recent capital investments included upgrades to our classrooms and
new facilities for the Career Development Center and the Center for Academic Achievement.
Susquehanna’s campus has 86 facilities on 325 acres; maintaining and developing facilities as an
institutional asset is among our strategic goals. In the past decade, the university has invested $111
million in major capital projects. The campus master plan, last updated in 2005, continues to
serve us well. Classroom capacity for 2,400 students readily serves our current and projected
enrollments. Since 2005, the parking plan has been updated, as well as the electrical and data
infrastructure plans. Susquehanna is currently working on a utilities master plan and a library
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plan, and expects to develop a new master plan within the next few years. The latter is unlikely to
call for substantial changes, given the substantial investment in facilities in the past decade. A
comprehensive Facilities Condition Assessment was completed in 2008. During the capital budget
planning, priority is given to projects that will address deferred maintenance.
Susquehanna expanded its acreage by purchasing a strategically located neighboring farm in 2005.
This property currently serves as the Center for Environmental Education and Research and a
multipurpose education and research center. In 2006, a storage facility was transformed into
TRAX, a student‐designed campus nightclub. In 2008, the university purchased a church and a
rectory, and converted the church into a student health center in cooperation with Geisinger
Health System, a large regional health provider. The rectory was converted into an academic
building housing the Writers’ Institute. From 2008 to 2010, seven new residence halls were also
constructed to meet the expected increases in enrollments.
The new $33 million LEED-certified Natural Sciences Center was opened in fall 2010. This building
provides the lab spaces needed to support extensive faculty-student research collaborations and
has resulted in substantial increases in first-year enrollment in the natural sciences over the past
three years, from 82 in 2009 to 122 in 2013 (Fact Book 2013–14, p. C-12).
In 2011, our former science facility, Fisher Hall, was renovated and, in addition to classrooms and
faculty offices, provides space for our Career Development Center and Center for Academic
Achievement. In 2011, Susquehanna purchased the neighboring Pine Meadow Apartments for
student housing. With renovations completed in 2013, this garden-style apartment complex can
house 284 third- and fourth-year students.
Planning Strategies
The president retains final responsibility for strategic planning; the provost monitors
collaborative academic planning processes.
The internal priority driving planning and resource allocation is our mission: educating students
for lives of achievement, leadership, and service. The chief external forces include national
economic malaise, increasing price sensitivity, greater competition in the marketplace, public
skepticism about the liberal arts, and increasing ambiguity about the future of higher education.
One of the university’s planning strategies is to achieve a balance between administrative and
educational needs in the context of changing revenue sources. For example, when interest income
fell from $3.1 million in fiscal year 2007 to $69,ooo in 2012 (financial statements), the university
made reductions to operating budgets for both academic and administrative departments.
In addition, the university trains its staff in strategic planning. The Society for College and
University Planning (SCUP) provides information about how universities might approach
strategic planning, and two university administrators—the director of institutional research and
assessment and the director of facilities management—have attended the SCUP planning
institute and other SCUP training opportunities (Colleen Flewelling, December 2012).
In recent planning cycles, the community has provided broad goals that were subsequently
operationalized. For example, the development of the Central Curriculum arose from concerns of
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the faculty that the previous curriculum had lost its focus, and our emphasis on sustainability
came from faculty and student efforts to make all our work more sustainable.
The deans have recently examined historical enrollment patterns in both Central Curriculum and
major courses in order to maximize the deployment of faculty while maintaining the course
offerings needed for a vibrant curriculum. For example, some courses that typically attract low
enrollment may now be offered every other year; faculty would be reassigned into areas of need in
the Central Curriculum. In some cases, these analyses have allowed us to reduce reliance on
adjuncts.
FINANCES
Financial Health
Susquehanna’s financial position is sound; Moody’s Investors Service affirmed our A2 rating with
a stable outlook in November 2013. Like all institutions, the university was affected by the
recession. Initially, Susquehanna’s exposure was modest because we entered the crisis in a good
financial position. Although we did not need to make immediate or deep cuts, university
leadership began a process we have termed “accordion planning” to make the necessary
adjustments for the long-term effects of the recession. The accordion planning model allows us to
plan for a variety of enrollment and revenue scenarios. These models have led us to institute
significant budget cuts in the 2010, 2012, and 2014 fiscal years.
In the past five years, the university saw an increase in the discount rate for first-year students
from 42.1% in 2008–09 to 56.4% in 2013–14 (Fact Book 2013–14, p. H-8). In addition, from 2008
through 2012 we missed our first-year recruiting goals by an average of 30 students per year, and
retention rates have slowly declined over the past decade. The first budget cuts in fiscal year 2010
reduced budgets of administrative and academic departments by a total of $1 million. The second
cut, of $1.4 million in fiscal year 2102, withheld a scheduled 3% raise and included additional
departmental budget cuts; it focused greater cuts on administrative rather than academic
departments. The recent cut for fiscal year 2014 reached approximately $1.5 million. Its
components included modifying health insurance coverage to exclude spouses or partners of
employees who can obtain health insurance through their employers, Medicare, or disability
insurance; reducing the number of university cell phones; and trimming the planned raise pool
from 3.0% to 2.0%. Academic and administrative departments remain conscientious about
restraining expenses. Throughout this period, our goal has been to reduce costs while minimizing
the impact of budget reductions on students’ experiences (Michael Coyne, October 2013).
In the 2014 fiscal year, the university has a budgeted deficit of $1.3 million on a GAAP basis with
operating cash flow of greater than $5 million. Because the university retains strong cash balances
from operations and healthy cash reserves, we can control costs in a manner that is restrained and
yet effective. Moreover, Susquehanna is investing to address critical needs in enrollment
management and has already seen benefits in the form of increased applications.
The university’s budget will require continued careful management to cut costs, increase revenue
through improved enrollment, strengthen the net revenue per student, thoughtfully increase
existing revenues, and expand into new revenue lines. Examples of the latter include an
agreement signed in July 2013 with Language Consultants International (LCI) to provide
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instruction to English language learners on the Susquehanna campus. We expect LCI to enroll a
class of five to 10 students in January 2014. Through increased marketing of the summer campus,
Susquehanna will host a larger number of Chinese students in a repeating summer-session camp.
Finally, we believe we can limit capital spending over the next five to 10 years due to our recent
capital investments and low deferred maintenance; we will undertake major projects only when
they are donor funded.
What differentiates Susquehanna University from many institutions of similar size and market
position is its strong cash position. As of June 30, 2013, the university had $24.2 million in cash
reserves. As illustrated by the actions described above, the benefits of our extended history of
conservative fiscal management will allow us to act from a position of strength as we encounter
challenges.
The long-term financial health of the university and the current budget outlook are shared
regularly with the campus community at town hall meetings, faculty meetings, and open
University Council meetings. Financial statements and 990 tax returns are posted on the
university’s website. Annual fact books containing detailed financial and operational data are
published and archived on mySU.
Assessment
Susquehanna’s financial health is evaluated in several ways. Annual reporting and review of the
Composite Financial Index 2 indicates that the university continues to follow the same trends as its
peer institutions. The university also compares selected ratios to those of our peer institutions.
The Audit Committee and the Property and Finance Committee of the Board of Trustees review
these comparisons annually. The university also participates in a variety of surveys, including
National Association of College and University Business Officers’ (NACUBO) endowment and
tuition discounting studies, the AAUP faculty compensation survey, and the College and
University Personnel Association (CUPA) faculty and staff salary surveys. These data are used for
benchmarking; AAUP and CUPA data inform decisions made about faculty and staff salary
increases. Results from the NACUBO endowment study are used to benchmark investment
allocations and performance, and NACUBO’s tuition discounting study is used both for
benchmarking prior performance and to drive decisions on financial aid strategy.
Financial Statements
Susquehanna’s financial statements are audited annually by independent accountants, Baker Tilly,
LLC. The university has received an unqualified opinion for each of the past 10 years. The Audit
Committee of the Board of Trustees evaluates the performance of the audit firm. Financial
statements are widely distributed by posting to the university’s website. As described below, the
budget process is transparent at Susquehanna, as evidenced by the way in which the operating
margin ties to the financial statement results without any adjustments. The margin is audited,

2

The Composite Financial Index combines different but complementary measures (ratios) of fundamental
elements of financial health (primary reserve ratio, net income ratio, return on net assets, and viability
ratio) into a single measure representing an institution’s overall financial health (Summary of Composite
Financial Index and Department of Education Composite Score for year ending June 30, 2012).
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thereby allowing confidence in the way budgets are compiled; there can be no shifting of funds or
accounts in order to manipulate the margin to suit the wishes of management.
INSTITUTIONAL RESOURCES AND ALLOCATION
Transparency
Institutional controls are in place to ensure transparent processes for allocating institutional
resources. Regular communication occurs between members of the Senior Leadership Team
about issues facing the university. Meetings with university leadership that invite discussion
about university operations include monthly faculty meetings, open University Council meetings,
town hall meetings, and meetings of the Board of Trustees. Town hall meetings, led by the
president, provide updates on the state of the university, significant initiatives for the year ahead,
and updates on enrollment, budget, and development efforts. Faculty and staff are encouraged to
provide feedback and to ask questions. Materials presented at the meeting are then posted to the
portal.
The University Council is composed of the president, the vice president for finance and
administration, the provost, the deans, the speaker of the faculty (ex officio), seven elected faculty
members, and the president of the Student Government Association. This advisory group to the
president influences decisions on important issues. Each semester, at least one University Council
meeting is open to the community, allowing discussion of various enrollment, financial, and
community topics.
In 2012, the university established a University Policy Management Group. The group is composed
of faculty and staff and is responsible for ensuring the university has clear policies that encourage
operational efficiencies, reduce institutional risk, ensure equitable treatment of students and
employees, and comply with legal, fiscal, and higher education standards and best practices. In
addition, a Policy Approval Team has been established with approximately eight faculty and staff
serving on the committee along with one student representative. The group will ensure
consistency and equity for all policy decisions.
The Faculty Handbook presents both orientation materials for newly hired faculty and the work
policies and procedures for continuing faculty employees. The Office of Human Resources
maintains all other employment policies and posts them to mySU; these policies have not been
collected in a formal staff handbook. Ongoing policy review is conducted by the Office of the
Provost, the Faculty Affairs Committee, and the University Policy Management Group.
Statements about the university’s financial, administrative, and auxiliary operations are included
in published financial statements. The Economic Impact Statement shows the total local effect of
Susquehanna’s presence in the community.
Resource Allocation
Since Susquehanna is primarily a teaching institution, we allocate resources to promote students’
academic success. This is achieved through continuous and deliberate evaluation of student
outcomes by departments and administrative units. For example, the operating budget for 2012–13
included $10,000 to support efforts for implementing recommendations made in 2011 by the
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Taskforce on Student Success and Engagement. New responsibilities were assigned to three
employees in existing positions to enhance our effectiveness in supporting students’ needs.
Furthermore, the assistant provost for student success and engagement formed the Student
Engagement and Retention Committee, which is tasked with developing and updating related
policies, thereby providing structures that further support student success.
On an institution-wide level, periodic strategic-planning efforts set broad goals that can then be
used to inform resource allocation. An example of this resource allocation is an outcome from the
2003 strategic plan, which called for a more engaging curriculum. This discussion led to the
development of the Central Curriculum, which in turn led to the establishment of the innovative
and unique Global Opportunities (GO) program in 2009 (see Chapter 7, pp. 87–89).
The GO program has resulted in an increase in faculty lines, financial investment in
administrative support, curriculum and program development, and additional financial aid
contributions to support student travel. The Office of Cross-Cultural Programs has been
expanded to include a dean of global programs, a faculty-led program manager, a study-away
adviser, and an administrative assistant; office and meeting space was established. The
investment in study-away programming has increased from approximately $1.4 million in 2008–09
to approximately $2.7 million in 2012–13.
The Student Government Association (SGA), an important part of the university’s governance,
allocates revenues from the student activity fee to student organizations; in 2012–13, their budget
was $524,000. In addition, the vice president for finance and administration meets with the SGA
at least annually to discuss matters that are of particular concern to students, including tuition
rate increases. Feedback from these meetings is then discussed with the Senior Leadership Team
in the context of future planning priorities and goals.
Budget
The strategic plan is central to the annual operating budget as well as the annual and long-term
capital budget, in which costs for strategic plan initiatives are embedded. In recent years the
university has included in the budget funds for the new science building and additional costs for
completing the implementation of the Central Curriculum. Moreover, it has funded the addition
of faculty lines to staff capstone courses and first-year seminars, limit adjunct instruction, and
decrease the student-faculty ratio from 14:1 to 13:1. To achieve our goal of integrating sustainability
into the curriculum, physical plant, and daily practices, as well as to comply with state
regulations, Susquehanna has decided to change the fuel source for our steam plant from coal to
natural gas. This change elicited some controversy; nonetheless, the move will reduce the carbon
footprint of the facilities currently heated by the central steam plant by nearly 80%.
Through a systematic budget process that receives input from every department, we have been
successful in allocating sufficient resources to meet our institutional mission and provide students
with a quality education. The budget process is shown in the Budget Cycle diagram. A “top down”
budget outline is presented to the Property and Finance Committee of the Board of Trustees in
February. The Senior Leadership Team reviews a summary of this detailed “bottom up” budget,
considering the current projection of opening enrollment for the upcoming fall semester. The
final budget is presented to the Property and Finance Committee of the board at its May meeting
and then approved by the full board at the June meeting.
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Assessment and monitoring of the budget occur throughout the year. Finance Office staff meet
with budget managers at midyear to review current year budgets and to begin planning for
budget requests for the upcoming year. Quarterly projections of operating results are presented to
the Property and Finance Committee. External reviews of University Communications and the
offices of Admissions and Financial Aid in 2013 are expected to lead to changes in the budget—
both in investments to increase the applicant pool, as well as in an increase in enrollment.
The board sets tuition, fees, room, and board at either the October or February meeting. At the
May meeting of the Property and Finance Committee, the administration’s proposal for the
compensation pool for the next year is reviewed and recommended to the trustees. Each year, the
board approves a range of potential compensation increases. The president then decides the
actual increase based on fall student enrollment census figures.
This budget process is evidence of resource allocation occurring at various levels and
demonstrates that the decision-making processes for allocating assets are connected to the
institutional planning process.
Student Opportunities
Susquehanna’s 2010 strategic plan (p. 7) calls for sustaining support for faculty scholarship and
collaboration with students. This continues Susquehanna’s commitment to faculty that was
included in the 2003 plan as well.
In those disciplines where faculty-student collaborative research accounts for a substantial
portion of faculty scholarship, the availability of summer research grants for students is
Figure 3.1: Ratio of Instructional to Institutional Cost per Student
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important. The Research Partners Program provided approximately $38,000 in stipends for
students to participate in research projects during the summer of 2013. It had been funded at
levels of up to $50,000; reduction in the endowment income that supports the program has
constrained its resources in recent years. This program enhances student learning by providing
students the opportunity to actively participate in a research project on a full-time basis. Faculty
members serve as mentors to the students, creating a community of learners at Susquehanna.
This program has been in place for approximately 20 years, funding 10 to 15 students per year.
As stated above, the university also invests significant funds in study-away programming, a
required component of Susquehanna’s Central Curriculum. In addition, the Gundaker, Stein, and
Summers endowment funds each provide opportunities for students by supplementing
internships or significant volunteer activities. Approximately $62,000 is awarded each year to
provide a range of experiential learning opportunities for students.
Assessment
Student postgraduation success rates and the body of scholarly and creative activity recorded for
faculty members each year provide evidence that the resource management process has been
supporting the university mission during the challenging economic climate of the past few years.
As is often the case in higher education, there is a tension between the available resources and the
demand for internal support to fund faculty scholarship, personnel, and other initiatives.
For example, in fall 2011, faculty expressed a concern over the increase in institutional support
expenses as shown on the financial statements. Figure 3.1 above shows that the ratio of
instructional to institutional cost per student dipped for several years starting in 2006. During this
time the university invested in a campus-wide information system, expanded university
communications, completed a major fundraising campaign, hired a chief diversity officer, and

Table 3.1
Allocation of Expenditures
Category

Average for Peers

Susquehanna

38%

35%

Research

1%

1%

Public Service

1%

1%

Academic Support

9%

6%

Student Service

16%

21%

Institutional Support

17%

17%

Instruction
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focused attention on improving student outcomes. The ratio has improved and exceeded the
fiscal year 2005 figure in 2013.
Susquehanna relies on comparative data to ensure that adequate investments are being made in
the various categories. Information from the Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System for
fiscal year 2010–11 shows that the university’s allocation of expenditures is comparable to our peer
institutions (see Table 3.1 above).
As shown in Table 3.2 below, the 2010 Faculty/Staff Satisfaction Survey results reveal that the two
items with the largest gaps in the Work Environment category were related to resources. These
data point to gaps between the importance accorded to current levels of staffing and budget and
satisfaction with them. This desire for greater personnel and financial resources is unlikely to be
realized given the university’s current financial circumstances.
PERSONNEL
Staffing Levels
Susquehanna is “a working community that recognizes its faculty and staff as its greatest
resource” (Guiding Values). During this time of economic uncertainty, many colleges and
universities made cuts to their staffing. Susquehanna has not reduced faculty or staff positions
and froze salaries for only one year (2011–12). Through a “hiring frost,” open positions are carefully
evaluated before a search is conducted. Susquehanna has invested heavily in its human resources
during the last five years. From fall 2007 to fall 2012 the university added 24 full-time staff,
increasing from 263 to 287. Faculty lines increased from 123.5 in fall 2007 to 147 in fall 2013 to
reduce the student-faculty ratio from 14:1 to 13:1.
As previously noted, a chief diversity officer (CDO) position was added in 2009. Since then the
CDO has worked closely with departments around campus to further develop a diverse and
inclusive community (2010 strategic plan). As a result, the diversity of our employee pool has
increased. The percent of staff considered U.S. minorities grew from 4.3% in 2008 to 8.0% in 2013.
Similarly, the percent of faculty classified as U.S. minorities grew from 15.8% in 2009 to 19.0% in
2013. Moreover, Susquehanna has seen the number of applications from first-year minority
students increase from 442 in 2009 to 742 in 2013.

Table 3.2
Work Environment
Item
My department has the
staff needed to do its
job well.
My department has the
budget needed to do its
job well.

Mean Importance

Mean Satisfaction

Gap

4.57

3.06

1.51

4.47

3.26

1.21
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The university responds to needs for additional faculty and staff and plans ahead for changes that
could impact staffing levels. For example, due to changes in our general education requirements,
additional faculty lines were added in the departments of modern languages, philosophy, and
religious studies. In addition, in April 2013, the university partnered with Bucknell University and
Franklin and Marshall College to hire a chief information security officer who will work for all
three institutions.
Assessment
To remain competitive in the hiring market, the university benchmarks wages using data from the
American Association of University Professors for faculty, the College and University Professional
Association for administrators, and the Pinnacle Consulting Group Regional Survey for hourly
staff. The Office of Human Resources reviews this information annually, and a summary is shared
with the Property and Finance Committee of the board when they review management’s
recommendation of the annual raise pool. The same data are used to determine an appropriate
and competitive salary range when hiring for a vacant position (Brenda Balonis, October 2012).
The Senior Leadership Team evaluates all requests for new positions, as well as requests to replace
open positions. Much discussion occurs to determine if the position should be filled, if the
remaining department members can absorb the work, or even if the department needs to be
restructured. This cooperative process has allowed us to adapt to changes. For example, in an
effort to improve assessment and outcomes, the provost reorganized several positions and
reporting structures, without increasing overall costs. Following a dean’s resignation,
Susquehanna evaluated its options and decided to combine two schools under a single dean and
appoint a faculty member as associate dean. Two existing staff members were named assistant
provosts and a part-time internship coordinator position in the business school was made a fulltime experiential learning coordinator in the Career Development Center.
Faculty and Staff Development
The university recognizes faculty development as a priority. Funding for professional
development grew out of the board’s desire to empower faculty to grow professionally. Faculty
and staff members annually receive $750 and $500, respectively, to spend at their discretion on
professional development. The funds can be accumulated up to $1,500. In addition, clerical staff
may apply for professional development funds through the Office of Human Resources to attend
conferences or participate in training.
The faculty’s Committee on Faculty Scholarship will award $40,000 in 2013–14 to support
individual and collaborative faculty scholarship and creative activity by providing opportunities
for research, study, travel, and the purchase of technology and supplies (Linda McMillin, August
2013). Grant amounts depend on funds determined by our endowment spending policy;
historically, the committee had as much as $70,000 at its disposal before the recession reduced
interest income from endowments. In addition, last year Susquehanna assisted in funding three
faculty members to attend the annual Council on Undergraduate Research Dialogues conference.
Part of the university’s ongoing commitment to faculty research is an annual subscription to
Grants Advisor Plus, a searchable database for faculty with thousands of potential federal and
private funding opportunities. Grants awarded to faculty are reported in Focus on Scholarship.
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To ensure that all university personnel have the opportunity to understand current economic
conditions impacting the future of Susquehanna, President Lemons has implemented a speaker’s
bureau to address and discuss The Future of the Academy. A library of books and articles about
how to understand the current and future marketplace is available on the president’s website.
FUNDRAISING
Campaign
Susquehanna’s fundraising and grant-seeking activities have been effective. The last campaign,
Changing Lives, Building Futures, ended in June 2010 and raised $75.2 million. Board giving
accounted for 40% of the total. Funding priorities evolved largely from the strategic-planning
process. The main capital project, a new science building, was planned due to space limitations in
the existing building. Scholarship funding emerged as the top endowment priority given the
university’s unfunded financial aid expenditures. The Susquehanna University Fund, comprising a
range of annual giving programs, was embedded in the campaign, reflecting a goal of continuing
to generate sustained annual gift support, largely from alumni. As part of the university’s
continuing commitment to fundraising efforts, staff members hired as part of the campaign were
retained permanently. The campaign was assessed through peer review in February 2010.
External Support
Administrative support for faculty seeking external funding is a significant contributor to the
success of faculty scholarship. The Foundation and Government Relations staff works closely with
departments across campus to pursue new funding opportunities that support the university’s
goals. One example of this is a $250,000 grant from the A.V. Davis Foundation to further expand
our Global Opportunities program, including faculty and curricular development and student
scholarships. The addition of a staff member in Foundation and Government Relations has
resulted in an increase in both the number of faculty grant submissions and the number of grant
award dollars. The number of applications to NSF and NIH has increased, as have applications to
private foundations and other philanthropic organizations. Susquehanna has recently taken a
more proactive role in developing a sponsored research infrastructure. We are currently focused
on federal compliance issues, developing an intellectual property policy, and making sure that
other policies and procedures are in place to support external grant activity.
Endowment
The university continues to build its endowment through gifts, and the fund has recovered since
2008 with a market value of $134 million as of June 30, 2013. The responsibility for investing the
university endowment (and other investable funds) rests with the Investment Committee of the
board. The financial investments of the university collectively represent a single, albeit important,
component of our overall financial and risk portfolio. The university’s investment portfolio is
allocated to asset classes in a manner that is appropriate to a particular portfolio’s time horizon
and in a diversified manner in order to reduce volatility over time. The endowment portfolio has a
longer time horizon than do other portfolios. The university’s primary long-term investment
objective is to maintain generational equity by producing investment returns that provide for
both the present and future needs of the university. The performance of the university’s
investments is reviewed at each Investment Committee meeting.
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CONCLUSIONS
We believe Susquehanna University is in compliance with Standards 2 and 3. Our mission,
guiding values, and assessment processes drive institutional and academic planning. In turn,
institutional planning informs resource allocation and institutional renewal. Transparent
processes are used to allocate the resources necessary to achieve our mission and goals. The
strategies employed by Susquehanna have ensured its financial resilience through the recent
economic recession and as it faces enrollment challenges.
PLANS FOR THE FUTURE
•
•
•
•
•
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Develop a new strategic plan;
Continue to closely monitor the financial performance of the university;
Enhance revenue and adjust spending to ensure positive financial statement margins;
Continue to evaluate the level of human resources, and efficiency of operations, to ensure
that appropriate staffing (both administrative and faculty) is in place to allow the
university to carry out its mission;
Continue regular and open communication by university leaders with all members of the
Susquehanna community about financial challenges and plans.

Chapter 4: Leadership and Governance
Chapter 4
LEADERSHIP AND GOVERNANCE
(Standards 4, 5, and 10)
Susquehanna University has a clearly defined system of shared governance that supports its
mission and goals. This system appears to be well understood by the constituents of the
institution. In this chapter we analyze the nature, clarity, and consistency of Susquehanna’s
leadership and governance roles. We then examine the extent to which the university mission is
promoted through quality governance and the mechanisms we use to select, evaluate, and
support qualified personnel.
LEADERSHIP AND GOVERNANCE ROLES
Susquehanna’s system of governance is consistent with the principles of shared governance
contained in the 1966 Statement on Government of Colleges and Universities, jointly formulated
by the American Association of University Professors, the American Council on Education, and
the Association of Governing Boards of Universities and Colleges. This governance model
provides faculty, staff, students, and administrators with opportunities to participate in important
decisions related to the operation of the institution.
Under the model, the faculty has the most significant voice on curricular matters and the trustees
have the most significant voice on financial matters, with the president serving as facilitator and
moderator. This governance model is implemented at Susquehanna through a collaborative
approach that provides constituents with appropriate opportunities to participate in decisions
that affect them and that has led to strong and positive relationships between faculty and the
administration.
The Board of Trustees
The structure and governance roles of the Board of Trustees, its composition, its authority, and its
ultimate responsibility for the general, academic, and financial well-being of the university blend
traditional models with elements that are unique to Susquehanna. According to the Susquehanna
University Bylaws (Articles II and III) the board consists of up to 41 members, including five
representatives of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America, two tenured members of the
faculty, four alumni, and two students. The board is independent and elects its own membership;
representatives of these constituencies are nominated by the constituencies and elected by the
board. The board is responsible for appointing the officers of the university (i.e., the board chair,
one or more vice chairs, the secretary, and the treasurer), as well as the president and vice
presidents of the university (University Bylaws, Article V, Section 1). All officers serve at the
pleasure of the board, except for the vice presidents, who serve at the pleasure of the president.
To focus its work at a level consistent with the collaborative nature of governance at
Susquehanna, the Board of Trustees completed a transformative reorganization of both its
governance structure and approach in October 2005. With the assistance of Dick Chait, a
nationally renowned figure in board governance, the board designed and implemented a
generative curve model. This model encourages the trustees to utilize their talents more
effectively by contributing to university initiatives earlier and higher up in the generative curve
than is typical for most boards. For example, in a traditional model, the board would spend
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considerable time reviewing and approving individual residence hall construction projects but
might not consider the more generative ideas of whether the school should expand, or if a
residential focus is best for the university as it expands.
Furthermore, the board’s standing committees were reduced from 17 to six (University Bylaws,
Article VII); additional, limited-life task forces can be formed as needed to address specific topics
that may arise. For instance, the board created a diversity task force to support the university’s
diversity initiatives. This task force supported funding for Susquehanna to apply for university
partnership with the Posse Foundation and added Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) to monitor
the university’s progress in this area.
Most board meetings feature Chait’s notion of a boundary work session, during which the trustees
meet with a group of faculty, staff, or students. These conversations focus on issues related to the
university mission, often resulting in concrete improvements to the university. For example,
conversations about changes related to best practices in teaching science were fundamental to the
design and construction of the Natural Sciences Center.
As a result of these changes to the structure and function of the board, the engagement and
satisfaction of trustees are high, as is the board’s value as a resource to Susquehanna’s
administrative leadership (Dawn Mueller and Signe Gates, November 2012; Choosing to Pursue
Great Governance).
Ultimately, the Board of Trustees helps Susquehanna achieve its mission and goals and ensures
that its leadership is effective by tracking the university’s progress based on KPIs. The KPIs are
reviewed annually and are also used as an indicator of the university leadership’s performance in
promoting the priorities laid out in the strategic plan. The KPIs monitor a number of factors,
including the university’s five-year graduation rate; faculty compensation relative to the median
for peer institutions; the percent of minority faculty and staff; and student responses on the
annual National Survey of Student Engagement. The board also monitors the university’s
finances, including fundraising, applications received, enrollment success, and net revenue per
student.
Results of the last comprehensive board assessment, conducted in 2008, indicated substantial
improvement across many areas of governance activity compared to the 2003 assessment. The
2008 assessment highlighted three areas where scores were lower than acceptable: receiving
feedback about individual trustee performance, effective oversight of student life, and
constructive two-way communication with alumni. The board has addressed each of these
subjects since 2008 by developing a completely revised trustee performance assessment, placing
increased emphasis on student life issues in the work of the Learning Committee, and creating a
new standing committee on alumni engagement and resource development after a task force on
alumni engagement completed its work. The next board assessment will be completed in spring
2014 and delivered to the trustees at their June meeting.
The President and Senior Administrators
The president serves as the academic and administrative head of the university (Faculty
Handbook, Section 2.2.3; University Bylaws, Article IX). As such, he is responsible for overseeing
the daily governance of the university, general policies, personnel matters, and student discipline.
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The provost and dean of the faculty, the chaplain, the director of athletics, the vice president for
enrollment management, the vice president for university relations, the vice president for finance
and administration, the chief diversity officer and special assistant to the president, and the chief
communications officer all report directly to the president. The governance roles of each of these
individuals, and of the administrators that report to them, are detailed in Section 2.2 of the
Faculty Handbook. Reporting to the provost, the academic deans have the authority and
responsibility for planning, implementing, and coordinating the programs of their schools. Their
duties are centered on strengthening faculty, enhancing curriculum, gathering resources in
cooperation with the Development Office, and achieving distinction (Faculty Handbook, Section
2.3.1.2 and Appendix 3).
Within this administrative and governance framework, the current president successfully engages
the university community in collaborative work that centers on the implementation of its
strategic plan (Susquehanna University: Toward a Sustainable Future). The method by which the
2010 strategic plan was created and adopted serves as an example of the collaborative model that
the president embraces and follows. A Planning Advisory Group composed of 13 faculty and staff
members helped to draft the strategic plan. The draft was discussed by the entire community and
supported by the faculty. Endorsed by the university’s Board of Trustees on May 17, 2010, the
strategic plan represented the culmination of more than 18 months of effort on the part of the
Susquehanna community.
The president ensures the execution of the strategic plan through oversight of the functions
performed by the Senior Leadership Team. This team is composed of the provost and dean of the
faculty, the vice president for finance and administration, the vice president for student life and
dean of students, the vice president for university relations, the vice president for enrollment
management, the associate provost and dean of the School of Arts and Sciences, the dean of the
Sigmund Weis School of Business, the chief communications officer, the chief diversity officer and
special assistant to the president for equity and inclusion , and the assistant to the president. The
president holds two offsite retreats each year for the Senior Leadership Team, during which they
assess their progress to date on achieving the goals of the strategic plan. Based on their
assessment, they discuss future practices necessary to ensure ongoing progress toward achieving
the stated goals, as well as methods for implementing these practices.
Faculty
Faculty governance roles are detailed in the Faculty Handbook (Section 2.4.2). The governing
faculty is responsible for designing, maintaining, assessing, and improving the curriculum. The
faculty also has the authority to establish requirements for graduation and to make
recommendations to the administration, as well as to the committees of the Board of Trustees,
regarding teaching, research, learning, faculty governance, and “other faculty affairs.” The faculty
participates in shared governance through faculty meetings and through university, ad hoc, and
faculty committees. The function and membership of these committees are defined in Section
2.7.4 and Section 2.7.5 of the Faculty Handbook. The faculty also has a voting presence on the
Board of Trustees. The University Council, which serves as the primary faculty advisory body to
the president, influences decisions on important issues (Faculty Handbook, Section 2.7.5.8).
Academic department heads work together with faculty and deans to ensure the quality of
teaching, advising, scholarship, professional activity, and university service (Faculty Handbook,
Section 2.6.2).
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The university’s recent experience in developing a new set of general education requirements
confirms the collaborative nature of Susquehanna’s governance and illustrates the faculty’s
ultimate control over the curriculum. The first step in designing the curriculum consisted of a
series of workshops, where faculty, administrators, and students discussed their expectations of
learning outcomes that should be achieved through a Susquehanna education. The Curriculum
Committee then led the efforts that culminated in the design of a new core curriculum, now
known as the Central Curriculum. The faculty approved the Central Curriculum on February 26,
2007, for implementation in fall 2009. In 2007–08, the faculty developed and approved learning
goals for each component of the Central Curriculum.
The administration recognized the faculty’s full authority to design the new curriculum. The
trustees were updated regularly on developments. Between May 2007 and February 2012, over
one-half of the president’s reports to the Board of Trustees included references to the Central
Curriculum. Furthermore, the board’s Learning Committee, which among other members
includes two faculty trustees, was updated periodically on the progress of the ongoing
development of the curriculum.
In addition, all academic programs develop and maintain their own curricula. Each department
head has primary responsibility for this task, which requires close collaboration with the
appropriate school dean and the Curriculum Committee. Final decisions on courses to be offered,
as well as the scheduling of courses, ultimately depend on enrollments and funding.
Staff
Most opportunities for salaried staff (below senior administration level) and hourly staff
participation in Susquehanna’s shared governance system are informal. Therefore, they can vary
from department to department. In addition, staff members have a number of formal
opportunities to contribute to administrative decisions. For instance, the Human Resources
Advisory Board and the Health Care Advisory Group include members of staff from different
levels. Moreover, each self-study working group included representatives from faculty, salaried
staff, and hourly staff. Finally, staff are invited to attend town hall meetings with the president at
the beginning of each semester, and also to attend open University Council meetings.
Students
Student governance. The Student Government Association (SGA) serves as the official voice of
students in the shared governance process at Susquehanna. SGA promotes self-governance and
maintains collaborative relationships with faculty and administrators, providing student
perspectives that are considered at all levels of university decision making (Student Government
Association Constitution). Each year, SGA appoints a junior to serve a two-year term on the Board
of Trustees. These student trustees participate in all board events, serve on committees and task
forces, and, as seniors, are full voting members. SGA also plays an active role in planning and
coordinating student activities.
Students were key participants in the discussions regarding the development of the strategic plan
and the Central Curriculum. They also serve on all of the university committees that pertain most
closely to their interests, including the Curriculum Committee, the Conduct Board, and the Policy
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Approval Team. Student liaisons work closely with administrative units such as Student Life,
Admissions, Food Services, and Public Safety. Finally, the president of SGA is a member of
University Council.
The Office of Residence Life operates programs to improve governance among students and to
provide them with opportunities for meaningful input into the decisions that impact them. SUN
Council (Susquehanna University Neighborhood Council) is designed to foster communication
and collaboration between various student organizations concerned with community service,
civic engagement, and/or philanthropy. As student leaders experience increased demand on their
time due to curricular and co-curricular activities, and as they travel for extended periods of time
with GO programs, they are less available to provide continuous and consistent leadership. SUN
Council provides them with a means to share information efficiently and effectively, thus
institutionalizing collaborative efforts and maintaining inter-organizational relationships over
time.
Student leadership opportunities. Susquehanna students have many leadership opportunities. The
university is a member of the Sustained Dialogue Campus Network, whose mission is to develop
leaders who include and embrace diversity to improve campuses, workplaces, and communities.
Sustained Dialogue aligns with the Central Curriculum’s emphasis on the element of diversity and
the skills that support an ability to achieve, lead, and serve in a diverse and interconnected world.
The newly formed Residence Hall Association is a student coordinating body and umbrella
organization for all individual Residence Hall Councils. Its mission is to offer programming,
leadership opportunities, and support for all students who live on campus.
Head residents and resident assistants supervise student life in the residence halls. Resident
assistants work with residence hall staff members and residents to facilitate an environment
within the residence hall that contributes to the students’ intellectual, social, and cultural
development. Head residents, in turn, supervise the resident assistants in their individual
residential communities and strive to create and maintain a program in the residence halls in
which educational, social, and cultural values for the individual student can be realized.
Student Activities provides many leadership opportunities for students. Each January, since 2010,
approximately 60 current and emerging student leaders and six faculty and staff facilitators have
participated in an off-campus LeaderShape retreat. In addition, Student Activities has developed a
four-year leadership development program.
The Student-Athlete Advisory Committee serves as the governing body for Susquehanna’s
student-athletes. Its mission is to promote communication between the athletic administration
and student-athletes by addressing the needs, concerns, and wants of student-athletes in regard
to athletics programs, academic pursuits, campus life, and community initiatives. The committee
members also arrange community service programs and student-athlete recognition events.
Student-athletes learn teamwork skills, and many serve as team captains, big sisters or brothers,
and recruitment agents. Additional leadership opportunities are available through the NCAA and
the athletic conferences in which Susquehanna competes.
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Table 4.1
Faculty, Staff, and Student Agreement With Items of the Middle States Survey
Item

Faculty

Staff

Students

The role of (faculty, staff, students) in SU’s governance is clear to
me.

65.0%

69.0%

47.8%

SU has meaningful ways for me to express my opinion on matters
of concern to those who are responsible for making decisions.

58.7%

45.1%

62.3%

Note: These figures combine the percent of respondents who agreed and strongly agreed to an item.

Attitudes Toward Governance Roles
Each of the governance roles described above is conveyed clearly and consistently in a variety of
online and written documents. This section describes the extent to which these leadership roles
are understood and embraced by the university community.
To ensure that the Board of Trustees governance roles are communicated and understood, the
board provides a comprehensive orientation and a trustee mentor for each new member. This
orientation includes an introduction to the university and its mission, as well as a discussion of
the role of the board and its trustees.
Faculty, staff, and student understanding of their governance roles was assessed in the Self-Study
Survey. As illustrated in Table 4.1, a majority of faculty and students feel that they have
meaningful ways to express their opinions, and faculty and staff generally find their governance
roles to be clear. Governance roles of faculty and staff are not conveyed in any organized way
during training or orientation sessions for new employees; it is presumed that faculty and staff
become more familiar with their role in governance as they participate in meetings and serve on
committees. A faculty mentor system, coordinated through the Center for Teaching and Learning,
also helps in this process; this mentoring system is thought to be uneven in its effectiveness and is
currently under review by the Committee on Teaching and Learning.
The collaborative nature of governance at Susquehanna has long fostered strong relationships
between faculty and administration. Data from the Higher Education Research Institute Faculty
Surveys from 2004–05, 2007–08, and 2010–11 (see Table 4.2) show that faculty members at
Table 4.2
Faculty Agreement With Items of the Higher Education Research Institute Survey
2004

Item

2007

2010

SU

All

SU

All

SU

All

Faculty are sufficiently involved in
a
campus decision-making.

69.0%

59.1%

56.2%

60.1%

75.8%

61.7%

Faculty are typically at odds with
b
campus administration.

2.6%

12.6%

10.4%

17.7%

5.3%

19.6%

a

b

Note: Percent of respondents who agreed somewhat or strongly; percent who noted the attribute as being very
descriptive.
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Susquehanna generally feel much more involved in university decision making and have stronger
relationships with administration than faculty members at other institutions. These trends are
inarguably positive, yet the traditionally collaborative nature of governance at Susquehanna
becomes strained at times. For example, faculty received the administrative restructuring in
academic affairs with responses ranging from deep skepticism to guarded optimism. The
university will administer the HERI Faculty Survey in spring 2014, in part to further understand
any developing trends.
SELECTION, EVALUATION, AND SUPPORT OF QUALIFIED PERSONNEL
Susquehanna is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action (EO/AA) Employer and as such makes
every effort to ensure that in each phase of its recruitment and selection processes equal
employment opportunity is provided to all individuals, regardless of race, color, religion, national
or ethnic origin, ancestry, age, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, disability,
veteran status, or any other legally protected status. Susquehanna is committed to carrying out
and complying with all of its EO/AA Employer obligations under applicable federal, state, and
local laws and regulations. These policies are outlined in Susquehanna’s Guide to Recruiting and
Hiring and do not vary by position level.
Since other policies and procedures for recruitment, appointment, orientation, professional
development, and evaluation vary by governance level, each will be analyzed separately in this
section.
The Board of Trustees
The Trusteeship Committee is responsible for evaluating all prospective trustees. Candidates are
generally identified by University Relations in response to the qualities currently sought by the
board. The Trusteeship Committee recommends the board elect individuals who will bring
valuable skills, perspectives, and personal attributes to the board. New board members attend
orientation sessions to familiarize them with their duties, the university’s administrative
structure, and the concept of shared governance.
The Board of Trustees uses several means to ensure its continued effectiveness. These include its
policies for recruiting and orienting new members, its assessment following each board meeting
to evaluate progress and plan future endeavors, and its annual retreat for all trustees. The board
also completes a yearly conflict of interest report based on the conflict of interest policy.
Moreover, the Trusteeship Committee evaluates the annual performance of all board committees,
as well as that of each individual trustee.
Each trustee serves a four-year term 3, renewable by re-election upon receiving a successful
performance evaluation. Prior to re-election, outgoing trustees prepare a self-assessment
questionnaire of their role with the board. In addition, a member of the Trusteeship Committee
meets with each of these members to discuss the self-assessment and the trustee’s role as it
relates to the board, the president, and the institution. Following this meeting, the Trusteeship
Committee determines whether to consider the member for re-election.

3

Students serve two-year terms.
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The President
The Board of Trustees is responsible for appointing the president (University Bylaws, Article II,
Section 2) through a collaborative process involving the entire university community. With the
responsibilities of the president (University Bylaws, Article IX) as a guide, the position description
for the president is written at the time of each search based on the needs of the institution. The
board engages a search firm that meets with constituent campus groups to gain a better
understanding of the university’s needs, builds a candidate pool, and evaluates candidates. A
search committee of board, faculty, staff, and student members selects finalists and provides a
recommendation to the Executive Committee of the board. The Executive Committee makes a
recommendation to the board for final approval.
The board uses several methods to determine the effectiveness of Susquehanna’s president. In the
annual formal assessment of the president, the president provides a self-evaluation. Additionally,
as necessary, the chair of the board conducts a 360-degree evaluation, seeking input from those
who report directly to the president. These means of evaluation lead to a discussion between the
president and the board chair and a written report, which is kept by the board chair and the
Executive Committee. The Compensation Committee of the board recommends salary and
benefits for the president. This committee enlists consultants in the field of higher education
compensation to compile comparative peer salary data, using this information as a base for its
final recommendation. The Compensation Committee maintains records of all deliberations
leading to this recommendation.
Senior Administrators and Deans of the Schools
Susquehanna’s Guide to Recruiting and Hiring contains broad guidelines for the recruitment and
hiring procedures for the vice presidents, provost, and deans of the schools. The selection process
for these administrative positions is similar to the recruitment and hiring process previously
described for the president, including the use of search firms and broad constituency search
committees. The final approval of recommendations for hiring for each of these administrative
positions rests with the president.
The senior administrators who report directly to the president are evaluated using a variety of
resources. For example, the president assesses the performance of his direct reports through
regular one-on-one meetings, as well as through weekly tactical meetings and occasional
discussions with the entire group. The president regularly receives feedback from the Board of
Trustees’ chair, vice chairs, and committee chairs. These forms of ongoing communication
between the Senior Leadership Team, the president, and the Board of Trustees are an additional
reflection of Susquehanna’s commitment to collaborative governance.
Formal evaluation of the provost and dean of the faculty, the associate provost and dean of the
School of Arts and Sciences, and the dean of the Sigmund Weis School of Business are
supplemented by data from IDEA Center surveys. The results of these surveys, which are
administered to the faculty regularly, play an integral role in the evaluations of these
administrators.
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Faculty
Procedures for recruiting and hiring ranked faculty members are outlined in the Guide to
Recruiting and Hiring and in the Faculty Handbook (Sections 4.5 to 4.6). Criteria required for
rank and promotion are also included in the Faculty Handbook (Section 4.1.2). Specifications of
required documentation that should be maintained throughout the process can be found in
Section 4.11.7.4, item 7; in addition, the provost meets with all tenure and promotion candidates
to review the process and required documentation in detail.
The provost, deans, and department heads are responsible for hiring faculty, upon the approval of
the president. Department heads submit requests to fill new or replacement ranked faculty
positions through the deans to the provost, who makes a recommendation to the president as to
whether a compelling need exists for the proposed positions. Discussions for filling a position
consider the priorities and goals of the university’s long-range plan, enrollment trends,
contributions to both general education and the department’s curricula, and financial resources.
To ensure searches will conform to the university's affirmative action policies and procedures, the
search committees are reminded of the affirmative action recruitment plan and the guidelines of
the affirmative action hiring process. Upon conclusion of the search process, Human Resources
retains affirmative action and demographic information provided voluntarily by applicants and a
summary report on actions taken. In addition to retaining raw information about candidates, the
reasons for their non-selection provided by the department head are retained as well. The
departments keep applications on file electronically for two years.
The Center for Teaching and Learning and the Office of Human Resources host required
orientation programs for newly hired faculty members at the beginning of each academic year.
These programs cover topics such as employee benefits, university policies and procedures, and
resources to support teaching, research, and creative activities. In addition, a second optional
orientation is provided to introduce IDEA course evaluation forms. Department heads orient new
faculty members to the culture and procedures of the department and to their specific
responsibilities in teaching, research, and service. Finally, through an informal mentorship
program, new faculty members are paired with senior faculty members, who also serve as a
valuable orientation resource.
There are no consistent policies related to the orientation of new adjunct faculty; their orientation
is the responsibility of department heads and can vary by department. The Center for Teaching
and Learning has instituted a voluntary summer workshop for adjuncts.
Faculty duties and responsibilities are outlined in the Faculty Handbook (Chapter 3). Policies for
annual, third-year, and tenure evaluations are found in the Handbook (Section 4.12.3 and Sections
4.11.6 to 4.11.7). Copies of evaluations are maintained in the Office of the Provost.
Professional development is the responsibility of each faculty member (Faculty Handbook,
Section 3.8). Susquehanna supports professional development activities by allocating funds to
Professional Development Accounts, as well as through grants of up to $500 provided by the
Center for Teaching and Learning, and additional discretionary funds provided by the provost,
deans, and department heads. The Center for Teaching and Learning also provides workshops on
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a variety of topics throughout the year. The center’s annual reports include a summary of these
workshops and other activities of the center.
Staff
The procedural guidelines for recruiting and hiring both administrative and hourly staff are
contained in Susquehanna’s Guide to Recruiting and Hiring. These guidelines ensure that
Susquehanna’s staff members are highly qualified individuals drawn from a diverse pool of
applicants. Human Resources serves as the depository for all documents related to searches and
maintains copies of all position descriptions for professional staff positions.
Human Resources also provides an orientation to all new employees to discuss matters related to
expectations, benefits, and university rules and regulations. The university’s policy manual is
available through the Human Resources site on mySU.
The university offers online training for office software, as well as required sexual harassment and
employment discrimination training. In addition, salaried employees are provided a professional
development account. Approved types of expenditures are included in the Professional
Development Guidelines for Professional Staff publication that is available through the Finance
Office site on mySU.
Human Resources requires all supervisors to complete annual performance reviews of their staff.
Additionally, supervisors are encouraged to hold midyear evaluations. Evaluations are considered
for raises or promotions, or when considering a performance plan.
INFORMATION AND DECISION-MAKING SYSTEMS
Administrative leaders at Susquehanna share a common need for what the Education Advisory
Board calls a “process of collecting, structuring, and analyzing data to create clear insights”
(Developing a Data-Driven University, p. 10). A study of information used by Susquehanna
administrators reveals a community that recognizes that the university’s current information and
decision-making systems have both strengths and weaknesses, and is planning for their
improvement through technical and organizational solutions.
In a staff satisfaction survey conducted in 2009–10 (Faculty/Staff Satisfaction Survey Spring 2010
Report to the Susquehanna Community, Part 3, p. 3), staff respondents noted that it was very
important for them to have “easy” access to information, and they were generally satisfied with
their access. Staff members noted stronger levels of satisfaction with their access to information
than in the ease of accessing it. These findings generally mirror the sentiments of administrative
leaders, who are charged with making key decisions for the university based largely upon their
analysis of available data.
Since 2005, the operation of information and decision-making systems at Susquehanna has been
shaped by the implementation of a centralized transaction processing system. Colleague by
Ellucian offered the university an enterprise system that could meet the diversity of data needs
across units and provide sophisticated analysis. Some administrators noted in interviews that the
one-size-fits-all nature of Colleague implementation negatively affected their decision making
(Brenda Fabian, September 2012; Chris Markle, November 2012; Helen Nunn, November 2012;
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Table 4.3
Faculty and Staff Agreement With Items of the Middle States Survey
Item

Faculty

Staff

Data from SU’s information and data systems can be shared
efficiently across departments/administrative units.

45.7%

40.9%

SU offers adequate training opportunities for information and
data systems.

55.6%

36.8%

Colleague (Datatel/Ellucian or WebSU) contains the
information/data that I need for decision making.

62.4%

52.3%

I am able to access Colleague-based information/data (from
Datatel/Ellucian or WebSU) that I need for decision making.

59.7%

52.0%

I am able to access information from non-Colleague systems
that I need for decision making.

45.5%

50.3%

Note: These figures combine the percent of respondents who agreed and strongly agreed with an item.

Becky Deitrick, November 2012). After academic year 2005–06, some units transitioned away from
Colleague-only operation. Although this switch has improved the decision making of individual
units, it has created problems with sharing information among them. The results of the Self-Study
Survey, shown in Table 4.3 above, highlight these issues.
Three critical areas are currently being addressed as Information Technology works to improve
Susquehanna’s information and decision-making systems: sharing information between
administrative units, supporting university-wide outcomes initiatives, and supporting internal
communications.
Shared access to information. One of the weaknesses of Colleague has been the difficulty units
experience with sharing data (Brenda Fabian, September 2012; Chris Markle, November 2012;
Helen Nunn, November 2012; Becky Deitrick, November 2012; Pam Samuelson, November 2012;
Eric Lassahn, November 2012; James Black, November 2012; Beth Winger, January 2013; Cymone
Fourshey, January 2013). This difficulty was experienced during the first year of implementation,
when all units used Colleague, and in subsequent years, when many adopted a hybrid model of
Colleague and other systems. Two areas of difficulty illustrate the complexity of data sharing at
Susquehanna.
First, generating useful, decision-oriented reports has been problematic, yet is becoming more
efficient. In response to administrative leaders’ reports of difficulty in using Informer,
Susquehanna’s reporting software, to present data effectively (Chris Markle, November 2012;
Cymone Fourshey, January 2013; Alex Smith, November 2012), Information Technology has
worked to migrate some database functions from the Unidata format that came with Colleague to
SQL format, which allows for better preparation of data in the reporting process. One of
Information Technology’s top priorities for 2011–12 was to migrate to the SQL 2008 R2 server in
order to enable new capabilities and services (Information Technology Annual Report 2011–12).
A related difficulty for administrators has been manipulating Informer to extract data in ways that
are most conducive to planning. Administrators report that they know the data exist but do not
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always know how to collate data for reporting. Although some administrative leaders cite the user
interface of Informer for this ineffectiveness, others observe that they do not always understand
how data are entered and organized in the master system (Alex Smith, November 2012; Colleen
Flewelling, February 2013).
A second weakness in terms of data sharing has been the incompatibility between information
and decision-making systems used across units. Numerous administrators note that connections
between their niche systems and Colleague produce significant lags in updating data and/or
unnecessary duplication of data. For example, Financial Aid and the vice president for finance and
administration would benefit from real-time data sharing, so that the staff of the latter could react
to decisions made by staff of the former. Financial Aid’s use of PowerFAIDS hinders this process.
The “holistic view of academic and administrative information” that Ellucian promises is not yet a
reality at Susquehanna.
Outcomes initiatives. One element of the 2010 strategic plan that is highly dependent on the
effectiveness of integrated data systems is the sixth initiative, “measure and communicate student
outcomes.” The administrative reorganization completed in 2012 addressed outcomes in part by
aligning duties under three positions: the assistant provost for student success and engagement,
the assistant provost for postgraduate opportunities, and the faculty coordinator for postgraduate
advising. Each of these positions relies on data analysis to direct individual students to relevant
opportunities, plan strategies for various cohorts, and assess how Susquehanna graduates fare
after graduation. Measuring the outcomes in a meaningful way requires input from many units,
all of which use a combination of Colleague and non-Colleague systems. Communicating
outcomes effectively requires a coordinated approach to analysis and internal/external messaging.
An example of how better data integration could support outcomes initiatives concerns the new
position of faculty coordinator for postgraduate advising. The faculty coordinator matches
students with fellowship opportunities and guides them through the application process. This
requires maintaining information on fellowships and distributing it to the students who would
benefit most from it. The faculty coordinator announces opportunities through mySU. This
“broadcasting” approach works to a limited degree; a targeted selection of students for whom a
given opportunity is most appropriate promises better results. The faculty coordinator must
submit these requests to the registrar, a procedure that discourages frequent and innovative
analysis of data (Cymone Fourshey, January 2013).
Student Activities, which plays a key role in helping students use co-curricular activities to
position themselves for employment and scholarships, provides another example of ways in which
information and decision-making software upgrades have had a positive impact. Since 2006, the
student activities coordinator has maintained in Colleague data about student co-curricular
activities. In 2012, Student Activities began reporting this information through co-curricular
transcripts for students. Seniors’ graduation checklist asks them to request this transcript, and the
Career Development Center encourages students to use it as a part of their application portfolios.
The next anticipated step is to make co-curricular profiles accessible to students, advisers, and
student support administrators via mySU (Beth Winger, January 2013). Nonetheless,
administrators report that accessing this information for large numbers of students is not
efficient, given the lack of a shared platform and the need for more faculty and administrators to
access data on their own.
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Internal communications. A second strategic plan element that is most affected by information
systems is the “investing in people” requirement, which includes keeping “internal
communication concerns front and center.” The centerpiece of this effort has been the
implementation of the single-entry mySU portal in 2010–11. The strategic plan’s Champions’
Steering Committee reported in November 2011 that mySU exhibited “good functionality” but
needed “training and enhancements” in order to make it user-friendly (Progress Report on
Strategic Planning Matrix, November 2011, p. 6).
Since 2011, SU Bridge, an online alumni community, has been the gateway for alumni engagement,
which is increasingly seen as a prerequisite to both a cohesive community and effective
recruitment. This platform faces three challenges. First, shifting to a new software vendor meant
losing the list of over 8,000 registered users that Alumni Relations had amassed in their previous
system. The current population of registered users in SU Bridge is half that size, and growing.
Second, Alumni Relations is working to increase faculty and staff awareness of SU Bridge’s role in
maintaining relationships with alumni and supporting current students’ career planning. Finally,
SU Bridge was ultimately not robust enough to fulfill the Career Development Center’s (CDC)
work in connecting alumni and current students through employment and internships. CDC
continues to use Symplicity Career Services Manager for those functions. As a result, the risk of
redundant or unsynchronized information between Alumni Relations and CDC exists (Becky
Deitrick, November 2012).
Several ongoing initiatives are making positive inroads into the issues with Susquehanna’s
information and decision-making systems. One facet of the 2010 strategic plan is “reinforcing the
notion that data is a shared institutional resource,” which would lead to policies and procedures
that facilitate data sharing (Progress Report on Strategic Planning Matrix, November 2011, p. 6).
As a result, in fall 2012, the provost convened 16 data stewards to form the Enterprise Systems
Steering Committee (ESSC). ESSC will “enforce expectations of data access and set institutional
priorities for administrative system development,” duties that comprise three functions: to
maintain policies for data storage, integrity, and sharing across the university; to set priorities for
Information Technology asset allocation and effort; and to encourage and support
communication, reporting, and documentation across campus (James Pomykalski, November
2012; Carl Moses email to ESSC members, October 9, 2012; September 29, 2012, Progress Report on
Strategic Planning). The creation of ESSC is a response to administrators’ reports that their units
can be most effective only when the sharing of information on campus is managed more
intentionally (Brenda Fabian, September 2012; Chris Markle, November 2012; Helen Nunn,
November 2012; James Black, November 2012; Pam Samuelson, November 2012; Eric Lassahn,
November 2012).
The Office of Institutional Research and Assessment, formed in 2007, is a relatively new and
positive addition to Susquehanna University. Its mission is to “provide leadership for institutional
effectiveness by providing objective, systematic, and thorough research that supports and
strengthens evidence-based decision making and planning.” Information Technology is
committed to “emphasiz[ing] sharing, publishing, and enabling the consumption of information
to align [its] work with the university’s strategic goal of becoming an information-driven
institution” (Information Technology Self-Assessment Report, Summer 2012, p. 8). The director of
institutional research and assessment has worked with Information Technology to develop the
university’s data warehousing and standardization abilities. Thus, the responsibility for assessing
and managing Susquehanna’s information infrastructure falls most directly to Institutional
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Research and Assessment. ESSC coordinates the work of these units and sets institutional
priorities with respect to information and decision-making systems.
Since 2005, Information Technology has faced a doubling of its responsibilities and increasing oncampus demand for innovation, without receiving additional staff or operational budgets. Strains
on resources became particularly difficult in spring 2011, as Information Technology attempted to
manage a critical mass of administrative information and decision-making systems while
integrating the Colleague Advancement system used by University Relations. As a result of these
pressures, Information Technology was reorganized to allocate staff for better responsiveness to
administrators’ information needs (Information Technology Self-Assessment Report, Summer
2012, pp. 4, 6).
CONCLUSIONS
We believe Susquehanna University is in compliance with Standards 4, 5, and 10. An independent
and active Board of Trustees oversees its mission, policy, and resources. Our clearly defined
governance structure supports our mission while engaging a broad range of stakeholders in
planning, policy development, and resource development. Administrative structures and services
appropriately focus on fostering effective learning by students and supporting research,
scholarship, and creative activities. Faculty and administrators utilize clear processes to recruit
and support the well-qualified faculty and staff who sustain the university’s academic programs.
PLANS FOR THE FUTURE
•
•
•
•
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Continue to support professional development opportunities for all employees;
Consider instituting a formal online orientation program for adjunct/part-time faculty;
Continue to invest resources in data warehousing to support analytics;
Through the Enterprise Systems Steering Committee, continue to pursue best practices for
data standardization and sharing.

Chapter 5: Transparency
Chapter 5
TRANSPARENCY
(Standards 6, 7, and 14)
Susquehanna employs efficient, routine, and well-integrated methods of assessing student
learning at the program and university level. In this chapter we also present substantial evidence
that administrative offices use data to make decisions and evaluate their work based on goals that
support the university’s mission. Moreover, the university’s processes, policies, procedures, and
communications demonstrate integrity, promoting equity and respect for all in our community.
OVERVIEW OF SUSQUEHANNA’S CULTURE OF ASSESSMENT
As part of our commitment to solidify our culture of assessment, Susquehanna’s 2010 strategic
plan included a pledge to “Complete the Assessment Infrastructure” (pp. 8–10). Several specific
projects were planned to enable us to reach this goal. First, our strategic plan anticipated that all
faculty members involved with each area of the Central Curriculum would participate in the
assessment process. Since the implementation of the Central Curriculum in 2009, the Committee
on the Central Curriculum has tried two models for achieving this goal. After identifying
problems with the first model, in which each area was assessed once every five years, in 2012 a
second model was adopted in which half of the areas of the Central Curriculum take on
assessment projects each year, collecting samples from all sections in each area, and bringing
together a group of faculty who teach in that area to evaluate the samples in light of a specific
learning goal. Through this model, we have been able to involve most faculty members teaching
in the Central Curriculum in the assessment of the Central Curriculum. Assessment of the Central
Curriculum is discussed in more detail on pp. 48 and 91–92.
Two separate projects in the strategic plan focused on institutional effectiveness assessment. A
broadly representational Institutional Effectiveness Committee designed an annual assessment
program that is currently being implemented. In addition, this committee established a decennial
review process for administrative departments that has been adopted. To date, three departments
have completed decennial reviews and three more are in process in the current academic year.
As also proposed in the strategic plan, Susquehanna plans to publish a biennial report in which
the assessment of University Learning Goals, through the mapped connections to learning goals
in majors, minors, and the Central Curriculum, is summarized. The Assessment Report
Maintenance System was launched in spring 2013, in part to collect data for this project; further
training on use of the system, and multiple years of data collection will be necessary before this
biennial report can be written.
As part of our fulfillment of the Higher Education Opportunity Act, as well as the strategic plan,
the university shares institutional effectiveness data through the disclosures page on our website.
Furthermore, through a regular cycle of surveys that cover student engagement, student
satisfaction, and the campus climate, we continue to collect data and to share results with the
campus community, primarily through the Institutional Research and Assessment page on mySU,
the university’s intranet portal.
Since 2009 the annual report format for academic affairs has required reporting on assessment,
both for academic programs and for administrative departments. These reports require all
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academic units to consider goals, means to measure them, and conclusions from assessment,
thereby documenting sustained, collaborative work by academic units. For most, this work has
enabled multiple rounds of assessing learning goals. Moreover, both academic and administrative
departments report on assessment in their decennial reviews.
Administrative units have long used benchmarks to evaluate their work (e.g., discount rate for
Financial Aid, class size for Admissions, or speed of problem solving for Facilities Management).
In 2011, the Institutional Effectiveness Committee developed guidelines to implement annual
institutional effectiveness assessments and decennial reviews by administrative departments. The
terrain of institutional assessment remains uneven, as these requirements have been recently
implemented. The Institutional Effectiveness Committee has encouraged departments to develop
their own mission statements and goals in order to utilize existing data in a more focused
manner. These projects remain in process.
Susquehanna’s commitment to assessment has led to the development of the Assessment Report
Maintenance System. This system centralizes data sharing and provides the resources necessary
to sustain such work.
The university currently provides opportunities for training and consultation related to
assessment. There have been annual workshops on assessing specific pieces of the Central
Curriculum for those who teach those courses. The provost uses endowment funds to send faculty
and staff to assessment conferences. Academic or administrative units in need of help have been
assigned liaisons to assist their assessment efforts. Descriptions of “what to include” in an
assessment report and sample matrices for both academic and administrative departments are
included on the Institutional Research and Assessment page on mySU.

Table 5.1
Self-Study Survey Questions 16 and 27
Item

Group

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

My department/unit treats assessment as a collaborative
project.

Faculty
Staff

12.1%
14.6%

16.8%
16.5%

71.0%
69.0%

Assessment is a regular part of the work of our
department/unit.

Faculty
Staff

10.3%
10.0%

15.0%
14.6%

74.8%
75.3%

My department/unit receives sufficient training to make
assessment a meaningful part of our regular work.

Faculty
Staff

30.2%
23.3%

32.1%
37.0%

37.7%
39.6%

My department/unit has sufficient access to technology to
make assessment a meaningful part of our regular work.

Faculty
Staff

13.1%
5.8%

23.4%
28.4%

63.6%
65.8%

My department/unit has sufficient personnel to make
assessment a meaningful part of our regular work.

Faculty
Staff

26.2%
32.7%

30.8%
33.3%

43.0%
34.0%

My department/unit has sufficient time to make
assessment a meaningful part of our regular work.

Faculty
Staff

46.2%
35.9%

24.5%
34.0%

29.2%
30.2%

Note: Adjuncts were removed from this analysis. Strongly disagree and disagree were combined to form a single
category, as were strongly agree and agree. Responses may not total 100% due to rounding errors.
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Beyond policies and procedures, there is general agreement at Susquehanna about our effective
culture of assessment. A recent survey completed for this self-study reveals that both faculty and
staff overwhelmingly see assessment as a regular part of the work in their departments and
administrative units. Roughly two-thirds of staff and faculty agree they have appropriate
technology to undertake assessment. Respondents were more closely split on whether they have
sufficient personnel, training, and time to engage in meaningful assessment (see Table 5.1). These
results suggest a continuing need to provide training and to seek additional efficiencies in
assessment processes.
ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING
Susquehanna uses efficient and well-organized methods to assess student progress on learning
goals. Formalized methods of reporting and sharing information then enable us to use assessment
data to improve student learning. The University Learning Goals, adopted in spring 2005, guide
assessment of student learning at all levels (see Figure 7.1, p. 83). The four chief learning goals set
forth a plan through which students will develop the following: awareness of the creative, natural,
societal, and cultural forces that shape the world; intellectual skills; understanding of self; and
personal and ethical responsibility. These goals in turn shape learning outcomes for students in
both the Central Curriculum and in our majors and minors.
Assessing Student Learning
Assessment of student learning at Susquehanna is fully integrated into our work. In 2005 and
2006, members of the Provost’s Taskforce on Assessment worked to design a template for
academic programs to plan assessment of their learning goals. By 2008–09, nearly all programs
included this matrix in their annual reports. In 2009, we updated the planning matrix to a
reporting matrix. Academic programs’ assessment work is submitted to the Provost’s Office in
annual reports and, beginning in 2012–13, in grid format on the Assessment Report Maintenance
System website, available to all members of the Susquehanna community.
Assessment at the program level. In required annual reports and decennial reviews, academic
programs share measures used to assess goals, results, explanations of the results, and actions
taken in response.
Most programs at Susquehanna have developed effective tools to assess student learning and have
completed multiple cycles of assessing these learning goals. For example, the Department of
History completed review of each of their four learning goals, and in 2012–13 revisited learning
goal 1, which had previously been evaluated in 2008–09. In 2008–09, the department discovered
weaknesses in articulation of the relation between argument and details; in 2012–13, the
department realized further that they should emphasize historiographical work more in upperlevel courses.
Many programs have discussed changes to curricula or to learning goals based on assessment
results, including the addition of courses required for Communications majors, and changes in
the order topics are discussed in General Chemistry. In 2012–13, the Department of Education
worked to streamline their presentation of instructional design to improve students’
understanding of this topic.
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Some smaller programs and minor programs continue to work to incorporate assessment into
their regular activities. In 2012–13, many of these programs made significant strides in developing
their assessment plans. For example, Asian Studies now requires minors to collect materials in a
portfolio that is used to evaluate how effectively the program is meeting its learning goals. In
addition, they have instituted a review of syllabi to evaluate the ways in which their courses help
achieve their learning goals. The Jewish Studies program added a capstone requirement for the
minor in 2012–13 to move from course-based assessment to an assessment of the program.
Assessment at the course level. All course syllabi are required by the Curriculum Committee to
clearly state learning goals and assessment tools. Measurements of student learning outcomes
include embedded assignments and testing. In addition, mandated student evaluations of
teaching effectiveness through use of the IDEA course evaluation forms can provide faculty
important indirect feedback in order to modify their teaching practices, thereby enhancing
student learning. This ongoing process of course-level evaluation, discussion, and subsequent
modification of teaching delivery integrates the course-level outcomes with program and
institutional goals.
The required capstone course for all Susquehanna majors is the culmination of the learning
experience, which integrates assessment of learning outcomes across all levels: course, program,
and institution. This degree requirement provides students with a venue to demonstrate
application of their knowledge and skills acquired through previous coursework by producing a
research project or creative work. Many departments’ assessment processes use student work in
capstone courses to evaluate student learning outcomes. For example, assessment in the
departments of Communications, Mathematics and Computer Science, Earth and Environmental
Science, and History rely, at least in part, on students’ work in capstone courses.
Student learning goals are regularly assessed on multiple measures. In addition to annual
assessment of learning goals, typically using one or more direct measures, each academic
department conducts an alumni survey as part of its decennial review. Susquehanna’s template
for this survey requires collection of data on alumni satisfaction with achieving the program’s
learning goals (see the Assessment Resources section of the Institutional Research and
Assessment mySU web page).
The Department of Political Science has designed their program assessment to build directly on
course assessments. For example, to assess students’ retention of factual information, this
learning goal is divided into subtopics, each of which is assessed in particular courses including
American Government and Politics, World Affairs, Comparative Politics, American Political
Thought, and Western Political Philosophy.
Support and periodic evaluation of effectiveness. The Office of Institutional Research and
Assessment offers support for assessment of student learning in multiple formats. First, the
director of institutional research and assessment reviews student learning assessment reports
annually, identifying programs that excel as well as those that need to improve their assessment
processes. Feedback is forwarded to the deans. Second, the office has funds supplied by the
provost to send faculty to assessment conferences. Information about assessment conferences is
sent to deans, department heads, and program directors. In the past two years, three faculty
members have attended assessment conferences. Third, mentoring on assessment is available
from the deans as well as the director of institutional research and assessment. In 2008–09, the
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director of institutional research and assessment met with each department to review their
assessment efforts, and has since met on an ad hoc basis with departments in need of assistance.
In fall 2013, the director offered a session on assessment processes through the Center for
Teaching and Learning.
The deans also support assessment through both funding and mentoring. The dean of the
Sigmund Weis School of Business regularly meets with the school’s assessment committee and
has sponsored several faculty members’ attendance at assessment workshops hosted by the
Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business, the school’s accrediting agency. The dean
has also addressed assessment at the school’s August retreat. The school’s budget covers
assessment-related expenses, including fees for major field tests and a strategic-decision-making
simulation program used in the school’s capstone course (Alicia Jackson, June 2013). The dean of
the School of Arts and Sciences has ongoing conversations with department heads and program
directors to discuss challenges related to assessment and to facilitate ongoing assessment
evolution in the academic areas. The school leadership has also paired assessment-savvy faculty
with departments that are struggling with assessment (Valerie Martin, June 2013). This program of
peer mentoring regarding assessment has been adopted on a university-wide basis by the Office of
Institutional Research and Assessment, which will deploy assessment advisers in 2013–14.
In addition to the reviews of the deans and the director of institutional research and assessment,
academic programs often evaluate their own assessment efforts. For example, theatre faculty
members had been having difficulty implementing the first set of assessment practices they had
developed because students’ capstone projects varied greatly depending on the emphasis they
chose. Subsequently, the faculty made some changes to how and where they were collecting and
evaluating student work, turning to a required upper-level course, Dramatic Theory and
Criticism; they anticipate these changes will improve their assessment efforts so they can, in turn,
improve their program (Department of Theatre 2012–13 annual report).
Assessment of the Central Curriculum. The Central Curriculum, the university’s general education
curriculum, serves as a major vehicle for achieving and assessing University Learning Goals. In
spring 2009, Susquehanna faculty revised the general education requirements, creating the
Central Curriculum (see details on the Central Curriculum in Chapter 7, pp. 82–87). There are 19
requirements of the Central Curriculum and 72 specific learning goals, all connected to the
broader university learning goals. Embedded in this new curriculum is a broad process of
assessment.
As noted above, the Committee on the Central Curriculum coordinates assessment of learning in
the Central Curriculum and helps ensure that faculty members consider assessment methods and
results. Each August the committee hosts a campus-wide workshop in which faculty members
teaching in half of the areas of the Central Curriculum plan their assessment efforts for the
coming year. At the end of the year, a group of faculty from each area collects and assesses rubrics
and samples of student work, and then reports to the committee. Each of these reports includes a
discussion of the data and the conclusions they have reached. These reports are shared with
everyone teaching in that area of the Central Curriculum. A summary of the findings in these
reports is included in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2
Central Curriculum Assessment Summary
Area

Last
Assessed

Findings

Writing and Thinking

2010–11

Student samples achieved average score of 3.45 on learning goal
1, and 3.17 on goal 2, on a 5-point scale.

Natural World

2012–13

Sampled students achieved average score of 6.1 on a 9-point scale
(goal 6).

Perspectives

2012–13

67% of students effectively listed and described factors linked to
academic success (goal 2).

Team Intensive

2012–13

Students’ assessment of teammates showed positive working
relationships with team members (goal 1).

Oral Intensive

2012–13

Low participation; unable to draw any conclusions.

Literary Expression

2012–13

Students achieved a 75% pass rate, with average score of 3.3 on a
5-point scale for learning goal 5.

Historical Perspectives

2012–13

Student performance on learning goal 1 was in the “optimal”
range, with average scores above the target score.

Artistic Expression

2012–13

Collected samples are currently being evaluated.

Foreign Language

2012–13

Over 90% of students sampled successfully met learning goal 2.

Writing Intensive

n/a

Social Interactions

2011–12

Over 75% of students sampled achieved goal 2 at basic level or
better, and over 80% achieved goal 3 at basic level or better.

Analytical Thought

2011–12

81% of student samples received a mark at or above the
“acceptable” mark (goal 1).

Diversity

2011–12

Assessment results were inconclusive.

Diversity Intensive

2011–12

Average achievement of students for goal 2 was 3.8 out of 5.

First assessment cycle is in process 2013–14.

Ethics

n/a

First assessment cycle is in process 2013–14.

Ethics Intensive

n/a

First assessment cycle is in process 2013–14.

Interdisciplinary

n/a

First assessment cycle is in process 2013–14.

Immersion

n/a

First assessment cycle is in process 2013–14.
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These processes have been adopted across the Central Curriculum, and all areas scheduled for
assessment have engaged in assessment activities. Participation levels within each area have
ranged from 10% to 100% of the sections in each area. The Committee on the Central Curriculum
continues to work with the Curriculum Committee to develop incentives for participation,
including continued approval of courses as Central Curriculum courses.
Using and Sharing Assessment Results
Instructors and administrators have long shared assessment methods and results. In the 2013 SelfStudy Survey, 71.0% of faculty respondents agreed that developing and assessing learning goals is
a collaborative project within departments, and 74.8% of faculty members agreed that assessment
has been integrated into the regular work of the department (see Table 5.1). These results indicate
faculty members consistently share assessment methods, results, and ways to strengthen both
teaching and assessment of student learning.
The new Assessment Report Maintenance System is designed to collect and share information on
program and Central Curriculum learning goals in grid format. In addition to streamlining the
reporting process, this database enables us to share best practices. We anticipate the system will
improve teaching and assessment across the campus.
Departmental annual reports describe ways that assessment work has fostered improvements in
student learning. Most include evidence that the department is using the results to improve
teaching and learning. For example, in 2011–12,
• The Department of Communications identified “significant room for improvement” in
two of their learning goals. As a result, they added a class in Ethics and Leadership, are
exploring changes to portfolio instructions, and have indicated that they would “define
[critical thinking] more explicitly for students,” both in class and/or capstone instructions
(Department of Communications 2011–12 annual report).
• Faculty for the religious studies major conducted a comprehensive review and rewrote
their learning goals (Department of Philosophy and Religion 2011–12 annual report).
• As a result of their assessment efforts, the Department of Biology devoted more time to
discussing certain topics in their Genetics class (Department of Biology 2011–12 annual
report).
• Department of Chemistry faculty members now use a different sequence of chapters
when teaching General Chemistry (Department of Chemistry 2011–12 annual report).
• As a result of Department of Mathematics and Computer Science assessment efforts,
students majoring in mathematics now complete a four-credit capstone rather than a
two-credit capstone (Department of Mathematics and Computer Science 2011–12 annual
report).
• Faculty of the Sigmund Weis School of Business added a quantitative methods course to
their core curriculum in order to address weaknesses in students’ ability to approach
decision making analytically (Sigmund Weis School of Business 2011–12 annual report).
In general, faculty members believe the assessment practices we have in place demonstrate that
students achieve learning goals. In response to question 26 of the 2013 Self-Study Survey, 83.5% of
faculty agreed that current assessment methods show students meet departmental goals, and
more than half agreed that current assessment practices provide convincing evidence that
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students achieve Central Curriculum and university learning goals. These results underscore
Susquehanna’s fundamental commitment to student learning.
INSTITUTIONAL EFFECTIVENESS
Administrators at Susquehanna regularly use assessment to make data-driven decisions and
improve institutional effectiveness. For many years, the university has collected data and tracked
trends. In implementing recent institutional effectiveness initiatives, Susquehanna encourages
each administrative department to articulate goals to place the long-collected data in context.
Institutional Assessment Processes
History of sustained institutional assessment. Senior administrators employ Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) to measure important elements of the strategic plan and other broad goals.
Developed in 2003, the KPIs offer a high-level perspective with a focus on strategic goals. Topics
include academic environment, financial outcomes, data on giving, and admissions and
enrollment data. Where possible they include benchmarks with peer institutions. Shared with the
trustees and published in the Fact Book, the KPIs serve to highlight the strengths and challenges
of the university.
Susquehanna has produced an annual fact book since the late 1980s. The fact book includes trend
data on admissions, current student enrollment, student outcomes, student life, faculty, staff,
finances, financial aid, development, and peer group comparisons, in addition to the university’s
KPIs. Senior Leadership Team members have indicated that the fact book is a useful tool that
serves as a record of our progress and helps the university identify trends (IR 2012–13 Assessment
Report). In addition, the university’s annual financial statements are records of our institutional
effectiveness. These documents track our income, expenses, and long-term debt, showing our
financial values as well as our financial health, and serving to document projects and long-term
investments. The Property and Finance Committee and the Audit Committee of the board
regularly review the university’s financial ratios, including comparisons to peers’ financial ratios.
External reviews also provide opportunities for evaluation. The Sigmund Weis School of Business
is accredited by the Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB), and was last
reviewed in 2010. The Department of Music is accredited by the National Association of Schools of
Music, last reviewed in 2004–05, and the Department of Chemistry is certified by the American
Chemical Society. The Education Department adheres to regulations of the Pennsylvania
Department of Education. The Department of Athletics upholds standards set by the National
Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA). In each case, these external reviews require the
administrative units themselves (e.g., office of the dean of the business school or music
department chair) to evaluate their work. Moreover, decennial reviews of academic and
administrative departments involve a visit by an external reviewer selected by the dean or vice
president in consultation with the department.
Finally, administrative departments employing or mentoring students often assess student
learning for these programs. Such efforts provide feedback to enhance and support co-curricular
student learning. For example, the library assesses training programs for student workers around
the learning goal of “Library student employees possess the skills to contribute towards the
library’s mission and have a service-oriented approach” (Library 2009–10 annual report, p. 11).
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They have planned training programs including presentations on campus safety issues and
procedures and used training questionnaires to identify strengths and weaknesses of each student
employee (Library 2011–12 annual report, p. 12). For the most part, administrative units assess their
intuitional effectiveness in ways that cannot be directly tied to student learning goals.
Sharing assessment results. Faculty, staff, and students have access to data regarding both
institutional effectiveness and student learning assessment. External constituencies—alumni,
parents, prospective students, other institutions, and the general public—can find many indirect
measures of student learning assessment. The sections below on internal communications and
external communications address issues of communication in more detail.
The mySU intranet portal provides members of the Susquehanna campus access to an array of
university assessment data, including the following:
• Institutional Research and Assessment web page (includes fact books, summaries of
survey results, and executive summaries from decennial reviews of administrative
departments)
• Budget information on the Financial Services page (includes capital budget details and
presentations from open University Council meetings)
• Town hall and open University Council meetings—events open to all faculty and staff
members, usually featuring presentations by senior administrators on important issues
followed by questions (Town Hall Video, March 2013; President’s update)
• The Assessment Report Maintenance System, which allows all internal constituencies to
view the assessment reports on both student learning and institutional effectiveness
The University Council serves as the principal faculty advisory group to the president on financial
matters. To date, proceedings of this group have not been shared routinely; summaries of these
meetings would benefit the university community.
Susquehanna informs external constituents of assessment data primarily through its disclosures
page. This page includes many indirect measures of student learning, including information on
graduation rates and student employment outcomes. Each department’s web page also includes
information on what recent graduates have done after leaving Susquehanna. The university’s
financial statements are also posted online, as are our 990 and 990-T Tax Returns.
Recent initiatives in institutional assessment. Since 2010, administrative units on campus have
begun to assess their institutional effectiveness by explicitly measuring their work on the
university and department mission and goals. About five years ago we experimented with a model
that used University Learning Goals to judge the effectiveness of administrative units. While this
idea resonated with our mission, it proved not to be the most practical means for assessing such
work (Colleen Flewelling, January 2013; Jay Lemons, January 2013). Subsequently, an Institutional
Effectiveness Committee was formed to guide the development of a more effective institutional
assessment infrastructure. Some annual reports now include this new assessment of institutional
effectiveness. Moreover, the committee established guidelines for decennial reviews of
administrative offices.
These new initiatives are still being implemented and show great promise. Early adopters of these
initiatives are finding that they require new ways of conceptualizing their work. Before, offices
would think in terms of checking a project off the list, or they defined success as a project that did
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not fail. Now offices conceptualize projects in terms of measurable outcomes or measurable
progress toward a goal. This is a different sort of evaluation and awareness of process that did not
previously exist.
Starting in 2012–13, Academic Affairs employed the Assessment Report Maintenance System to
report institutional effectiveness progress, enabling us to share goals and best practices. Going
forward, administrative units will include institutional effectiveness sections in annual reports.
Using Assessment Data for Decision Making
Surveys. Susquehanna University mines data from regular surveys in order to improve programs
and services.
1) A Student Satisfaction Survey was last conducted in 2010–11. Results from this survey are
used to evaluate student support services from advising to parking and food service.
Frequently, service providers supplement this survey with their own, more detailed, data
collections.
2) Our triennial Climate Survey was last conducted in 2011–12. This survey is sponsored by
the chief diversity officer and helps us understand the experiences of students on a more
nuanced level. The chief diversity officer uses these results to identify training needs,
particularly for faculty and student leadership development. Feedback is also given to
departments (Career Development Center, Alumni Office, Student Life, Athletics) with
the intent of influencing their own trainings (Lisa Scott, June 2013).
3) The Freshman Survey and the College Senior Survey were last conducted in 2011–12. These
surveys provide valuable longitudinal data on how students change during their four years
at SU.
4) The National Survey of Student Engagement was last conducted in 2012–13. We track
longitudinal changes in each survey item over time, in order to measure the effects of
changes made to the curriculum as well as to identify places where we need to make
changes. This survey proved to be particularly valuable in informing the curricular
changes the faculty made between 2005 and 2009. Through this instrument, we’ve also
been able to see the positive effects of these changes.
5) The Faculty/Staff Satisfaction Survey was last conducted in 2009–10 and will next be
administered in 2015–16. This survey has given us data that helped guide our work toward
the strategic plan goal of investing in people.
6) The Postgrad Survey is administered annually to recent graduates to collect information
on their postgrad employment and/or graduate or professional school attendance. It is
primarily used to improve admissions messaging and to provide better information to
prospects and families (Chris Markle, June 2013).
7) A survey of alumni five years after graduation is administered every two years. Data from
this survey is used in promotional publications.
8) An Admitted Student Survey is conducted annually by Human Capital Research. Results
from this survey are used by Admissions to adjust recruiting procedures and
programmatic initiatives (Chris Markle, June 2013; Michael Coyne, September 2013).
9) Surveys of Summer Preview Days and Orientation have led to changes in schedule,
material, and presentations (Phil Winger, June 2013).
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10) Student Life staff also administer surveys of students going through the student conduct
system. Based on the results, they have modified the ways in which respondents (those
accused of misconduct) are supported through the process (Phil Winger, June 2013).
11) Student Activities staff survey students about their interest in certain programs and extracurricular activities to make decisions on special events (Phil Winger, June 2013).
Susquehanna administers most of these surveys on a regular basis, typically on a three-year
rotation.
Annual reviews. Administrative departments include reviews of institutional effectiveness
assessment in their annual reports, as illustrated by the following examples:
• The Health Center has conducted surveys that show high client satisfaction ratings.
Nonetheless, they are concerned about ratings regarding the waiting time for
appointments and continue to work on a response (Health Center 2012–13 annual report).
• The Counseling Center surveyed students and changed its intake process, triaging cases to
minimize intake waiting time for students with the most urgent needs (Counseling Center
2012–13 annual report).
• In 2011–12 the Office of Cross-Cultural Programs carefully assessed its performance on
goals from the previous year and used that assessment to pose goals for the following year.
In particular, it acknowledged the challenges that arose from rapidly developing the large
number of GO Short programs (Cross-Cultural Programs 2011–12 annual report, pp. 7–8).
• The Office of the Registrar highlighted their effective work in handling the complications
associated with students studying off campus to fulfill the GO requirement of the Central
Curriculum. This work was based on a careful assessment of how the office could best
facilitate implementation of the Central Curriculum (Office of the Registrar 2011–12 annual
report, pp. 1–4).
Regular reports from the Provost’s Office also measure progress on the strategic plan (see
Chapter 3, p. 18).
Decennial reviews. For many years, Susquehanna has valued the reflection and findings from
academic departments’ decennial reviews; thus the university sought in the 2010 strategic plan to
extend this exercise to administrative departments. The decennial reviews of administrative
departments, begun in 2011–12, have proven to be valuable. The 10-year reports by the Office of
Information Technology and the library give us some indication of what we may expect when
these processes are fully implemented, as they include recommendations on improving practices.
Information Technology, for example, noted challenges in its governance framework for
administrative systems. In response to “angst over resource allocation priorities and the
alignment of technology-assisted business objectives,” the provost established an Enterprise
Systems Steering Committee, reconfigured the responsibilities of the instructional technologist to
include project planning, and established a studio for faculty to capture lectures for online classes
(Carl Moses, April 2013).
The library’s report supported its current planning process. Librarians have made changes in
collection development and acquisitions and are implementing changes in the way they use data
to inform library planning. Addressing needs identified in their review, they are examining the
library’s organizational structure as well as its place in the organizational structure of the
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university (Carl Moses, April 2013). Their assessment of information literacy is discussed on
pp. 95–96.
Financial projections. The university uses financial projections, among other means, to assess its
financial health. For the multiyear financial plan, Susquehanna projects the comprehensive fee,
the first-year discount rate, enrollment (new students and retention), compensation changes
(raises, benefits, etc.), on-campus housing occupancy, meal plan subscriptions, number of faculty,
capital investment plan, gifts, endowment growth, and other operating income and expenses.
These projections are based on a combination of historical trends at Susquehanna and industry
trends, which are based on environmental scanning, strategic planning, and information from our
consultants (Diana Heeren, July 2013).
Connecting Assessment to Planning
Each of the past two strategic plans grew from the work of a broadly representative Planning
Advisory Group and extensive input from the campus community. In developing the 2010 plan,
the Planning Advisory Group started by examining the 2003 plan. Data were collected during
focus groups and surveys at a campus-wide workshop. In addition, as part of the planning
process, the Planning Advisory Group benchmarked projects at other universities, including their
strategic plans, examined data presented by consultants from Human Capital Research
Corporation, and conducted an analysis of the university’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,
and threats. These assessments helped us finalize strategic plan initiatives.
At Susquehanna, strategic plans are assessed in annual progress reports. Members of the Senior
Leadership Team oversee particular elements of the plan and summarize accomplishments
toward each initiative (see Chapter 3, pp. 16–20). Susquehanna is currently gathering information
for the next iteration of strategic and academic planning. These projects include this self-study,
the library review, external reviews of enrollment management and communications, and ongoing collection of data as summarized in financial projections and in the fact book.
INTEGRITY
Susquehanna’s administrators, faculty, and staff adhere to ethical standards and promote
academic freedom, modeling the value of those qualities to our students. As with assessment, our
policies and practices demonstrate the systematic way in which our work is characterized by
integrity.
Academic and Intellectual Freedom
Academic and intellectual freedom is an integral part of the culture at Susquehanna. AAUP’s
definition of academic freedom is based on the core belief that “institutions of higher education
are conducted for the common good and not to further the interest of either the individual
teacher or the institution as a whole,” where the common good depends on “the free search for
truth and its free exposition.” Language in the Faculty Handbook and in the university’s Guiding
Values makes it clear that Susquehanna agrees with the principles of the AAUP and expands them
to include students. The handbook states that “the teacher must recognize that, in order to
develop as individuals, students must decide for themselves the truth of ideas. Any one opinion
should not be deliberately forced on students; rather a range of reasonable alternatives on an
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issue should be open to discussion” (Faculty Handbook, p. ii; see also Faculty Handbook, Section
3.11). The university ties these principles to its Lutheran heritage in our Guiding Values, stating
that we are “a community that expresses its Lutheran heritage through the free and open
exploration of ideas ….”
Survey results show that faculty members are satisfied with academic freedom at Susquehanna. In
the 2010–11 HERI Faculty Survey, 98.9% of full-time faculty reported they were satisfied or very
satisfied with their freedom to determine course content. These results are significantly higher
than those in our comparison groups.
Intellectual Property
The Faculty Handbook details the university policy on patents (Faculty Handbook, Appendix 5).
In order to comply with federal research grant guidelines, Academic Affairs is developing an
updated Intellectual Property Policy. This policy is currently under review by legal counsel.
Policies for Fair and Impartial Treatment
Susquehanna ensures fair and impartial treatment of all employees and students through a series
of policies and board-approved values statements. Employees’ perception of fair and impartial
treatment is evaluated regularly through surveys; this is clearly a university priority, and survey
results indicate that we are doing well in this area.
The Board of Trustees’ values statements for the university clearly indicate their support for fair
and impartial treatment of all constituencies. They have endorsed a Statement on Diversity and
Inclusiveness, a Statement on Ethical Living, and the University Statement on Nondiscrimination.
Susquehanna’s Anti-Harassment and Non-Discrimination Policy defines behaviors that interfere
with the university’s commitment to freedom of thought, discourse, and speech. The Code of
Student Conduct, included in the Student Handbook, promotes “personal responsibility,
awareness of how one’s actions affect the community, and one’s personal growth both inside and
outside of the classroom.”
The Anti-Harassment and Non-Discrimination Policy located both on the Human Resources
mySU intranet site and in the Student Handbook describes processes by which faculty, staff, and
students can report grievances or instances of harassment. Susquehanna’s Whistleblower Policy
provides a means for employees to report financial and professional misconduct anonymously.
In addition to these policies, Susquehanna provides a number of services to ensure that its values
are upheld.
1. We have established a Bias Response and Education Team, which “exists to provide a
structure for immediate counsel and assistance to those students who are witnesses to or
targets of bias.”
2. We have trained Sexual Assault Student Support Advocates, who provide an important
resource for students who may have experienced sexual violence (additional information
is provided in Susquehanna’s Policy on Sexual Misconduct).
3. A form on our website allows users to submit anonymous tips of any type to Public Safety.
4. Human Resources implemented required online training for all full- and part-time
permanent and temporary employees on workplace discrimination and sexual harassment.
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5. In the wake of the Sandusky scandal at Penn State, the university established a task force
that reviewed recommendations from the Freeh Report and suggested changes to our
policies to ensure that we protect minors who participate in activities on our campus. We
now require background checks for all employees and other adults using our facilities who
are working with minors. In addition, to ensure the safety of children who are
participating in athletic activities or swim lessons in our athletic facilities, we have hired
locker room attendants at front entrances of locker rooms, and installed ID card access
and security cameras at rear entrances to locker rooms.
6. Susquehanna’s Title IX coordinator monitors overall implementation of Title IX
compliance, including coordination of training, education, communications, and
administration of grievance procedures for faculty, staff, students, and other members of
the university community. Individuals who feel they have been discriminated against
because of their sex are encouraged to contact the chief diversity officer, the associate
dean of students, or the head coach of the women’s lacrosse team.
7. The university has contracted with Campus Conduct Hotline to ensure the anonymity of
employees reporting incidents through Susquehanna’s Whistleblower Policy.
The university has written grievance procedures for faculty, staff, and students. Guidelines for
students to report a grievance are detailed in the Student Handbook, pp. 67–76. The Course
Catalog, p. 172, outlines steps students should take to resolve grade disputes. Grievance
procedures for faculty are outlined in Section 4.16 of the Faculty Handbook. These procedures
require that a grievant discuss the actions with the responsible party or the immediate supervisor.
If a resolution cannot be reached, a faculty member may file a written statement of the grievance
with the chair of the Faculty Affairs Committee and the provost. In November 2013, the university
approved a grievance policy for staff, in which procedures for resolving grievances are outlined.
The university also has procedures on how to report child abuse and a whistleblower hotline for
reporting suspected misconduct (Brenda Balonis, April 2013).
All university policies are reviewed regularly by the University Policy Management Group,
established in 2012 and charged with developing a policy infrastructure. This group also created
an inventory of all university policies and is taking the initiative to organize and systemize them.
Susquehanna provides regular opportunities for faculty, staff, and students to provide opinions,
including critiques of the institution. For faculty, monthly faculty meetings provide forums to
voice their opinions. Staff members have annual self- and supervisor evaluations, one-on-one
meetings with supervisors, town hall meetings, open University Council meetings, and staff or
unit meetings where they may openly comment on matters of concern to them. Both faculty and
staff members had an opportunity to participate in the 2011 Climate Survey, the 2010 Employee
Satisfaction Survey, as well as the recent Middle States Survey conducted in January 2013.
Students have a number of opportunities to express opinions about Susquehanna, including
speaking to a representative of the Student Government Association, Residence Life surveys
conducted every semester, residence hall meetings, open office hours with the president of the
university, and a lunch with the president to which every student is invited during his or her time
at Susquehanna.
As noted above, Susquehanna has well-established mechanisms to report financial and
professional misconduct and for faculty to pursue grievances. The university approved formal
grievance procedures for staff in November 2013. In addition, we would be well served by
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developing a means for submitting anonymous suggestions that may be beneficial to the
operations of the university. As the university grows larger, and because some individuals may not
be comfortable with the public opportunities to raise concerns, procedures such as these will
provide additional options for responsible individuals to learn of and act on matters of concern.
Policies for Hiring, Evaluating, Promoting, and Dismissing Employees
Susquehanna’s processes for hiring, evaluating, promoting, and dismissing faculty are well
documented and clear, and survey results show most members of the Susquehanna community
believe the policies to be fair. Processes for hiring, evaluation, and dismissal of staff are similarly
well documented and clear; the university does not have a policy on promotion for staff and
administrators.
Hiring faculty. Practices for hiring new faculty are outlined in the Guide to Recruiting and Hiring.
These guidelines began in 2007 as suggestions from an academic dean to department heads. Since
2012, they have been distributed to all department heads. All faculty searches begin with a request
to search, which is approved by the president and the provost, and include an affirmative action
review of applicants to ensure that qualified underrepresented candidates are given full
consideration. The Faculty Handbook, available to all faculty and posted on the provost’s mySU
page, clearly lists criteria for initial appointment at each faculty rank (Section 4.1.2), as well as
policies and procedures for recruitment and appointment (Sections 4.5 to 4.7). Academic deans
work closely with department heads running searches to ensure these policies are followed.
Evaluating faculty. Practices for evaluating faculty are outlined in the Faculty Handbook (Section
4.12) and include student evaluations of courses and instructors (every year for untenured faculty
and every other year for tenured faculty), and an annual evaluation for all faculty members.
Annual evaluations include a review of data collected through a web-based interface, Activity
Insight. Pre-tenure faculty are also evaluated through a comprehensive third-year review (Faculty
Handbook, Section 4.11.7.3) and a tenure review in their sixth year (Faculty Handbook, Section
4.11.7.4). All faculty evaluations are written documents, signed by both the department chair and
the faculty member. Faculty members may submit an addendum. The evaluations of all full-time
faculty members are filed in personnel files located in the Provost’s Office. Criteria for promotion
and tenure for faculty (to both associate and professor ranks) are outlined in the Faculty
Handbook (Section 4.10 and Section 4.11). Faculty can appeal negative tenure decisions by
following procedures outlined in Section 4.11.9 of the Faculty Handbook.
Non-reappointment, termination, and dismissal of faculty. Faculty asked to leave the institution
may not be reappointed (non-tenured, ranked faculty only), may be terminated, or may be
dismissed. Appointments of non-tenured, ranked faculty members are annually assessed.
Decisions not to reappoint a non-tenured, ranked faculty member are made by the president, in
consultation with the provost, the dean of the school, and the faculty member’s department head.
The Faculty Handbook specifies that ending such an appointment is not a dismissal, “and the
University is not obligated to set forth its reasons for non-reappointment unless the nonreappointment is the result of tenure being denied.” As a courtesy, however, the university does
communicate reasons for non-reappointment privately and orally (Faculty Handbook, Section
4.14.1). Procedures and policies regarding termination of tenured faculty members are outlined in
Section 4.14.3 of the Faculty Handbook and include details regarding situations in which a faculty
member may be terminated due to projected long-term mental or physical illness, reduced
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enrollments, changes in the university’s educational program, and financial exigency. Dismissal of
tenured faculty members and non-tenured faculty members prior to the end of their appointment
term requires adequate cause (defined in Section 4.14.4.1 of the Faculty Handbook) and a “fair and
reasonable” review and assessment of charges (detailed in Section 4.14.4.2). In the past five years
five faculty members were not reappointed; an additional four were denied tenure. No faculty
members have been terminated or dismissed in the past five years.
Survey results show that faculty members may not be fully confident of the clarity or fairness of
practices regarding dismissals. In the 2013 Self-Study Survey, 46.4% of faculty responding agreed
or strongly agreed that Susquehanna follows clear practices for dismissing faculty, and 48.0%
agreed or strongly agreed that practices for dismissing faculty are fair. Over 40% of faculty
responded neutrally to both questions. The high number of neutral responses warrants further
investigation.
Hiring staff and administrators. Policies and procedures for hiring staff and administrators are
well documented. Procedures for hiring new staff are outlined in the Guide to Recruiting and
Hiring, which is available on the university’s portal site. Once approval to search has been granted
by the Senior Leadership Team, the hiring manager works with Human Resources to develop a
recruitment plan. As in faculty searches, staff searches include an affirmative action review of
candidates to ensure that qualified underrepresented candidates in the applicant pool are given
full consideration. Results from the 2013 Self-Study Survey show that 59.3% of staff respondents
agree or strongly agree that Susquehanna follows clear practices for hiring staff/administrators. A
similar percentage (60.1%) also feel these practices are fair.
Evaluating staff and administrators. Forms used for evaluating staff, including evaluations of
supervisors, are posted on the Human Resources page of mySU. In addition, many staff members
are asked to complete an informal self-evaluation to submit to their supervisors. Evaluations are
conducted annually each May, and results from these evaluations are used in setting salaries. Like
faculty evaluations, staff evaluations are completed in writing and are signed by both the
employee and the supervisor. Employees can write responses. All evaluations are filed in the
Human Resources Office. Responses to the Self-Study Survey indicate that the majority of staff
agree or strongly agree that Susquehanna follows clear practices for performance evaluation
(57.7%) and that these practices are fair (56.8%).
Promotion of staff and administrators. Susquehanna has no written policies regarding promotion
of staff and administrators (Jennifer Bucher, June 2013). Consequently, it is not surprising that the
2013 Self-Study Survey indicates that only 22.0% of staff and administrators agree or strongly
agree that Susquehanna follows clear practices for promoting staff and administrators. Slightly
more (30.7%) agree or strongly agree that our practices for promotion are fair. Given comments
received at the roundtables conducted by the Self-Study Steering Committee, it may be wise for
the university as a whole to further consider these results.
Dismissal of staff and administrators. Susquehanna’s policy regarding termination of exempt and
non-exempt staff and administrators can be found in the policy manual on Human Resource’s
portal site. Employees may be dismissed if their work is unacceptable, or due to major acts of
misconduct. Examples of unacceptable work and acts of misconduct can be found in the
Disciplinary Actions Policy. More than a third (36.6%) of respondents to the 2013 Self-Study
Survey agree or strongly agree that Susquehanna follows clear practices for dismissing staff and
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administrators, and 43.1% agree or strongly agree that the university’s practices for dismissing
staff and administrators are fair. Nearly half of survey respondents were neutral on both questions
(44.4% on clear practices for dismissal, 45.8% on fair practices for dismissal). Again, the high
number of neutral responses warrants further investigation.
Internal Communications
A key tool for internal communications is the intranet portal. Launched in 2010, mySU allows
faculty, staff, and students to access information about the university, policies and procedures,
academic programs, administrative departments, and student services. MySU users can access
course schedules and register for classes, view academic records and grades, and track students’
progress toward graduation. In addition, the portal is used to share information on issues and
changes affecting the university, events, activities, campus climate concerns, and emergencies.
Faculty, staff, and students are able to post items on the Campus News and Campus Activities
sections of the portal. MySU also features work spaces for groups and committees to share and
archive their documents.
Information is also disseminated through email and social media. The Office of Student Activities,
for example, emails “The Weekender” to all students, outlining the upcoming weekend’s activities
and programs. The Student Government Association sends email updates to its constituents after
weekly meetings. Many student organizations as well as academic and administrative units use
Facebook to connect internal and external constituencies. For instance, the Office of First-Year
Programs uses Facebook to introduce students to each other and to the university before they
matriculate. The Student Activities Committee, Greek Life, the Department of Athletics, and the
Department of Modern Languages maintain active Facebook accounts to relay information.
Susquehanna boasts robust communication tools for emergencies on campus, including an SMS
emergency texting system that was established in 2007, and the smart-phone application
EmergenSeeU, launched in 2012–13. Two outdoor warning sirens and public address units were
installed in 2009. Additional safety and security information regarding alerts and crime
prevention, campus emergency procedures, and a fire safety report are available on the Public
Safety website.
Members of the community frequently share information through open meetings, including
faculty meetings, open University Council meetings, and town hall meetings. During these
sessions, Senior Leadership Team members share information on new initiatives and projects,
budgets, capital projects, and recruiting updates. These sessions also provide opportunities for
faculty and staff to ask questions about these projects.
In a 2010 Faculty/Staff Satisfaction Survey, both faculty and staff expressed interest in receiving
more information and better communication between departments. Nonetheless, results from the
2013 Self-Study Survey point to overall satisfaction with internal communications: 69.0% of
faculty report they receive the right amount of information from mySU. Over three-fourths of
staff (77.3%) and students (76.5%) concur.
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External Communications
Susquehanna shares important data with the public, including its demographic profile,
information on academic requirements, graduation outcomes, and resources for current students.
These are listed in multiple locations on the external website and in print publications such as the
Viewbook and the Susquehanna University Course Catalog. Susquehanna’s external
communication efforts take on many forms and are guided by federal guidelines, as well as an
intentional communication strategy outlined by the chief communications officer.
Susquehanna complies with federal regulations outlined in the Higher Education Opportunity
Act by providing necessary information on the external website. The disclosures page includes
information on Susquehanna’s athletic program; student employment placement outcomes;
health and safety information, including emergency procedures and crime statistics; the Student
Handbook; drug-free workplace and campus policies; information on student financial assistance;
course offerings and textbook information; details on study-away and internship opportunities;
student services; and academic programs. Links on the Career Development Center site duplicate
information related to graduation, employment, and graduate study.
The Academics page of the website guides visitors through the elements of a Susquehanna
education, providing them with information on our goals, major and minor requirements, and the
Central Curriculum. The Course Catalog, updated each year, is also publicly available on the
Academics page. This site archives catalogs since 2003. The website of the Registrar’s Office
publishes the academic calendar and provides information on transferring courses. Additional
resources, policies, and procedures related to student life and student services are located in the
Student Handbook as well as on the Student Life page. Information on admission into the
university, costs, and financial aid can be found on the Admissions and Financial Aid page.
Susquehanna’s website also outlines topics that are central to our mission and guiding values,
including the 2010 strategic plan, the 2007 university Statement on Diversity and Inclusiveness,
information about the annual university theme, sustainability issues, and emergency
preparedness.
Susquehanna’s YouTube channel also introduces external constituencies to information about the
university’s programs and activities. Facebook, Twitter, and SU Bridge (an alumni virtual
community) keep alumni and friends of Susquehanna in contact with each other and abreast of
events.
Susquehanna’s internal and external communication policies and practices exhibit integrity, and
they address the communications needs of its constituencies. We conclude that Susquehanna
University adheres to ethical standards as required by Standard 6.
CONCLUSIONS
We believe Susquehanna University is in compliance with Standards 6, 7, and 14. Our policies and
practices for assessing student learning help us fulfill our mission and goals, as well as important
elements of our strategic plan. There is ample evidence that our sustained work to assess student
learning has strengthened our curriculum. We also have effective systems in place to assess the
work of administrative units as they work to realize the university’s mission and goals. Finally,
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Susquehanna demonstrates a high degree of integrity, adhering to ethical standards of fairness,
openness, and our own guiding values. We pursue transparency in internal and external
communications.
PLANS FOR THE FUTURE
•
•
•

Continue to provide training and to seek additional efficiencies in assessment of student
learning;
Continue to implement annual institutional effectiveness reports by administrative units;
Develop promotion policies and procedures for staff and administrators.
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Chapter 6
ADMISSIONS AND STUDENT SUPPORT
(Standards 8 and 9)
Susquehanna University offers an array of programs and services that enhance students’
educational experience. It seeks to recruit individuals who are academically productive and
engaged, and who find value in our mission to prepare students for achievement, leadership, and
service in a diverse and interconnected world. In the past three years, the university has
encountered challenges in meeting enrollment targets and is devoting significant resources to
reverse this trend. Initial evidence suggests that these efforts have been productive.
ADMISSIONS
In support of Susquehanna’s mission, the Admissions Office seeks to recruit students who are
academically productive and engaged, and who value achievement, leadership, and service in a
diverse and interconnected world. Susquehanna’s marketing plans focus on offering
undergraduate education of high quality and value and communicating effectively about our
many strengths to prospective students and their families.
Challenges
Substantial economic changes have affected the landscape of higher education since the 2008
recession. In addition, demographic changes in the Northeast, from which Susquehanna enrolls
most of its students, have presented challenges. During the past two years, Susquehanna has
worked proactively with Human Capital Research Corporation to empirically evaluate our
marketing. Despite these efforts, the university has experienced a modest decrease in recruitment
Figure 6.1: First-Year Application Summary
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Table 6.1
Total Enrollment
FT DegreeSeeking

PT DegreeSeeking

Non-degreeseeking

Study-Away

Total

Fall 2009

2,157

13

61

37

2,268

Fall 2010

2,205

17

83

62

2,367

Fall 2011

2,236

18

71

64

2,389

Fall 2012

2,132

19

64

92

2,307

Fall 2013

2,122

16

49

64

2,251

Year

Note: Study-away totals are not included in reports to IPEDS, but are included in budgeting.

outcomes and annual enrollment (see Figure 6.1 and Table 6.1; Fact Book 2013–14, pp. B-2–B-4) at
a time when the university has made investments in infrastructure and faculty lines predicated on
enrollment growth. Indeed, first-year enrollment fell below targets set by the Senior Leadership
Team for fall 2011, 2012, and 2013. This combination of investment for growth, missed enrollment
targets, and decreasing total enrollment has created financial challenges for the university (see
Chapter 3, pp. 20–21).
The enrollment shortfall is the result of two main factors: a lower admissions yield for admitted
students, both first-year and transfer, and a higher attrition rate. Figure 6.1 illustrates that
applications to Susquehanna increased 19.1% from 2009 to 2011 before sliding 10.9% from 2011 to
2013, for a net increase of just under 200 applicants. The number of admitted students has shown
Figure 6.2: First-Year Applicants Admitted and Yield
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Figure 6.3: Retention Rates by Cohort
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some variation from year to year but has increased by 5.2% from 2009 to 2013. Figure 6.2 shows
varying acceptance rates over this period, and a notable drop in yield in 2011 that has not
recovered to its previous levels. At the time, these decreased enrollments were attributed to
attempting to hold the line on the growing discount rate in 2011, struggles with enrollment
management software systems, a decrease in athletic applications, and a postulated reduction in
the number of applications in 2013 due to Superstorm Sandy. In spring 2013, an audit by The
Lawlor Group suggested that Enrollment Management had overlooked or neglected some best
practices in enrollment operations and communications strategies; their recommendations are
discussed below (p. 67).
Retention has been and remains one of Susquehanna’s strengths; our performance over the past
four years has been mixed, with more declines than gains (2010 strategic plan, p. 19). As shown in
Figure 6.3, our retention rate for the 2003 cohort was 89.8%; the rate dropped to 83.3% for the
2009 and 2010 cohorts. While the latter rate is still above the national average for Baccalaureate
Arts and Sciences institutions, the university remains focused on improving our retention rate.
This challenge has been the focus of concerted analysis and response; the efforts of the Taskforce
on Student Success and Engagement will be discussed below.
Susquehanna hired a vice president for enrollment management in 2007; in spring 2013 she
accepted a position elsewhere. The university has appointed a seasoned administrator to serve as
an interim, is currently conducting a national search to fill this position, and hopes to have a new
vice president for enrollment by spring 2014.
Responses to Challenges
Based on demographic projections, the university recognized that these would be challenging
years. Indeed, the strategic plans of 2003 and 2010 were focused on strengthening the university to
compete effectively in a difficult environment. During the past five years many admissions
processes have been reorganized and new marketing initiatives have been implemented.
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The university refined its prospect pool management by revising its communications plan and
defining target audiences, focusing its efforts on identifying and recruiting individuals who are
most likely to enroll and to be successful. Moreover, Susquehanna developed specific messaging
that addresses the quality of the education at Susquehanna; this continues to be important in a
competitive, price-sensitive market. As part of this effort, an experienced marketing professional
was hired in 2007 to focus on reputation building. This campus-based communications staff
member assigned to enrollment management has developed all recruitment materials to focus on
academics, the total collegiate experience, and outcomes (Debbie Stieffel, November 2012).
The university annually surveys all admitted students to find out where they enrolled and why.
The survey data allow us to evaluate future communication strategies. In an effort to highlight
programs with recruitment potential, Admissions and University Communications are currently
developing a new set of strategies to call the attention of prospective students to these programs
of emphasis (Jennifer Hawbaker, November 2012). Coordinating campus-wide efforts in our
messaging is vital as we shape our brand and enhance its recognition in the marketplace.
The time and attention that faculty members invest in recruiting is an essential part of our
communications strategy. More faculty members than ever are meeting with prospective
students, inviting them to attend classes, and contacting them as they make their decisions (Chris
Markle, June 2013).
Focused travel. The decline in the number of high school graduates in our region has led to
increased competition among Susquehanna’s peer institutions. To better focus on demographic
shifts, travel by our Admissions staff has been refocused to include additional markets based on a
10-year trend analysis of our feeder schools. The Admissions staff has also added an international
recruiter, increasing our pool of international student prospects and leading to an overall increase
in the number of international students on campus (Fact Book 2013–14, p. C-7). The admissions
team has worked more intensively with alumni volunteers at recruitment events to expand the
university’s reach in their communities.
Taskforce on Student Success and Engagement. The 2010 strategic plan recognizes that in order to
achieve our strategic goals, we must strengthen cohort retention and persistence to graduation.
The Taskforce on Student Success and Engagement (TSSE) was created in fall 2010 to “develop
goals and action plans with defined measures for improving the quality of student life and
learning and for contributing to enhancing our campus climate to better serve students” (TSSE
report, p. 6). More than 80 faculty, staff, and students worked on TSSE, developing action plans
for areas including admissions, student engagement, and faculty/staff development.
TSSE submitted its findings to the president in February 2012. The results of this study led to a
realization that, among other changes, the university needed to assign specific staff to student
engagement and retention. As part of a larger Academic Affairs reorganization, the chief diversity
officer accepted an additional role as assistant provost for student success and engagement and
has since created the Student Engagement and Retention Committee (SERC). The committee
meets weekly to discuss broad issues of concern on campus and to create and update policy,
providing structures that support student success.
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Competitive landscape. In 2009, Admissions began to request data from the National Student
Clearinghouse, which tracks students’ institutions of attendance. Thus, Admissions can identify
accepted students who did not enroll at Susquehanna, the institutions to which students who left
Susquehanna transferred, and the institutions in which our graduates enrolled for advanced
study. This information allows Susquehanna to develop useful migration data on students who
are admitted, as well as those who leave the university prior to or following graduation.
Enrollment management modeling. Susquehanna has collaborated for the past five years with
Human Capital Research Corporation to perform statistical data analyses for our enrollment
management modeling. With these data, Susquehanna is better able to predict which applicants
are most likely to enroll given the current economic environment. Human Capital’s analytic
modeling has been important to understanding admissions and retention data and to making
decisions regarding financial aid leveraging and packaging matrices.
The Lawlor Group consultation. In spring and summer 2013, The Lawlor Group, a higher education
enrollment management and communications consulting group, conducted an enrollment and
communications audit at Susquehanna. These consultants reviewed admissions materials and
data, interviewed selected individuals on campus, concluded that Enrollment Management had
underperformed in recent years, and recommended changes the university could implement to
help meet its enrollment goals (Sara Kirkland, July 2013). In general terms, the report concluded
that the university possesses considerable strengths in its programs, general education
curriculum, co-curriculum, and facilities that should prove attractive to prospective students and
their families. To achieve greater recognition of these strengths, they recommend Admissions
revise campus visits to better include faculty and coaches, bolster the applicant pool, develop a
more open and collaborative culture within the department of Admissions and between
Admissions and the larger university community, overhaul communications to deemphasize print
and better express our strengths and resources online, communicate effectively with parents,
settle systems issues to gain timely and complete access to necessary information, and restore a
focus on the human element in recruiting that had been eroded by overreliance on data. Finally,
they suggest we become more confident of the proposition that the value we offer to students is
clearly worth the price we charge. Initial steps have been to contract with Human Capital
Research for greater analysis of financial aid strategies and with Royall & Company to raise the
university’s visibility to high school sophomores, juniors, and seniors as they undertake the search
process.
Enrollment Management and Admissions have worked actively during the summer and fall of
2013 to address the recommendations of the consultation completed by The Lawlor Group. Two
overarching goals were established: increase applications by 25% and enroll 22.5% of the applicant
pool. In order to work toward these goals they established four new Saturday Visit programs that
brought 170 families to campus. They made cosmetic improvements to the Admissions waiting
area and the residence hall room featured in tours, and added the Career Development Center to
all campus tours. An individual with extensive experience in public relations and marketing, and
good knowledge of Susquehanna University, was hired and began her work as campus visit
coordinator at the beginning of November. A new, nonbinding Early Action plan was offered to
prospective students, and deadlines for Early Decision were moved up by one month. Problems
with recruiting software have been addressed and solved. Admissions has worked intensively to
develop a culture of paying close attention to details important to prospects, as well as to partner
effectively with coaches and faculty leaders. Throughout this time, they have worked closely with
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Royall & Company, The Lawlor Group, and Human Capital Research Corporation to expand
recruiting opportunities, refine messaging, and analyze financial aid outcomes, respectively. Early
data suggest these efforts have been productive; as of December 16, 2013, 3,284 applications have
been received. This number represents an increase of 40.7%, 55.4.0% and 73.9% by comparison to
the applications received by the same date in 2010, 2011, and 2012, respectively.
Yield activities will be undertaken earlier in 2014 than in past years, in January and February
rather than March and April, and will include increased Admissions follow-up with applicants
and an outreach campaign that will connect 3oo strong prospects to Susquehanna faculty, alumni,
and students.
Sharing Information Regarding Susquehanna
The Office of Admissions provides accurate and up-to-date information to the public regarding
Susquehanna’s mission, admissions policies and processes, costs and financial aid, and academic
programs and learning goals.
In the Admitted Student Survey, current Susquehanna students indicate that most of their early
knowledge about the university came from the internet. Therefore, prospective students are
directed to Susquehanna’s website for the online Course Catalog, a summary of the University
Learning Goals, and information about campus activities, services, and facilities. Print materials
are also distributed, including academic department literature that explains each course of study.
Brochures for the university’s Global Opportunities (GO) program are sent to applicants to build
interest for this unique aspect of the Susquehanna experience. Twitter and Facebook accounts
are maintained by University Communications as well.
Admissions counselors convey information to students via email, phone calls, off-site high school
college fairs, and personalized interviews. Prospective applicants are encouraged to visit the
Susquehanna campus and speak with an admissions counselor as part of the application process.
Admissions information is shared during Susquehanna events such as Action Days, open houses,
SUmmer Visit Days, SUped-Up Saturdays, and personal campus tours. At open house events the
provost discusses University Learning Goals, the benefits of a liberal arts education, and the GO
program.
Many students are attracted to Susquehanna because of their interest in playing an intercollegiate
sport. Susquehanna’s coaches are involved in recruiting new students and support the university’s
model of the scholar-athlete.
Admitting Students
Personnel from Enrollment Management set selection criteria each June. Selection criteria that
predict academic success and the likelihood of graduating from Susquehanna are assessed
annually in collaboration with Human Capital Research. Reliably predictive factors include
academic credentials, interest in specific programs, and high school quality. Admissions criteria
for the class of 2016 included a 3.00 high school GPA, a 21 ACT score or a 1000 combined
math/reading SAT (with no less than 460 in math), and an interest in the university’s degree
programs. In addition, applicants may elect the Write Option, which allows them to submit two
graded writing samples in place of the SAT and ACT scores.
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Current recruitment strategy calls for developing a list identifying approximately 20,000 to 25,000
prospective applicants who meet the selection criteria. Susquehanna purchases advertising in
publications to which high schools and college-bound students subscribe. In addition, the
university is a member of the Common Application, through which students can apply to many
colleges. The university has recently partnered with Royall & Company to develop its prospect
pool. The university’s engagement with Royall & Company is projected to increase applications to
4,000 for this recruitment cycle, an increase of 24.3% from the previous cycle. Increased
applications are necessary, although not sufficient, to meet new student enrollment targets.
Admissions plans are being redesigned so that staff recruiters will be able to capitalize on Royall’s
work in widening the application pipeline.
Close coordination between University Communications and Enrollment Management conveys a
positive image of the university and presents incentives for desirable matriculants, many of whom
have several college options. Since data suggest that individuals who visit the university are most
likely to apply and enroll, communications strategies are designed to encourage campus visits. A
new program awards a $1,000 grant to the eventual financial aid packages of prospective students
when they make a campus visit. This new grant is renewable for their remaining three years,
provided these students remain enrolled and in good standing.
Roughly two-thirds of applications to Susquehanna result from personal referrals. The Board of
Trustees recently appointed a taskforce to study how to increase alumni and parent engagement
with the university, including student recruitment. One recommendation of the taskforce was to
establish a standing board committee on alumni engagement and resource development. That
committee has made support for student recruitment a priority for the 2013–14 academic year.
Moreover, the University Relations staff have begun working with Admissions to take advantage
of the goodwill and energy evident among alumni and parents. Thanks to effective collaboration
among these units, alumni are increasingly involved in speaking with prospective students,
contacting guidance counselors, scouting athletes, and encouraging staff to develop personal
relationships with individuals who may be willing to speak to future applicants about a
Susquehanna education.
Marginal Applicants
Marginal applicants who have a high school GPA below 3.0 and SAT scores of 1000 or ACT scores
of 21 or below are given extra scrutiny. Admissions staff may consider the quality of high schools,
classes taken, recommendation letters, and non-cognitive skills as assessed through extracurricular activities. In addition, marginal students may be interviewed to discuss their
applications and to identify factors that may have contributed to low performance on
standardized tests and/or in high school courses. In some cases these interviews may be required.
Marginal applicants who matriculate and subsequently struggle in their courses are referred by
instructors to the Center for Academic Achievement (CAA) for academic support (see p. 72).
Students or parents who have concerns about academic performance may refer themselves or
their child to the CAA as early as summer preview days via the Keystone Academic Program
(James Black, December 2013). Student SAT scores also may affect course enrollment. For
example, students with an SAT math score below 460 are not likely to be admitted into mathintensive majors such as physics, chemistry, business, or biology (Chris Markle, November 2012).
Data analysis has shown that students with these low test scores do not usually succeed in the
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combination of math-intensive courses required for first-semester math and science majors. The
university recommends that these students enroll with a major of “science undecided” or
“undeclared” and demonstrate that they can complete the initial required coursework successfully
before being allowed to declare a science major. Students are generally persuaded that this
arrangement will more likely lead to their success in college.
The Academic Advancement Program (AAP), a conditional admission program, was in place until
2012. This program required students to engage with the Center for Academic Achievement for
mentoring and supervision, in addition to seeking the support of their faculty advisers. For
analysis, students who would have been identified for the AAP program are coded in the student
information system as being at risk in one or more academic areas. Susquehanna no longer has a
conditional admission program. Instead, Admissions staff may encourage prospective students
who fall short of our admissions criteria to study at the university as non-degree students and
succeed in two or three courses before applying.
Financial Aid
The Financial Aid office reviews financial aid applications and determines financial need and
eligibility. The university awards scholarships, grants, student employment, and loans from the
federal government, state government, Susquehanna, and several other private sources. Resources
and information for students and their families to navigate the financial aid process can be found
on the Financial Aid website. Financial Aid staff members regularly attend training to stay current
with federal and state regulations, such as FERPA. They contact students by email and social
media to proactively notify them of opportunities that may fit the students’ needs (Helen Nunn,
November 2012).
Information regarding the cost of attending Susquehanna is published and updated annually on
the university website and on Facebook. The web page includes extensive information about
scholarships, loans, grants, and financial aid for the GO program. All policies related to costs,
financial aid, and refunds can be found in the Course Catalog.
The Financial Aid website provides information about the Federal Direct Loan program and
private loan options. The university maintains a recommended list of private loan lenders,
updated annually. Prospective students receive information regarding loan options and
procedures. Staff members are available to assist families in understanding the complexities of the
borrowing process. The president informs all admitted students by letter of the upcoming year’s
tuition, fees, and room and board expenses in early March. Enrollment Management staff
maintain relationships with admitted students and their families via events, communications, and
phone calls to inform their choices regarding financing their college education.
In 2011, Susquehanna partnered with Human Capital Research Corporation to create the
university’s Net Price Calculator. This federally mandated tool allows prospective students and
their families to estimate the costs of attending Susquehanna and any merit- and need-based
financial aid. Use of the calculator has increased since it was launched. Admissions and financial
aid staff also provide information related to the Susquehanna financial aid process in
presentations at all open houses, Action Days, and Summer Preview Days and advise students via
in-person meetings, email, and phone.
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The effectiveness of Susquehanna’s financial aid offers is evaluated regularly. The 2012 Accepted
Student Survey reveals that over 53.1% of matriculants indicated they had received a generous
financial aid package, and 44.6% indicated they had received a fair financial aid package.
Ultimately, survey results indicated that price was a significant influence on decisions to enroll,
and Susquehanna’s academic programs, reputation, and student fit were equally important
determinants of enrollment.
STUDENT SUPPORT
Susquehanna offers an array of programs and services that enhance our students’ educational
experience. Most student services are organized within the Student Life division and housed in or
near the campus center. The exceptions are the Center for Academic Achievement and the Career
Development Center, which are housed in Fisher Hall.
Academic Needs
First-year transition. In addition to overseeing orientation experiences, the Office of First-Year
Programs collaborates with other campus departments to identify students who require support
to provide them with helpful direction and resources. Summer Preview Days and Fall Orientation
also allow staff to identify the needs of entering students through firsthand contact with peer and
professional staff (Caro Mercado, November 2012). Each first-year student is required to take a
Perspectives course, which is designed to “foster both the intellectual and personal development
of first-year students” (Central Curriculum Handbook, p. 21).
Disability services. Some students come to Susquehanna with previously diagnosed disabilities,
while others will have their disabilities identified for the first time during college. When admitted
to Susquehanna, students receive a form on which they may identify disabilities and co-requisite
needs for accommodations; they may also complete the form at any point when they become
aware of disabilities. This form, along with documentation from a qualified professional
substantiating the concern, is submitted to the disability services coordinator for review. Students
and the disability services coordinator then meet to discuss their situations and identify
reasonable and adequate accommodations. Accommodations may include extended time for
exams, verbally issued or taped exams, computer-issued essay exams, recorded lectures, note
takers, preferential seating, or books on tape. Furthermore, Disability Services coordinates
appropriate classroom, housing, dining, and other accommodations to ensure that individuals
with special needs have access to opportunities as required by law (Disability Services).
Academic advising. Susquehanna’s advising program is documented in the Course Catalog.
Information regarding advising procedures and expectations, for both advisers and advisees, is
available on the provost’s mySU web page.
With very few exceptions, incoming first-year and transfer students with a declared major are
assigned an academic adviser from among the faculty in the major department. Students entering
the university without a declared major are assigned faculty advisers whose role is to assist them
with transitioning into the Susquehanna environment and selection of a major. Academic deans
make adviser-advisee assignments in consultation with department heads. During orientation,
new students meet with advisers to learn about their roles as advisees, how to navigate their
degree programs, the Central Curriculum, and how to use mySU to register for courses and access
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information. Throughout their time at Susquehanna, students are required to meet with their
advisers at least once per semester and are encouraged to meet with advisers on a more frequent
basis.
Faculty advisers attend a workshop prior to their first advisee assignments, typically at the
beginning of the faculty member’s second year. Follow-up workshops are available. The spring
2011 Survey of Student Opinions identified academic advising as a strength of the university, with
an average satisfaction score of 3.91 out of 5, nearly the same as the norm (3.89) for comparison
institutions. Furthermore, the 2010 National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE) report
indicated that Susquehanna students held a favorable opinion regarding the quality of academic
advising. The average rating among first-year and senior students between 2002 and 2006 was 3.11
out of 4 and 3.16 out of 4, respectively. There was an improvement in the opinions of both groups
between 2008 and 2010, with average ratings of 3.25 for first-year students and 3.19 for seniors.
Susquehanna is currently implementing an evaluation of academic advising to further enhance its
quality and to reward effective advising practices.
Skill development. Students who may need additional skill development or support in academics
are identified through the admissions process, are self-identified, or are identified by their
academic performance. Advisers receive midterm and final grades for all of their advisees;
students with low math grades have their grades reviewed by the math coordinator in the Center
for Academic Achievement (CAA); and grades for varsity athletes are sent to the athletic director.
Faculty members are also able to report concerns about student academic performance during the
semester either by communicating directly with the associate dean of students for student
support, the dean of students, or the CAA director, or by utilizing an online reporting system.
CAA staff members assist students as they develop skills and habits that promote learning both in
and out of the classroom. The staff members focus on individual student needs, while building on
existing strengths. The center offers tutoring services in math, writing, and modern languages; in
addition, it offers programs in study skills such as time management, reading comprehension, and
note taking. Many academic departments offer tutoring services specific to their curriculum.
In fall 2012, the CAA established the Keystone Academic Program. The program is voluntary and
designed to meet students’ individual needs as they pursue their education at Susquehanna. In
this program, a professional mentor works with each student to design contracts for success based
on their current courses and long-term goals. Periodic meetings throughout the term establish
checkpoints and offer opportunities for self-assessment of students’ progress on their plans.
Guidance from the mentor helps the student to access additional supports as needed.
During the 2012–13 academic year, CAA was in contact with half of the student body, and 783
students, approximately 35% of the student body, met at least once with a CAA professional or
peer staff member. The results of a CAA satisfaction survey suggest that students find CAA
services helpful. Sixty-two percent of respondents felt satisfied or very satisfied with the help they
received. Students used CAA services based on recommendations from instructors (82%) or other
students (34%). Of those who responded to the CAA survey, 20% were dissatisfied or very
dissatisfied. Twenty-three percent of respondents attended only one CAA session, but almost as
many, 20%, visited the CAA 10 or more times.
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Performance Variable Project. In recent years, Susquehanna has recognized the need to identify
students who are beginning to struggle academically. Data examined by external consultant
Human Capital Resource Corporation determined that students who did not meet specific
performance criteria, that is, achieving both a GPA of 2.5 and earning at least 26 semester hours of
credit by the end of the first year, were at much higher risk of attrition when compared with their
classmates who had earned more credits and/or had higher GPAs. In response to this information,
the CAA staff has implemented the Performance Variable Project. In the fall of 2011, staff members
met with approximately 100 sophomores who had fallen short of the 2.5 GPA and/or had earned
fewer than 26 semester hours.
Through their work with these students, CAA staff members helped them develop individual
study plans to put in place at this critical juncture. Staff followed up as necessary. Of the 100
students assisted, 71 returned to Susquehanna to begin the 2012–13 academic year, 92% of them
have more than 52 credits (the equivalent of the performance variable for a junior), and 44% of
them have a GPA above a 2.5.
Supporting Students for Successful Outcomes
Student Support Network and the Student Engagement and Retention Committee. The Student
Support Network (SSN) is an early-alert system designed to respond to academic, social,
behavioral, and health concerns about individual students. The vice president of student life and
dean of students, the associate dean of students for student support and director of first-year
programs, and the director of the Center for Academic Achievement lead this group. Faculty,
staff, students, and parents can refer students who are in distress to SSN via email, phone, or an
intranet-based report form. SSN staff members investigate the situations confronting these
students, make referrals to appropriate resources, and partner with academic and administrative
departments across campus to coordinate effective interventions. The Student Engagement and
Retention Committee considers patterns that emerge in SSN referrals. This committee, which
includes the directors of various student services in its membership, focuses on policy-level
concerns to ensure that policies are in place to facilitate student success.
Career Development. The Career Development Center (CDC) is committed to actively engaging
students in career planning as early as their first year at Susquehanna. The center offers
personalized advising and an array of programs and services to help students achieve their
professional goals. For example, it provides assistance in finding internships, developing resumes
and cover letters, applying to graduate schools, and preparing for job searches. CDC also
organizes employment fairs, networking events, and a number of workshops that provide
students with opportunities to learn important personal and professional skills. Furthermore, staff
members teach Introduction to Professional Development, which is a required course for all
majors in the Sigmund Weis School of Business and an elective course for all other students.
CDC publishes Susquehanna students’ postgraduate success rate on its website. Our students
achieve a high rate of success after graduation; 98% of respondents to postgraduation surveys of
the classes of 2011 and 2012 are employed full time or enrolled in graduate school within six
months of graduating.
Center for Diversity and Social Justice and International Student Services (CDSJISS). CDSJISS
provides support to international and minority students while fostering an inclusive environment
across campus. It sponsors lectures, performances, fellowships, and signature programs such as
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Haven, a confidential peer support group for bisexual, lesbian, gay, transgender, and queer
students. Moreover, a peer-mentoring program provides new students with academic, emotional,
and social support as they adjust to college life at Susquehanna. CDSJISS aims to accommodate
students’ requests for peer-mentor matches, using the information they provide concerning their
race, ethnicity, culture, gender, sexual orientation, and religious preference. The need for this
type of programming has grown at Susquehanna. For example, the minority student population
has increased from 8.9% in fall 2009 to 14.2% in fall 2013 (Fact Book 2013–14, p. C-10).
Furthermore, CDSJISS provides services specifically designed to support international students.
These include helping with the processing of their visa applications and the completion of all
related reporting requirements. A four-day orientation program specific to international students’
needs is also offered at the beginning of the academic year. Additionally, CDSJISS staff is available
to answer questions these students may have concerning admission, academics, immigration,
housing, employment, and community life.
Cultural and diversity organizations on campus include the Asian Student Coalition, Black
Student Union, Diversity Council, Gender and Sexuality Alliance, Hillel Student Organization,
Hispanic Organization for Latino Awareness, SU International, Variance, and WomenSpeak.
These groups are officially recognized by the university and receive funds from the Student
Government Association.
The CDSJISS collaborates with departments across campus, such as Civic Engagement, Residence
Life, First-Year Programs, Diversity Studies, and the Department of Modern Languages to provide
a safe environment and meet the needs of these international and minority students. For example,
they conduct Safe Zone training in addition to sensitivity and intervention training for residence
assistants. As described in Chapter 5, the Bias Response and Education Team provides a structure
for immediate assistance to those students who are witnesses to or targets of bias-related
behaviors. Susquehanna continues to reach out to Selinsgrove Borough to improve the
relationship between the university and residents, especially with respect to student populations
who have not historically been openly represented in the community.
Health and counseling centers. The newly constructed Health Center is integrated with a
Geisinger Health System outpatient clinic. In addition to the typical student health services
offered by the Health Center, the Geisinger integration provides electronic medical records, oncampus x-ray facilities, physical therapy, and specialist services. The Counseling Center provides
mental health services for a variety of needs, drug and alcohol assessment and referral,
educational programs for mental health awareness, and limited psychiatric services. The
Counseling Center refers students to private practitioners for long-term counseling.
Equity and sensitivity. Administrative oversight ensures that all support services implement
university policies regarding inclusion, ethical conduct, and sexual harassment. The Bias
Response and Education Team, the chief diversity officer, and the Student Engagement and
Retention Committee assist in implementing such policies. This is accomplished by supporting
individuals or groups who have been targets of bias and discrimination, working to encourage
inclusive practices, and assessing the need for policy and program revision.
Transfer students. Susquehanna recognizes the challenges encountered by students who transfer
from other institutions, and it is committed to helping these students adjust both academically
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and socially to their new college environment. Transfer students receive an orientation from the
associate dean of students for student support and director of first-year programs but are not
usually required to take the first-year experience course even if they are first-year students. We
emphasize helping these students find their place at the university through their majors.
Second-year program. The university has a robust first-year orientation program to help students
transition to college. Realizing that the transition is an ongoing process, the university is
developing a second-year experience program to address developmental issues that continue into
the second year. In 2013–14, the Center for Academic Achievement and the Office of First-Year
Programs will pilot this second-year program.
Student-athletes. The director of athletics is responsible for ensuring that the department’s goals
are aligned with the academic mission of the university (Pamela Samuelson, November 2012). In
2008, the department established specific learning goals drawn from the University Learning
Goals. These learning goals were developed by the athletic department staff and reviewed by the
Faculty Advisory Committee on Intercollegiate Athletics (Athletics Program Assessment Plan,
2011). The primary means of evaluating the effective achievement of these learning goals is
through the Susquehanna University Student-Athlete Goal Report. The coaches must submit
grade reports for student-athletes, indicating how well they meet expectations for each
departmental learning goal. This information is collected and summarized, and program-wide
data are then submitted to the President’s Office (Department of Athletics 2011–12 annual report).
Academic support for student-athletes is coordinated through the Center for Academic
Achievement. An academic specialist works with the assistant director of athletics to provide
workshops for student-athletes on time management and other topics of interest. The
Department of Athletics recognizes academic success by presenting an award for both the men’s
and women’s teams with the highest combined GPAs. This award provides incentive for
continued academic success among student-athletes.
The Faculty Advisory Committee on Intercollegiate Athletics is assessing the effect of the
university’s recently revised policy on academic standing on student-athletes, using this
information to set guidelines for participation in varsity athletics (Pamela Samuelson, June 2013).
Policies on Academic Performance
In April 2103, the faculty approved new policies on academic standing; these policies are detailed
in the Course Catalog, p. 174. At the end of each semester, the Academic Standing Committee,
chaired by the registrar, reviews final grades for students whose cumulative GPAs are below 2.00.
The committee may place these students on academic warning or probation, or dismiss them
from the university.
Students placed on probation must complete academic recovery plans with the Center for
Academic Achievement, signed by their advisers, within the first two weeks of the semester in
which they are on probation. They must be in good academic standing and meet the
requirements stipulated on the plan or be subject to suspension. If first-year students or
sophomores complete a semester on probation above the relevant probation criterion but below
the good academic standing criterion, they will continue to be on probation. Juniors and seniors
must return to good academic standing or be liable for suspension. First-semester students can be
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placed on suspension without having been on probation if their semester GPAs fall below 1.oo.
Students returning from suspension are expected to achieve good academic standing by the end
of two semesters after being readmitted, or they will be permanently dismissed from the
university.
Students may lose their financial aid if they fail to maintain acceptable progress toward their
degree or if their GPAs fall below levels outlined in the Eligibility section of the Course Catalog.
Staffing
Susquehanna hires qualified professionals to supervise and provide the student support services
and programs. The vice president for student life and dean of students recruits staff members
with a minimum requirement of either a master’s degree or enrollment in a master’s degree
program. Currently two of the university’s Student Life staff members are completing Ph.D.
programs.
Professional development opportunities for Student Life staff arise from several sources, including
participation in Education Advisory Board events and presentations at conferences. Staff
members regularly attend workshops and conferences to enhance their skills. For example, to
understand the needs of our population of transgendered students, staff in Residence Life,
CDSJISS, and the Counseling Center attended a conference specific to this topic in Harrisburg.
Staff also seek opportunities to train in-house. The director of the Counseling Center and the
director of the Health Center have seen challenges as opportunities. For example, in an effort to
address increased demand for their services, the Counseling Center staff members completed a
DVD-based training and adopted solution-focused short therapy techniques. In addition, staff
members with expertise in particular areas share their skills with colleagues in other student
support programs. For instance, staff members of the Counseling Center have shared techniques
for motivational interviewing with members of other units, including the Center for Academic
Achievement.
In addition to professional development accounts for each professional staff member, almost all
department budgets have funds for travel and conference attendance. The vice president of
student life and dean of students has additional funds to allocate for training.
In the past 10 years, Susquehanna has added a number of positions to the Student Life division as
the number of students has grown. The university now has additional professional staff positions
in civic engagement, student conduct, counseling, residence life, Greek life, and in the Center for
Diversity, Social Justice, and International Student Services.
Student Grievances
Procedures for reporting incidents of harassment and discrimination and for resolving complaints
are detailed in the Student Handbook, pp. 67–76. Students can file either an anonymous
complaint with the Bias Response and Education Team or a signed written complaint with the
director of human resources or the chief diversity officer. After filing, the student complainants
are given the option to choose either the informal or formal resolution process to address their
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complaints. The chief diversity officer is also responsible for ensuring Title IX compliance (see
p. 57).
In the event of any grade disputes, students must follow the procedures for resolving such
conflicts outlined in the Grades and Grading section of the Course Catalog, p. 172. Grade conflicts
that cannot be resolved informally between the student and the instructor are referred to the
department head. If the dispute cannot be resolved at the departmental level, students may then
appeal the matter to the dean and the provost.
Records of formal grievances are maintained in the appropriate administrative office. Records
regarding student misconduct are retained in the Department of Public Safety and the Office of
Community Standards and Student Conduct (Jenna Antoniewicz, December 2014) and those
regarding disciplinary actions are maintained in the Office of Student Life (see p. 81). Records of
complaints against university employees are maintained in Human Resources and become part of
individuals’ personnel files (Personnel Files policy). Records of formal grievances related to
academic issues are maintained in the deans’ and provost’s offices. (Valerie Martin, December
2013).
Assessment of Student Services
Data collection. Susquehanna uses many measures to collect data on the performance of our
student services. Starting in 2011, the university implemented plans to administer a triennial
campus-wide student satisfaction survey. This survey collects general information about students’
views of the importance of and satisfaction with many student services on campus, including
advising, public safety, student health services, academic offerings, parking, student employment,
financial aid services, and rules regarding student conduct. Overall, the survey results show that
students are satisfied with their experiences at the university: “The College in general” earned an
average satisfaction score of 4.32 on a five-point scale, above the 3.96 mean for other institutions.
In addition, many individual units administer surveys to measure their performance. For example,
CDSJISS administers pre- and post-surveys to participants in its mentoring program (CDSJISS
2011–12 annual report), and the Counseling Center administers follow-up surveys to clients, asking
them to assess their therapists (Counseling Center 2011–12 annual report). Units also track use of
their services in order to understand demand. For example, the Center for Academic Achievement
(CAA) notes that use of their academic support services increased 8%. They feel this increase
reflects the success of implementing an optional Keystone Academic Program for students who
elect to pursue academic support services.
Furthermore, units collect data on attendance at events (Student Activities 2011–12 annual report),
the success of information campaigns (Residence Life and Civic Engagement 2011–12 annual
report), number of vandalism incidents (Public Safety 2011–12 annual report), and all preenrollment activities and orientation programs (First-Year Programs 2011–12 annual report). As
more units fulfill the new institutional effectiveness reporting requirements, we expect the data
we already collect will become more useful (see pp. 51–55).
On a university-wide basis, Susquehanna tracks retention rates and graduation rates for many
subcohorts in order to understand our students and their needs (Fact Book 2013–14, Section E).
Not surprisingly, students identified as being at-risk do not perform as well as those who are
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better prepared. Nonetheless, 70% of our least prepared students persist to graduation, compared
to 71% for the entire student body, suggesting that we offer significant and effective academic
support to these students.
Exit interviews. In 2012–13, as a result of the reorganization around student success and
engagement, CAA staff assumed responsibility for all exit interviews. All students who have
withdrawn from Susquehanna are contacted for exit interviews; approximately half of these
students have responded. The CAA director produces a report summarizing demographic
information about withdrawing students as well as data from exit interviews; these data were
presented to the Senior Leadership Team in April 2013. The report identifies a variety of themes
among withdrawing students, including the lack of a quickly formed bond with Susquehanna,
health issues, residence life concerns, academics, athletics, and either insufficient financial aid or
a decision to attend a less expensive university. A number of students who had transferred to the
university elected to transfer a second time. CAA staff will continue to monitor these data and
report regularly to the Student Engagement and Retention Committee for recommendations and
further action. Annual reports will also be submitted to the Senior Leadership Team (Lisa Scott,
July 2013). These data were also shared with faculty and staff at an August 2013 retention
workshop.
External reviews of departments. From time to time, Susquehanna engages in focused review of
departments. In 2011, two teams evaluated university operations that focus on student outcomes.
An internal team, consisting of 18 faculty and staff members and chaired by the coordinator of
special projects, developed 10 recommendations for improving outcomes-related services (Lincoln
Report, pp. 16–21). A visiting team of reviewers from other colleges and universities reviewed
Susquehanna’s programs and services, their organization, and how they are coordinated to assist
students in achieving the outcomes they desire upon graduation. This team also submitted a
series of recommendations, many of which have been implemented or are in the process of
continuing implementation. For example, a new assistant provost oversees the Career
Development Center and a faculty coordinator for postgraduate advising was appointed.
Moreover, the Career Development Center has instituted a four-year developmental approach to
career planning, presented career information to 75.8% of all Perspectives courses, has developed
new recruiting relationships with companies, and has expanded its use of social media for career
networking (Lori Lyons, December 2013).
As noted above, The Lawlor Group was contracted in 2013 to evaluate the services and programs
of Susquehanna’s Admissions Office. They have submitted recommendations, which the
university is currently implementing.
As detailed in Chapter 5, Susquehanna has recently launched a process through which each
administrative department completes a decennial review. Each of these reviews will include an
external review, and they are already providing useful results for the departments that have
completed them. In 2012–13, the Office of First-Year Programs was the first of the university’s
student support services to complete the review; their findings and conclusions should be
available in May 2014.
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MAINTAINING STUDENT CONFIDENTIALITY
Susquehanna manages many types of confidential student information. Departments are directly
responsible for the processing, storage, use, transmission, and destruction of confidential student
records (see Table 6.2 below).
The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) establishes guidelines for confidentiality
of educational records, and the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)
establishes guidelines for health information.
Electronic data files. Academic and financial records are kept electronically within Colleague and
other administrative systems (IT Administrative Systems Diagram, 2012). Each office grants access
to data as needed. Student workers in many offices sign confidentiality agreements; all employees
in information technology also sign such agreements. Records of which staff members can access
each data set are maintained, and all new requests for access are verified with the data manager in
each area (IT Confidentiality Statement, 2012; Rob Dunkleberger, June 2013). Recently the
university has launched an initiative to assess and improve electronic data security. As part of this
effort the university has a collaborative arrangement with two other institutions to support a fulltime chief information security officer (CISO). The CISO’s duties include reviewing, modifying,
and developing policies, procedures, and controls to improve the protection of electronic data.

Table 6.2
Types of Confidential Student Records
Area

Types of Records

Contact

Academic Affairs

Academic records

Julie Waltman, Senior
Administrative Assistant

Admissions

Student applications, financial aid, and
admissions records

Chris Markle, Director

Athletics

Drug testing, medical treatment, academic
records, and conduct records

Pamela Samuelson,
Director

Business Services

Financial records

Barbara Dennen, Manager
of Accounting Services

Counseling Center

Student counseling records

Anna Beth Payne,
Director

Financial Aid

Financial records

Pam Wolfe, Senior
Administrative Assistant

Information Technology

Electronic databases (all types of records)

Robert Dunkleberger,
Manager

Registrar

Student admissions and academic records

Alex Smith, Registrar

Student Health Center

Student medical records

Margaret Briskey,
Director

Student Life

Student conduct records

Phillip Winger, Dean of
Students
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Academic records. The Registrar’s Office provides annual training to the faculty regarding storage
of records, release of information, and appropriate uses of confidential information. Paper files are
secured within the Registrar’s Office in locked cabinets. Information is released at students’
written request to institutions of higher education or other recipients they may identify. Files are
maintained according to a specific retention policy, and those ready for destruction are shredded
within the office (Alex Smith, November 2012).
Admissions records. The Office of Admissions maintains all records relating to the application
package, references, and associated materials. These items are secured within locked storage
cabinets or within individual offices. Files of matriculated students are sent to the Registrar’s
Office for processing and record retention. Records of non-matriculated students are retained
within the Admissions Office and destroyed on-site according to a set schedule (Chris Markle,
November 2012).
Medical records. Medical records are maintained within the Office of Health Services. These
records include student physical forms and past medical records collected for all incoming
students. Medical treatment is documented in the Geisinger Health System’s electronic medical
record system. Medical providers within the Geisinger Health System, such as emergency room
physicians and specialists, have access to these records. Students are encouraged to enroll in
MyGeisinger, an online feature of the medical record system that allows them to view and
schedule appointments, access their own lab results, print medication lists, request refills, and
message their physicians. Students may sign a consent form to release information that allows
Susquehanna and Geisinger providers to share information with designated individuals, such as
parents or physicians outside of the Geisinger system. Verbal consent to release information may
be accepted in urgent situations, as when students ask that their parents be notified as they are
prepared for ambulance transport to a hospital. Medical providers within Susquehanna’s Health
Services have access to paper files as well. Paper files are maintained securely according to a
prescribed retention schedule and then shredded on-site (Margaret Briskey, November 2012).
The Counseling Center utilizes a proprietary server-based program to track treatment records.
Paper files are maintained with associated materials including session notes, medical history
forms, and other documentation. These records are maintained within a locked area at the
Counseling Center. Students submit requests for release of information in writing on the requisite
form. In situations defined by mental health law, such as imminent danger to self or others,
information may be released without a student’s consent. Records are maintained according to a
set schedule, and destruction occurs via secured shredding on-site (Anne Beth Payne, November
2012).
Policies and procedures regarding confidentiality are detailed in the professional staff handbook
(Counseling Center Professional Staff Manual, 2012, pp. 11–15). Student Peer Educators are
required to sign a contract with a statement on confidentiality (Peer Educators Contract, 2012).
The Counseling Center also provides guidance to all students regarding the confidentiality of
counseling records via the university’s website.
Financial records. Students’ financial records are maintained within Financial Aid and Business
Services. Business Services maintains current records on electronic systems, with the exception of
financial aid awards and loans and related documentation, which are kept in paper format. These
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records are maintained in locked storage and retained as required by financial regulations (Beth
Kapsar, November 2012). Students authorize release of financial information by using an
electronic form. Financial information is also maintained within the Financial Aid office as both
electronic and paper files. Paper files include active financial aid packages in process and are
secured in locked filing cabinets or within individual offices. Records are sent to the Business
Office after awards are made for processing and record keeping.
Student conduct. Disciplinary records are stored within the Office of Student Life. Paper records
are maintained for each student who has engaged the disciplinary process. When not in active
use, records are kept in a storage room in locked cabinets, and when in active use, secured in
individual offices. Records are maintained, reviewed, and shredded on-site according to a set
policy and schedule (Student Life Record Retention Policy, 2009; Student Life Retention
Schedule, 2012). Student employees are required to review information related to confidentiality
and sign a confidentiality agreement (Student Staff Manual, 2012, Topic 9).
Student-athletes. The Athletic Department maintains student-athlete drug-testing and medical
treatment records. Drug testing was discontinued in the current fiscal year due to university
budget cuts (Pamela Samuelson, October 2013). Drug-testing records from past years are
maintained within the director’s office in a locked desk drawer. These records are held in
complete confidence, with testing data provided through a system of ID codes to identify
individual students; only the director has access to the index for these codes. Records are
maintained for seven years in accordance with NCAA regulations and then shredded on-site.
Athletic training services are provided through a contract with Geisinger Health Services. All
athletic training and treatment records are maintained with Geisinger’s electronic medical record
system; any requests for release of information are directed to the Geisinger provider.
CONCLUSIONS
We believe Susquehanna University is in compliance with Standards 8 and 9. Susquehanna’s
admissions and student support programs have undergone moderate transition for the past
several years. Admissions has encountered increasingly acute challenges, producing enrollment
reductions at a time when the university had planned for and invested in growth. Nonetheless,
Susquehanna remains focused on recruiting the students most likely to succeed in their studies
here and in their lives afterward while working vigorously to improve enrollment management
practices. We straightforwardly communicate the university’s attributes to prospective students
and, once they are here, actively support them as they pursue their goals. Recent changes have
sought to further enhance university services supporting academic achievement, student health,
diversity, and career development.
PLANS FOR THE FUTURE
•
•
•
•
•
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Vigorously pursue strategies for increased enrollment;
Continue to implement recommendations from The Lawlor Group;
Continue to support and improve high-quality, responsive student support services;
Continue to increase admission and retention of minority students;
Attend closely to factors promoting the success of transfer students.
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Chapter 7
CURRICULUM
(Standards 11, 12, and 13)
Susquehanna University aspires to provide a model for undergraduate education. To that end, it
has designed and implemented significant and far-reaching curricular changes in the past 10
years. In this chapter we detail processes of curricular development and implementation. We then
examine how Susquehanna’s educational offerings support the university’s mission and provide
our students with the skills needed to succeed in a diverse and interconnected world.
Assessment of student learning is also discussed in Chapter 5.
THE CURRICULUM
After a five-year collaborative process among faculty, administrators, and students, in 2007 the
faculty approved new general education requirements, now known as the Central Curriculum.
The Central Curriculum conceptualized University Learning Goals (ULGs) focusing on “breadth
and depth of knowledge, critical thinking and intellectual skills, and personal and ethical
development” (Introduction to the Central Curriculum Handbook).
Susquehanna’s Central Curriculum is designed to enable our students to become confident,
liberally educated individuals committed to the ongoing processes of cross- and multidisciplinary
education, capable of thinking not only in terms of their major area, but from the perspective of
other disciplines as well. Our Central Curriculum constitutes approximately 40% of the 130-credit
graduation requirement.
University Learning Goals
Susquehanna offers exclusively undergraduate-level coursework; each course is linked to ULGs
either directly or through departmental learning goals. Learning goals can be found in the Central
Curriculum Handbook and the Course Catalog, on departmental websites, and in course syllabi.
Figure 7.1 below, taken from page 5 of the Central Curriculum Handbook, outlines the ULGs,
expanding them to articulate specifically what Susquehanna students will achieve academically,
intellectually, and personally through participation in the Central Curriculum. Throughout this
document we will reference “defined areas” of the curriculum, which represent the 18 specific
items grouped under the four broad ULGs.
Learning outcomes. The ULGs drive the undergraduate educational experience at Susquehanna.
The broad learning goals are further developed at the academic program level and finally in the
learning goals of the Central Curriculum. Learning goals for majors, minors, and the Central
Curriculum are mapped to the ULGs. These mappings are tracked in the Assessment Report
Maintenance System, which was designed in part to help the university understand the degree to
which students were achieving the ULGs. Susquehanna plans to publish a biennial report in
which the assessment of ULGs, through the mapped connections to learning goals in majors,
minors, and the Central Curriculum, is summarized. The Assessment Report Maintenance System
was launched in spring 2013; further training on use of the system, and multiple years of data
collection will be necessary before this biennial report can be written.
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Figure 7.1: Susquehanna University Learning Goals
The learning goals of Susquehanna University articulate a vision of our students as confident, liberally educated persons who are committed to the ongoing
processes of cross- and multidisciplinary education, who are capable of thinking not only in the terms of their major area, but from the perspectives of other
disciplines as well, and who bring together all facets of their educational experience in order to frame a way of thinking about their vocations, their major area of
study, and their lives as a means to achievement, leadership, and service in the world.
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1.

SU graduates possess an
awareness of the creative,
natural, societal, and
cultural forces that shape
the world around them,
including a knowledge of

2.

SU graduates possess an integrated
set of intellectual skills providing
them with the ability to

3.

SU graduates possess a
mature understanding of
self—mind, body, spirit—
including

4.

SU graduates possess an
integrated sense of
personal ethical
responsibility focused on
their

a.

The richness of human
thought and expression.

a.

a.

Interaction with the
natural environment.

The ways humans have
sought to explain the
natural world.

b.

b.

c.

The breadth of human
interactions throughout
the world, across time
and into the present, and
of the belief systems,
values, and practices
through which those
interactions are
manifested.

Incorporate the methods of analysis
from a range of academic disciplines
in the natural and social sciences and
humanities to understand and solve
problems, and explore conflict.

Knowledge of the limits
and contexts of their own
experience, and the ability
to value the different
experiences of others.

a.

b.

Think creatively and critically in
order to analyze issues and make
effective decisions.

b.

Continued growth and
development as a
contributing member of a
number of communities
within human society.

c.

Listen effectively and to articulate an
informed opinion and argument
orally and in writing.

c.

c.

Recognition and
understanding of the
diversities of human
experience.

d.

Gather and evaluate information.

d.

e.

Work effectively with a team to
analyze and solve problems.

Commitment to an
ongoing development of
the life of the mind.

f.

Function with professional
competency in a chosen discipline.

g.

Understand that problems often elicit
complex, conflicting, and ambiguous
responses.

The ability to examine
their own strengths and
weaknesses critically and
realistically.
Willingness to strive for
responsible actions
personally and
interpersonally.
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The sequence of coursework in the Central Curriculum and majors is designed to build toward
each student’s achievement of the learning goals by graduation. Coursework in both the Central
Curriculum and the major begins at the foundational level and proceeds through the intensives to
the capstone requirement. To build conceptual and experiential learning, a number of controls
are in place to facilitate the intentional successive nature of course progression. For example,
certain courses are not recommended during the first year. Interdisciplinary courses in the
Central Curriculum require sophomore standing, unless the instructor grants express permission
to a first-year student. Moreover, students are encouraged to complete the ethics and diversity
requirements prior to enrolling in the intensive requirements in these areas.
Publication of learning goals. Learning goals are found on the university’s website, from the
“Academics” quick link on the main page. This page is accessible to both internal and external
constituencies, including current and prospective students, parents, and educators.
Program-level learning goals are found in the catalog as well as on the departmental web pages
for majors and minors (see Accounting and Information Systems as an example). The learning
goals are clearly labeled and are accessible to all external and internal viewers.
Learning goals at the course level are available only to internal constituencies at Susquehanna.
Each instructor is required to include the course learning goals in every course syllabus. Syllabi
are distributed to students and also can be accessed through the provost’s page on mySU, the
university’s intranet. A search function is available, allowing any member of the campus
community to search syllabi by course number, title, professor, instructor, and course crosslisting.
Central Curriculum
In its strategic plan, Susquehanna articulates a vision of achieving institutional standing as a
“national model for exemplary undergraduate education.” To this end, led by the faculty and with
input from across the campus, the university developed and implemented a new general
education curriculum for students matriculating in the fall of 2009. The Central Curriculum is
rigorously designed to enable students to achieve college-level proficiency in general education
and essential skills (Linda McMillin, October 2012). The Central Curriculum Handbook and the
Academic Advising page on mySU make clear the philosophical underpinnings of the Central
Curriculum requirements.
The general curriculum redesign began with an exercise in which faculty members were asked to
identify general education proficiencies and essential skills that a Susquehanna graduate should
have achieved. The results were collated into a prioritized list. Outside resources were consulted
to corroborate our institutional concepts of general education proficiencies and essential skills.
These included reports by the National Survey of Student Engagement and the American
Association of Colleges and Universities (AAC&U). AAC&U’s 2007 report, College Learning for the
New Global Century, articulated hallmarks of a liberal arts education, principles of excellence, and
learning outcomes derived from surveys of both colleges and employers. As we have developed
experience with the Central Curriculum and collected assessment data, the faculty have begun to
evaluate its success and to consider potential improvements.
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Table 7.1
Structure of the Central Curriculum
Area

Requirements

1. Richness of Thought

Analytical Thought (4), Literary Expression (4), Artistic Expression (4)

2. Natural World

Scientific Explanations (4)

3. Human Interactions

Social Interactions (4), Historical Perspectives (4), Ethics (4), Ethics Intensive
(4), Foreign Language (0–12)

4. Intellectual Skills

Perspectives (2), Writing and Thinking (4), Writing Intensive (8), Team
Intensive (4), Oral Intensive (4)

5. Connections

Cross-Cultural Experience (0), Cross-Cultural Seminar (2), Interdisciplinary
(4), Diversity (4), Diversity Intensive (4)

Note: The number of credit hours necessary to complete each requirement is presented in parentheses.

Structure of the Central Curriculum. Susquehanna’s general education curriculum represents an
innovative blend of content areas and skill development requirements organized into five areas
(see Table 7.1). Each of these areas contains one to five requirements, which in turn may require
zero to 12 credit hours to complete. Each requirement may be fulfilled by a wide selection of
courses. Any given course may fulfill up to three requirements of the Central Curriculum. For
example, BIOL-020, Human Sexuality and Reproduction, fulfills the scientific explanations,
interdisciplinary, and diversity intensive requirements of the Central Curriculum. It is exceedingly
popular among students for its content and “triple dip” of Central Curriculum requirements.
Similarly, many courses that meet departmental requirements or serve as electives may
simultaneously fulfill Central Curriculum requirements; PSYC-334, Psychology of Gender, serves
as a departmental elective and fulfills the diversity and writing intensive requirements of the
Central Curriculum.
The blending of multiple requirements in single courses vastly increases the number of paths
available for completing a Susquehanna general education by comparison to a traditional
distribution model. It presents more options for success as well as more complexity in planning
and tracking progress. A degree audit function available in WebSU, the web portal for registration
and advising, allows students and advisers to view all the Central Curriculum, major, and minor
requirements students face. For completed requirements, it lists the courses taken to meet
requirements, the semesters in which they were taken, and grades received; for requirements that
remain to be completed, it lists all of the courses available to do so. This aid, along with the other
online information in mySU, mitigates the potential difficulties introduced by the curriculum’s
complexity.
Rigor. Great care was taken throughout the development of the Central Curriculum to require
depth and breadth of inquiry. For example, scientific-explanations courses require a field or
laboratory experience in which students develop and test hypotheses, and are not simply a study
of organic systems, while analytical thought includes Calculus and Statistics for their college-level
rigor. Precalculus Mathematics and College Mathematics Preparation do not fulfill this
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requirement (Central Curriculum Handbook, p. 10; Fulfilling Central Curriculum Requirements by
Studying Off-Campus: A Handbook for Students, pp. 4–6).
College-level proficiency in general education and essential skills depends on the impact of the
curriculum as well as its conception. To that end, the Central Curriculum specifically includes all
of the high-impact practices identified by the Association of American Colleges and Universities
with the exception of learning communities (Linda McMillin, October 2012).
Accreditation also speaks to the curricular soundness of many of our programs. The Department
of Music is accredited by the National Association of Schools of Music, and the Department of
Chemistry is accredited by the American Chemical Society. The Sigmund Weis School of Business
is accredited by AACSB International, a specialized accrediting organization recognized by the
Council for Higher Education Accreditation (CHEA). Programs for the preparation of elementary
and secondary education teachers at the bachelor’s level are approved by the Pennsylvania
Department of Education. In addition, graduates in accounting are eligible to sit for the New York
State licensure examination in Certified Public Accounting.
Finally, students express confidence that they are learning from the Central Curriculum the skills
they will need in the employment marketplace. A survey administered as part of this self-study
asked questions framed in the language of AAC&U’s 2007 report on the skills employers seek in
college graduates. These skills are the following:
• The ability to work well in teams, especially with people different from them;
• The ability to write and speak well;
• The ability to think clearly about and solve complex problems;
• An understanding of the global context in which work is now done; and
• A strong sense of ethics and integrity.
As shown in Table 7.2 below, a large majority of students agree that Central Curriculum courses
have helped them develop these skills. The percentage of positive responses was slightly lower for
faculty (Self-Study Survey). See Table 5.2 for a summary of direct assessment of the Central
Curriculum.
Institutional support. Susquehanna has increased institutional support to assist students in
improving their writing skills. In 2005, the university created a writing coordinator position in the
Department of English and Creative Writing. The writing coordinator is a faculty member who
receives one course of reassigned time to manage assessment projects, consult with faculty as they
prepare Writing and Thinking and Writing Intensive courses, facilitate a summer workshop, and
lead lunch-and-learn sessions on pedagogy. In addition, faculty and students receive writing
support from the Center for Academic Achievement’s new peer-education coordinator and
Writing Center consultants supervised by the writing coordinator.
The university supports the writing component of the Central Curriculum by providing a stipend
to individuals attending a two-day summer workshop on writing pedagogy. In addition, we cap
Writing and Thinking course enrollment at 18; most of these sections are taught by regular faculty
rather than adjuncts. Furthermore, the Center for Academic Achievement provides math and
language tutoring to students completing these Central Curriculum requirements.
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Table 7.2
Agreement With Items Assessing Skill Development in the Central Curriculum
Item

Students

Faculty

• The ability to work well in teams, especially with people different
from me/them.

72.4%

64.2%

• The ability to write and speak well.

79.3%

68.5%

• The ability to think clearly about and solve complex problems.

72.6%

68.5%

• An understanding of global context in which work is now done.

69.0%

68.5%

• A strong sense of ethics and integrity.

72.8%

55.9%

Students—My Central Curriculum courses have helped me develop:
Faculty—Central Curriculum courses help students develop:

Note: Strongly agree and agree were combined to form a single category.

Course substitutions. An ad hoc advisory group assists the coordinator of disability services with
determining appropriate curricular substitutions for students with learning differences and other
learning issues. The group consists of one representative of the Curriculum Committee, the
registrar or his designee, a modern language faculty member, and a representative of counseling
services. This group defines, for individual students with specific learning issues, what course
other than the prescribed offerings can be substituted for a particular requirement. The intent is
to ensure that the academic depth and intellectual operations required to master an area are
maintained while accommodating students’ particular needs. For example, in lieu of the language
requirement, a student with a language-learning impairment may be granted a non–U.S. history
course substitution.
Cross-Cultural Programs
The Global Opportunities (GO) program. The GO program, which won the 2013 Andrew Heiskell
Award for Internationalizing the Campus, is a component of the connections area of the Central
Curriculum. It requires students to prepare for, complete, and reflect on an immersion experience
in a culture different from their own, either in the United States or in a setting outside the United
States. The GO program consists of two parts: a two-week minimum cross-cultural experience
that takes place off-campus, which does not have to be taken for credit; and a two-semester-hour
course on campus following the cross-cultural experience that provides a reflective component,
which may be self-standing or embedded in the cross-cultural experience (Central Curriculum
Handbook, p. 28). All students also receive pre-departure instruction on health and safety issues,
how to maximize their cross-cultural experiences, and program-specific information.
The GO program offers three types of immersion opportunities from which students can choose:
• GO Short: short-term, faculty/staff-designed and -led programs that take place during
semester breaks or summer;
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• GO Long: traditional semester- or year-long study-away programs; and
• GO Your Own Way (GYOW): student-designed experiences.
A summary of program participation is available in the Fact Book 2013–14, pp. E-18–E-19.
To ensure that the GO Short programs are in line with the Central Curriculum cross-cultural
requirements and goals, the Study-Away Advisory Group (SAAG) reviews each proposal, and, if
accepted, the program directors are authorized to submit it to the Curriculum Committee for
official approval. SAAG also reviews proposals from students who want to pursue the GO Your
Own Way option (GYOW application). Proposals must clearly state how students will achieve
Susquehanna’s cross-cultural learning goals and GO program guidelines. Students who participate
in GYOW must complete the two-credit reflection course in the semester following their crosscultural experience.
Susquehanna students may choose from more than 75 pre-approved semester-long programs on
six continents administered by organizations specializing in college study abroad. These programs
include diverse curricular foci, languages of instruction, extracurricular involvements, academic
settings, and student accommodations. Students apply directly to the programs in which they
want to participate after applying for and receiving the consent of the Office of Cross-Cultural
Programs (OCCP) to study abroad. Upon returning to Susquehanna, students must take a twosemester-hour reflection course to complete the Central Curriculum cross-cultural requirements.
Susquehanna also offers a number of GO Long programs we operate or in which we are partners.
Of these, we operate the Sigmund Weis School of Business program in London and participate in
consortia for study in China; Japan; The Gambia; Washington, DC; and Great Britain.
The London Program. The Sigmund Weis School of Business (SWSB) London Program is the only
GO Long program entirely operated by Susquehanna. The London Program is designed for
business students interested in taking courses required by their major in an international setting.
The program director, a senior faculty member appointed on a rotating basis by the dean of global
programs in consultation with SWSB, accompanies participating students to London, where they
take five specifically designed courses in the areas of business, British theater, and British history
and culture. They also participate in field trips to companies and cultural activities in London and
other European cities (London Program Report, 2011–12). Except for Seminar in European
Business, which is typically taught by the program director, the other four courses are taught by
British instructors who are contracted to teach in the program. After returning to Susquehanna,
students take the two-semester-hour reflection course specific to their program in order to
complete the Central Curriculum cross-cultural requirements. The SWSB London Program is
offered each semester.
Financial aid for GO. Susquehanna provides financial aid for all three GO program options.
Students are billed Susquehanna tuition for any approved GO Long program and generally keep
their standard financial aid awards with the exception of Work-Study. GO Short funding is
provided to students with demonstrated financial need. Likewise, Susquehanna will fund up to
$2,000 for a GYOW experience, contingent on the student’s need and the cost of the program.
Assessment of GO. Assessment of the GO program is ongoing and will require further
development. The program needs to measure both its overall effectiveness and the ways in which
it meets the Central Curriculum cross-cultural learning goals. The OCCP currently uses an online
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survey to evaluate the overall effectiveness and quality of the GO Short programs; students
complete this survey immediately after returning from their immersion experience. Survey results
to date have provided positive feedback about the overall quality of programs. Program directors
have made curricular changes to some GO Short programs based on feedback received from these
student surveys. In addition, there is a relationship between students’ immersion experiences and
the development of their cross-cultural competencies (OCCP 2012 annual report).
Similarly, students who participate in approved semester- or year-long study-abroad programs are
asked to write a report that is published on Susquehanna’s Blackboard (Instructions for Required
GO Assignments). Although these comments are intended for prospective participants, recurrent
negative remarks about a program’s quality of instruction, academic rigor, security, or other
characteristics may lead the OCCP to withdraw its approval of the program in question (Christina
Dinges, November 2012).
Each area of the Central Curriculum is assessed on a biennial cycle; a formal assessment of the
Central Curriculum cross-cultural learning goals by a group of faculty convened by the
Committee on the Central Curriculum is scheduled for 2013–14.
Assessment of the London Program is conducted at several levels. Each semester, the
participating students evaluate their courses and the overall effectiveness and quality of the
program. Additionally, the curriculum committee of the SWSB routinely reviews the courses and
activities to ensure they meet the current requirements and learning goals set by the university
and SWSB. Finally, at the conclusion of every semester, the program director prepares a
comprehensive report on the program’s strengths and weaknesses, including recommendations.
This evaluation process has led to significant improvements to the London Program in both
quality and deliverability. This long-standing program was grandfathered into our GO
requirement; work remains to ensure that the London Program appropriately fulfills the crosscultural learning goals of the Central Curriculum.
Continuing development. As the number and variety of programs available to fulfill the crosscultural requirement matures, other issues such as faculty workload and intra-departmental
rotations continue to be addressed and resolved. Similarly, the number of stand-alone reflection
courses has increased from one section in fall 2011 to four sections in spring 2013. Reflectioncourse sections will be added as needed to ensure that all students are able to complete the crosscultural requirement in the semester immediately following their immersion experience.
For the class of 2013, 478 students participated in cross-cultural programs, in comparison to 188 in
the class of 2012. The OCCP reports the need for additional staff in order to adequately handle the
demands of the program, including counseling students, evaluating proposals, developing
effective assessment measures, and analyzing the assessment data to determine each program’s
effectiveness in meeting the Central Curriculum cross-cultural learning goals.
Majors, Minors, and Programs
During the development of the Central Curriculum, departments were also asked to write
learning goals for their majors and to map these to the University Learning Goals, providing
pedagogical integration between majors and the Central Curriculum (Linda McMillin, October
2012). Coherence among the university’s overall course offerings is borne out by an examination of
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courses of study in the Course Catalog, which reveals that a substantial number of the courses
listed satisfy both Central Curriculum requirements and specific major requirements, a degree of
connection not typically attained in more conventional, distributional models of general
education.
Susquehanna offers 37 majors and 24 additional courses of study that can be taken as minors only.
The university’s programs focus on the liberal arts and sciences and also include business,
communications, creative writing, education, graphic design, and music. Many of these majors
are divided into areas of emphasis, most majors offer minors, and 10 pre-professional programs
help students pursue their aspirations without being formally identified as a major or minor. A
number of majors and minors involve interdisciplinary collaboration. If they wish, students may
seek approval for self-designed majors that are typically interdisciplinary as well.
To guide students in their course planning, academic departments are in the process of providing
curricular maps, or pathways, that majors within the department can use for planning their
remaining coursework and to confirm that they can graduate on schedule. Current maps are
available for nearly all majors on the university portal (see Topic 17). We plan to complete this
process so that every new major or minor proposal includes a curricular map.
Each department establishes learning goals for its programs. Department goals are specifically
mapped to the ULGs, as are all the defined areas of the Central Curriculum. Coursework within
the major builds from introductory, to intermediate, and then to advanced courses, which include
the capstone and independent study. Course prerequisites ensure that students are prepared for
in-depth work at the next level. In recent years assessment of student learning has also informed
curricular design and decisions about the readiness of students to take upper-level courses. (See
pp. 46–51 for further details on student learning assessment.)
Elective coursework allows students the opportunity to explore areas of interest, sometimes
leading to second majors or to minors. Pursuing minors and second majors is common at
Susquehanna; in the class of 2013, 32.0% of graduates completed minors and 11.4% second majors.
As is true for the Central Curriculum, students and faculty agree that students develop skills
employers seek (AAC&U, 2007) in their major curricula (see Table 7.3 below; Self-Study Survey).
FACULTY OVERSIGHT OF THE CURRICULUM
At Susquehanna, the curriculum is the purview of the faculty (Faculty Handbook, Section 2.4.2).
The faculty has organized two committees to consider curricular matters and bring them to the
faculty meeting.
The Curriculum Committee
The will of the faculty is manifested in the work of the Curriculum Committee, to which the
Committee on the Central Curriculum reports. The Curriculum Committee is charged with
initiating and reviewing proposals for changes in university curricula, including approval of all
additions, deletions, and changes in courses, majors, minors, and all other matters related to
curricula (Faculty Handbook, Section 2.7.4.2).
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Table 7.3
Agreement With Items Assessing Skill Development in the Majors
Item

Students

Faculty

• The ability to work well in teams, especially with people different
from me/them.

83.9%

78.8%

• The ability to write and speak well.

88.0%

80.5%

• The ability to think clearly about and solve complex problems.

86.8%

85.2%

• An understanding of global context in which work is now done.

78.2%

75.0%

• A strong sense of ethics and integrity.

77.2%

69.6%

Students—My major(s) has/have helped me develop:
Faculty—Our major courses help students develop:

Note: Strongly agree and agree were combined to form a single category.

The Curriculum Committee has defined a process for faculty members to seek approval to teach
new courses, providing a basic control of course rigor. To encourage innovation, faculty members
may teach courses as many as two times before seeking approval. This step provides a faculty
member the opportunity to try new ideas as well as to resolve any initial problems. Prior to
submission to the committee, proposals for new courses must be reviewed and approved by the
applicable department head and dean.
Each new course proposal must include learning goals, pedagogical approach, and methods of
assessment. Links to the Central Curriculum, content pedagogy, and effectiveness of assessment
measures are discussed by the committee prior to approval. When the Curriculum Committee
finds course proposals insufficient for approval, it coaches applicants on necessary changes and
encourages them to revise and resubmit their proposals.
The Curriculum Committee is committed to ensuring parity between the amount of work
required and the number of credit hours awarded for each course. Susquehanna has defined a
credit hour as normally involving three to four hours of student effort per week during one
14-week semester. This includes both in-class contact hours and out-of-class activities. The major
parameters influencing the in-class/out-of-class division include the mode of instruction and the
level of the course. Similarly, a special or compressed term will meet a number of hours per credit
equivalent to a semester but in a compressed or extended timeframe, as determined by the
registrar in consultation with the provost.
The Committee on the Central Curriculum
The core mission of the Committee on the Central Curriculum (CCC) is “to promote and maintain
focused, intentional, and energized teaching and learning in general education at SU” and to
maintain and assess the integrity of the Central Curriculum (Faculty Handbook, Section 2.7.4.9;
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Central Curriculum Handbook, p. 4). To this end, focused pedagogical discussions are organized
for work groups attending to each of the 18 required areas of the Central Curriculum. Each work
group is composed of faculty who are teaching courses that fulfill the specific requirement. At the
beginning of each academic year, the work groups convene to discuss pedagogy and assessment.
These workshops are optional; they provide valuable opportunities for attendees to share
information. This activity facilitates faculty development, often calling upon the Center for
Teaching and Learning for assistance in guiding and organizing discussions on pedagogy and
assessment. In 2012–13, approximately half of Susquehanna’s full-time faculty attended this
workshop.
Assessing required areas of the Central Curriculum. The planned rotation calls for an assessment of
each of the 18 required areas biennially. Each CCC member is responsible for facilitating one
assessment area per year. The first of these cycles was completed during 2012–13 with focus on
Writing and Thinking, Natural World, Perspectives, Team Intensive, Oral Intensive, Literary
Expression, Historical Perspectives, Artistic Expression, and Foreign Language. The remaining
areas will be assessed in 2013–14. As a result of the biennial review of each of the required areas, all
of the Central Curriculum learning goals will be assessed within an eight-year cycle. Syllabus
review follows the same calendar.
For each area of the Central Curriculum, this process calls for faculty to provide samples of
student work for assessment with the aim of reviewing 20% of the student samples produced.
Teaching faculty collect and submit documents as well as volunteer their time after the
conclusion of the academic year to determine a common rubric and independently evaluate the
samples to determine attainment of the expressed learning goals. They provide feedback to the
CCC, including suggestions for improvement in the assessment process.
Assessment of the required areas of the Central Curriculum is new and important work of the
faculty. This endeavor is under continual scrutiny by the CCC and the Curriculum Committee.
The university has been successful in analyzing Central Curriculum learning goals; as next steps,
the CCC needs to balance our summative assessment of learning goals with formative feedback
for individual instructors.
Transfer Credit Policies
Susquehanna’s transfer credit policies are formulated by the faculty and implemented by the
Registrar’s Office. Courses transfer to Susquehanna with the same number of credit hours granted
by the previous institution. All bachelor’s degree students must take at least two full years, or 65
semester hours, of their college work at Susquehanna or in Susquehanna-sponsored programs.
Susquehanna guarantees that all courses taken at approved international institutions will transfer
as university electives. Courses taken abroad may transfer for major or Central Curriculum credit
if they have been pre-approved as substitutes for such courses. The Office of Cross-Cultural
Programs currently is working on a registry of study-abroad courses that have already been preapproved for transfer for major or Central Curriculum credit.
If students wish to know whether courses taken at other colleges or universities in the United
States will transfer to Susquehanna, they can access the Transfer Course Equivalency page of the
university’s website. If a course has not yet been approved, students are required to gather course
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material, including course syllabi and descriptions, and provide them to the department head or
Curriculum Committee for review. Department heads approve or deny all transfer courses related
to students’ majors. The Curriculum Committee approves or denies all petitions for transfer
courses to meet requirements of the Central Curriculum. Students may appeal denials by
submitting additional information if they wish to do so.
There are conflicting opinions on the ease with which transfer students can comply with Central
Curriculum requirements and graduate on time. While the Central Curriculum has created a need
for a more complex assessment of transfer credit, transfer students have been successful in this
endeavor. The handbook for transfer students is a concrete and helpful tool for transfer students
enrolled at Susquehanna. Available only on mySU, it is not accessible to prospective transfers.
Making it available to external viewers would deliver this information to prospective students and
assure them that they can complete their education at Susquehanna in a timely fashion; doing so
may help to attract transfer students to Susquehanna.
The Center for Teaching and Learning
The Center for Teaching and Learning (CTL) seeks to support and continually improve
instruction at Susquehanna. Its most visible activity is arranging workshops on pedagogical topics
of interest to faculty. CTL also conducts classroom observations, provides small instructional
innovation grants, facilitates the formation of teaching cells, provides assistance to departments
as they contemplate pedagogical challenges in their disciplines, and supports departments and
individuals as they work to develop courses for inclusion in the Central Curriculum. In addition,
the CTL is involved in assessment activities on campus. Its director serves as an ex-officio member
of the Committee on the Central Curriculum, a group charged with gathering and analyzing data
that assess the quality of learning in the university’s Central Curriculum courses, and serves as an
“assessment adviser” who is available to help academic departments formulate and modify
assessment plans.
In 2012–13, the CTL offered or facilitated 38 on-campus programs, representing a steady increase
from 31 in 2010–11 and 36 in 2011–12. The CTL director conducted two classroom observations and
awarded six grants to faculty. One of the center’s most notable accomplishments in 2012–13 was
helping to form the NY-PA Consortium Advancing Faculty Excellence (CAFÉ), a group of 18
colleges that trade workshop presenters among themselves for the purposes of faculty
development.
CO-CURRICULAR CONTRIBUTIONS TO LEARNING GOALS
A wide variety of co-curricular activities at Susquehanna provide diverse and significant
opportunities to fulfill our mission. Areas offering the most influential co-curricular activities are
Athletics, Student Activities, Religious Life, Residence Life, and the Center for Civic Engagement.
Each unit has developed learning goals, mapping their goals to the University Learning Goals
(ULGs). The learning goals from these individual units typically map to ULG 3 (SU graduates
possess a mature understanding of self—mind, body, spirit) and ULG 4 (SU graduates possess an
integrated sense of personal ethical responsibility).
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ULG 3: Mature Understanding of Self
This ULG includes understanding the limits and contexts of experience, the ability to value the
experience of others, examining strengths and weaknesses realistically, and striving for
responsible actions. Various co-curricular programs offer opportunities for students to develop
self-understanding.
The Athletics Department has identified a learning goal that student-athletes will learn to work
effectively as team members. To assess this goal, all coaches complete a written evaluation in the
form of a report card for each player during the season. Coaches then meet individually with
student-athletes to review the evaluation. Similarly, the chaplain, through his close mentoring of
his student leaders, is able to assess student gains and offer counsel as needed on issues such as
time management and conflict resolution. Student Activities uses student employee evaluations
to assess student performance and provide feedback, helping students understand their strengths
and weaknesses.
Programming sponsored through Residence Life, affecting nearly 80% of the student body,
addresses such issues as diversity and community in the residence halls and conflict resolution
with roommates. Student Activities is piloting a co-curricular transcript that will be available to
students to organize and record their participation in clubs, honorary organizations, Greek
organizations, and other university-recognized activities.
ULG 4: Personal Ethical Responsibility
This ULG outlines expectations that Susquehanna students will become contributing members of
communities within human society, recognize the diversities of human experience, and be
committed to the ongoing development of the life of the mind. The university offers many service
and leadership opportunities to develop these skills, as well as occasions to raise awareness of
diversity.
Service. Susquehanna students have many opportunities for community service. Each year, the
Center for Civic Engagement sponsors the hurricane relief service-learning trip to New Orleans.
Moreover, for more than two decades, Get Into Volunteer Experiences (SU GIVE), a half-day
service event, has been a staple of each first-year student’s initial weekend at Susquehanna.
The university has more than 140 student organizations and academic honorary societies.
Collectively, these organizations engaged in 171 fundraisers in the last year, raising over $70,000
for charitable causes and logging 30,518 hours of community service. One of these groups, the
Student Athlete Advisory Committee, consists of one or two representatives from each varsity
team. This committee organizes department-wide service events. Individual athletic teams also
participate in community service activities on a regular basis. Another group, Alpha Phi Omega, is
a national service fraternity with many community outreach programs.
Leadership. The chaplain intensively mentors five student deacons and assistants as they take on
responsibilities for planning the programs and events in Religious Life. Residence Life provides indepth training for its peer resident assistants and head residents, focusing on leadership and skill
development. Student Activities also offers significant leadership programs, including
LeaderShape, Leadership Passport, Greek Emerging Leaders Program, and other leadership
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workshops. In addition, students have leadership opportunities in the many student
organizations available at Susquehanna.
Diversity. The week-long summer SU SPLASH service-learning program raises awareness of the
issue of homelessness for incoming first-year students. The Center for Civic Engagement has
developed the Sustained Dialogue program (an initiative of the International Institute for
Sustained Dialogue to promote the transforming of racial, ethnic, and other deep-rooted conflicts
in the U.S. and abroad), which also affords students opportunities to learn about diversity.
LEARNING RESOURCES
At Susquehanna, the curriculum through which our students acquire information literacy and
technological competency continues to evolve.
The Blough-Weis Library
Prominent among the university’s learning support networks are the services offered by the
Blough-Weis Library. In recent months, the library has experienced substantial changes. Among
these were the completion of its first 10-year review using the university’s new guidelines, the
retirement of its longtime director, and the appointment of new leadership. Both the self-study
and the subsequent external review recognized areas of strength, including user satisfaction,
library systems, and technology provision and support. The reviews also identified challenges in
resource allocation and its effect on information literacy programming.
The Information Literacy (IL) librarian teaches fundamental research skills to most first-year
students through sessions offered to Perspectives and Writing and Thinking courses. These
sessions are designed to comply with Association of College and Research Libraries’ Information
Literacy Competency Standards for Higher Education. Students in various sophomore- and seniorlevel classes, as well as honors students, also benefit from assignment-specific library instruction.
Almost all responsibility for IL rests upon one librarian; thus, assignment-specific library
instruction is difficult to support and the development of strong IL programs at upper levels with
disciplinary specificity is hindered. To address this, the library has appointed a librarian to each
department to assist with collection management and to design, implement, and assess
disciplinary-specific IL programs. We have also restructured the library so responsibility for
library services and management is distributed among the librarians and all staff members have
greater ownership of library initiatives.
The library’s material holdings are purchased to support the university’s curriculum with requests
largely originating from the faculty. To improve collection development and management, funds
have been reallocated in order to make purchases where they are most needed and to adapt to the
growing interdisciplinary nature of academic publishing. In addition, we are converting material
selection and acquisition to an electronic approval system.
An update to our building, last renovated in 1988, is expected to begin in 2014. Plans include
creating a more welcoming and flexible environment for students and additional teaching space
for the expansion of IL programs. A brighter, more open main level will increase opportunities for
the library to plan for additional intellectual and cultural programming such as “Sandwiches and
Scholarship.” The update will also allow us to combine multiple service points, and to bring the
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building into compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act. Conversion from the Dewey
Decimal System to the Library of Congress system is planned in conjunction with the expected
renovation.
The library staff has identified key areas for assessment of services. A recent survey of students
and faculty revealed a high rate of satisfaction with many library products and services, and
respondents were particularly pleased with reference and classroom support, the efficient and
knowledgeable staff, the well-maintained website with useful resources, and up-to-date learning
technology. Classroom experiences are routinely assessed, with immediate feedback collected
from students following most information literacy sessions for use in improving future sessions.
During the 2012–13 academic year, student employees were asked to perform a self-evaluation,
which is helping us improve our training program and thus to maintain our excellence in frontline services. Future efforts at assessment will focus on the summative effects of information
literacy training.
Technological Competency
Susquehanna’s instructional technologist assists with the integration of information technology
into university courses, giving students an opportunity to work more closely with the latest
available technologies. All courses are preloaded into the Blackboard or Moodle course
management systems; faculty members may utilize either option. About 70% of Susquehanna
faculty members use one of these systems, and over 90% of our classrooms are equipped with
teaching technologies such as instructor computers, video projectors, and smart boards.
Students are frequently required to use technology when making class presentations, obtaining
web resources, and delivering assignments. Business majors are required to complete a two-credit
Using Computers course (covering Word, Excel, and PowerPoint), acquiring proficiency in the
Microsoft Office suite. Other examples of coursework requiring and teaching technological
competency include Essentials of Digital Media in communications and the e-portfolio
requirement in biology. Computer Applications in graphic design launches student study in a
major that teaches sophisticated technology skills.
With the addition of summer online courses, and because many faculty are often required to be at
conferences during the semester, the university has recently established an online teaching studio
in which faculty can record lectures for students to watch. Further, several instructors offered
“flipped classroom” experiences during the fall of 2013. In these instances, class lectures were
recorded for students to view prior to class. Class time was then devoted to discussion and
problem-solving activities.
RELATED EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES
As a small institution devoted to traditional undergraduate liberal arts education, Susquehanna
has a limited number of related educational activities. It has no branch campuses, certificate
programs, or noncredit offerings.
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Summer and Online Courses
Historically, the Office of Continuing Education scheduled summer courses. When Susquehanna
stopped offering associate degrees in 2008, the Office of Continuing Education became the Office
of Event Management and retained responsibility for summer courses. With the appointment of a
summer program director in February 2012, summer courses were placed under the supervision of
a faculty member who reports to the provost.
Susquehanna’s summer courses may be taught in a traditional classroom setting or online. In
either form, these courses are scheduled during an intensive four-week session from mid-May to
mid-June and a seven-week standard summer session from mid-June through July.
Classroom-based summer courses. Of the 55 courses taught in 2013, 23 (41.8%) were traditional
courses offered in the classroom. The compressed nature of the summer sessions may result in
pedagogical adaptations, but they replicate courses of the same name and course number taught
during the semester. As with all other courses, syllabi are archived online.
Online courses. Susquehanna first offered online courses along with traditional classes in the
summer session of 2001. Online courses are offered during the summer only, and all online
courses are offered in a traditional format during the semesters. The goal of online offerings is to
emulate the thoroughness and richness of the classroom experience. Our online offerings have
increased substantially in recent years, from 13 courses in 2011 and 25 in 2012, to 32 in 2013. These
32 courses represented 1.2% of the total credit hours awarded to Susquehanna students in the
2012–13 academic year.
The provost also charged the summer program director with ensuring that online courses are of
high quality. To this end, the director created written guidelines for faculty teaching online; led a
spring 2012 faculty workshop focused on best practices in online teaching; and, in the months
since the conclusion of the summer 2012 program, worked with Susquehanna’s Office of
Information Technology to develop a studio in which faculty can digitally record lectures and
other lessons. He has held focus group discussions with many of the faculty who have taught
online to gauge their experiences.
These efforts to support online learning were limited during the summer of 2012 as the director
had little time from appointment to implementation to fully anticipate faculty and student
assistance needs prior to the opening of the summer session. For 2013, four principal steps were
taken to ensure quality of instruction and increase rapport between faculty and students in online
courses: (1) expanding written guidelines for online courses, (2) providing support by the
instructional technologist to increase the use of video developed by instructors and synchronous
learning experiences in order to personalize the experience for students, (3) implementing a more
thorough online course evaluation instrument, and (4) developing an online identity verification
policy and system. Moreover, enrollment in these courses has been capped at 12 students, with
modest allowance to enroll individuals above the cap if necessary.
The director of the Center for Teaching and Learning and the assistant provost and director of
institutional research and assessment have attended several webinars on distance education
authorization. Pennsylvania has not yet joined a State Authorization Reciprocity Agreement,
which would simplify the processes involved in complying with federal and state regulations. We
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are currently examining regulations in states in which students taking online courses reside to
determine what our next steps will be.
Online teaching is in its infancy at Susquehanna. The university must continue to monitor its
efforts in these areas to ensure confidence in the comparable rigor of courses offered at any time
of year and in any medium. To that end, the university plans close supervision of online learning
by the summer program director, continued pedagogical support to faculty new to online
teaching, ongoing support by the instructional technologist for developing courses and resolving
technical problems as they arise, e-office hours established in the syllabus for synchronous
communication of students with instructors, and dedicated support from the Center for
Academic Achievement to students taking courses online. Our intent is that students achieve the
same learning goals irrespective of the medium of instruction.
Basic Skills Courses
Students who need to develop skills to perform adequately at the college level are served by a
number of programs. We offer remedial, noncredit courses in math (MATH-099 College
Mathematics Preparation) and writing (PRDV-002 Approaching College Texts, and PRDV-003
College Success Strategies) for incoming students who need better preparation for college-level
coursework in these areas. In addition, students can develop their writing skills in ENGL 090
College Writing, a credit-bearing course required of some incoming students. Some majors
identify underprepared students and place them in modified schedules; for example, biology
majors may defer taking chemistry until the sophomore year if they are underprepared in math.
Experiential Learning
Experiential learning is integrated throughout the curriculum and co-curriculum as described
above. In addition, many departments offer practica or internships as required or optional creditbearing courses that allow students to apply the skills they have learned and help to prepare them
for employment or professional studies. Such learning experiences are overseen by faculty
members and require completion of academic requirements that go well beyond the
accumulation of hours at a practicum or internship site. These requirements are established in
course syllabi for routinely scheduled experiential learning courses, or by learning contracts for
individually arranged internships. Learning contracts require students to establish learning goals,
attach descriptions of duties from internship sites, establish academic learning assignments with
a faculty intern adviser, and secure approval of the plan from the site, faculty adviser, and
department head. Prior to beginning internships, contracts are filed with the Registrar’s Office.
Faculty advisers evaluate the academic work completed during internships and assign grades. In
the 2012–13 academic year Susquehanna offered 186 sections of experiential courses. Students
earned 1,553 semester hours of credit for the work they completed, constituting 2.1% of the total
number of semester hours awarded for all courses (Alex Smith, July 2013).
The Career Development Center offers students assistance with finding and arranging
internships. In 2012–13, staff members of the Career Development Center met individually with
159 students for internship appointments and offered nine internship workshops that 218 students
attended throughout the academic year, resulting in 278 noncredit internships (Brenda Fabian,
July 2013). Noncredit internships are reported on students’ co-curricular transcripts.
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The Teacher Intern Program
Susquehanna’s Department of Education was selected by the Pennsylvania Department of
Education (PDE) to offer a Teacher Intern Program that enables individuals who already hold the
bachelor’s degree to develop the credentials necessary to receive a teaching certificate in
Pennsylvania. The program does not yield a Susquehanna degree; rather, teacher interns take
Susquehanna courses and pursue the requisite externship and student teaching under the
guidance of a full-time director of the program. All requirements from admission to completion
are described in the Course Catalog (p. 72) and in a booklet developed by the Department of
Education, both of which are readily available online to applicants and current teacher interns. At
present 15 teacher interns are enrolled in the program.
During the 2012–13 academic year, 95% of the students who completed the program gained
Pennsylvania teaching certification. Roughly half of the newly certified teachers were employed
immediately, while the others are actively seeking employment. Challenges to the program at
present include a tight hiring market in all but a few disciplines among school districts in the
region. In the absence of a healthy job market for teachers, the incentive for mid-career workers
in other vocations to seek Pennsylvania certification is limited.
English Language Learner Program
Susquehanna is launching a program for English language learners. The university has contracted
with Language Consultants International (LCI), headquartered in Denver, Colorado, to establish
and manage the program. LCI Denver is accredited by the Commission on English Language
Program Accreditation (CEA) and will seek the same accreditation for LCI Susquehanna. The
Middle States Commission on Higher Education has confirmed that Susquehanna’s current
accreditation permits us to offer the program as a university-related activity (see letter).
The program will begin in January 2014. LCI typically offers seven levels of English
instruction. LCI Susquehanna will initially provide English language instruction only to students
who are already fairly advanced—at level 5 or higher. Susquehanna will accept completion of LCI
level 7 as evidence of sufficient English language ability for admission as a degree-seeking student
provided all other standards of admission are met. LCI Susquehanna will employ a director, an
administrative assistant, and part-time instructors with appropriate credentials to teach English
as a second language. Susquehanna plans to house LCI students on campus and give them full
access to all Susquehanna student services and facilities.
CONCLUSIONS
We believe Susquehanna University is in compliance with Standards 11, 12, and 13. In the past 10
years, Susquehanna has engaged in a thorough process of curricular development. We have
developed University Learning Goals, departmental learning goals, and redesigned our general
education curriculum. The resulting Central Curriculum is innovative, comprehensive, and
demanding. Its organization is well crafted and broad-based, with ongoing faculty oversight and
assessment. The departmental and general curricula clearly support the institution’s mission and
provide our students with the skills needed to succeed in a diverse and interconnected world.
Moreover, recent developments in online education and our new contractual relationship with
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LCI show promise; as these programs evolve, we will continue to explore their place in our
mission and strategic plans.
PLANS FOR THE FUTURE
•
•

Continue to develop and evaluate the Central Curriculum;
Make the handbook for transfer students available to prospective transfer students.
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CONCLUSION
In the past 10 years, Susquehanna University has made significant changes and improvements.
Much time and effort has been devoted to study of the general education curriculum, leading to
the development of an innovative Central Curriculum. This curriculum recognizes the skills
needed by employers, the breadth of knowledge essential to a liberal arts education, and the
necessity of understanding other cultures in an increasingly global world. The university also
experienced growth in the student population, and correspondingly has invested in
infrastructure, including new residence halls, a new student health center co-located with a
regional healthcare provider, a new LEED-certified science center, renovated space for five
academic departments, and centrally located space for our Career Development Center and
Center for Academic Achievement. As the university grew, Susquehanna consciously increased
the number of faculty in order to decrease our student-faculty ratio and to staff capstone courses
as well as courses for first-year students with full-time faculty. Encouraged by a recommendation
from our 2004 self-study, the university invested significant attention to ensuring that our
assessment of student learning is robust and built into the Central Curriculum and the activities
of the academic departments. In addition, we have extended our institutional effectiveness efforts
to individual administrative departments. Finally, as envisioned in both our 2003 and 2010
strategic plans, Susquehanna has successfully improved the diversity of our students, faculty, and
staff. The university is proud of these accomplishments that have enhanced the total collegiate
experience at Susquehanna.
In the past few years, the university has encountered challenges. The recession affected the
university and the families we serve, decreasing revenue from endowment income and increasing
our discount rate. In addition, we have not met our enrollment targets, and retention and
persistence rates have been lower than expected. The university has dedicated significant study,
time, and financial resources to understand and address these challenges.
Several priorities are central to Susquehanna’s success in the future. Two of these are both
essential and inextricably intertwined—increasing enrollment and improving financial
performance. Much work has been done to improve our facilities and enrich our curriculum; what
remains is to capitalize on the considerable strengths we have developed. Review of and
innovations in recruitment and enrollment management practices must continue and succeed if
we are to sustain what we have built. Likewise, we must continue to monitor student engagement
and to improve retention. Other critical priorities include beginning another strategic-planning
cycle, ensuring appropriate staffing across the organization to implement plans, continuing our
emphasis on both academic and institutional effectiveness assessment, and enhancing the
information infrastructure and data warehousing tools necessary to do the latter even more
effectively.
At the core, Susquehanna University executes our mission with integrity; shows concern for the
well-being of our students, staff, and faculty; and answers challenges by developing our strengths.
We aspire to effective and transparent governance and administration, planning, allocation and
use of resources, and assessment of our institutional and educational programs. Likewise,
Susquehanna pursues excellence in serving our students. We recruit honestly, engage students in
an innovative and rigorous curriculum, support them when they falter, and prepare them for lives
of achievement, leadership, and service in a diverse and interconnected world.
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Fundamental Elements Roadmap
I.

Standard 1 – Mission and Goals
A. clearly defined mission and goals that:
• guide faculty, administration, staff and governing bodies in making
decisions related to planning, resource allocation, program and curriculum
development, and definition of program outcomes
1. Chapter 2: Mission and Goals, Mission, pp. 6–7
2. Chapter 2: Mission and Goals, Guiding Values, pp. 8–12
3. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Planning Strategies, pp. 19–20
4. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Budget, pp. 23–24
5. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Assessment, pp. 25–26
6. Chapter 6: Admissions and Student Support, Student-athletes, p. 75
7. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Central Curriculum, pp. 84–87
8. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Majors, Minors, and Programs, pp. 89–90
9. Chapter 7: Curriculum, The Curriculum Committee, pp. 90–91
10. Chapter 7: Curriculum, The Committee on the Central Curriculum,
pp. 91–92
11. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Co-curricular Contributions to Learning
Goals, pp. 93–95
•

include support of scholarly and creative activity, at levels and of the kinds
appropriate to the institution’s purposes and character
1. Chapter 2: Mission and Goals, Learning Community, pp. 9–11
2. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, External Support, p. 28

•

are developed through collaborative participation by those who facilitate or
are otherwise responsible for institutional improvement and developments
1. Chapter 2: Mission and Goals, Mission, pp. 6–7
2. Strategic Planning Meeting and Updates, Jay Lemons, 11-22-2013
3. Community Strategic Planning Discussions, Linda McMillin, 12-192013

•

are periodically evaluated and formally approved
1. Chapter 2: Mission and Goals, Mission, pp. 6–7
2. Chapter 2: Mission and Goals, Guiding Values, p. 8

•

are publicized and widely known by the institution’s members
1. Chapter 2: Mission and Goals, Communications Convey Mission,
pp. 14–15

B. mission and goals that relate to external as well as internal contexts and
constituencies
1. Chapter 2: Mission and Goals, Mission, pp. 6–7
2. Chapter 2: Mission and Goals, Guiding Values, pp. 8–14
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3. Chapter 6: Admissions and Student Support, Sharing Information
Regarding Susquehanna, p. 68
C. institutional goals that are consistent with mission
1. Chapter 2: Mission and Goals, Mission, pp. 6–7
2. Chapter 2: Mission and Goals, Guiding Values, pp. 8–14
3. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Facilities Planning, pp. 18–19
4. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Resource Allocation, pp. 22–23
5. Chapter 5: Transparency, Assessment of Student Learning, pp. 46–51
6. Chapter 5: Transparency, Institutional Effectiveness, pp. 51–55
D. goals that focus on student learning, other outcomes, and institutional
improvement
1. Chapter 2: Mission and Goals, Guiding Values, pp. 8–14
2. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Academic Planning, p. 18
3. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Planning Strategies, p. 19
4. Chapter 4: Leadership and Governance, Faculty, pp. 32–33
5. Chapter 5: Transparency, Overview of Susquehanna’s Culture of
Assessment, pp. 44–46
6. Chapter 5: Transparency, Assessing Student Learning, pp. 46
7. Chapter 5: Transparency, Institutional Effectiveness, p. 51
8. Chapter 6: Admissions and Student Support, Taskforce on Student Success
and Engagement, p. 66
9. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Assessment of GO, pp. 88–89
10. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Co-Curricular Contributions to Learning Goals,
p. 93
11. Chapter 7: Curriculum The Blough-Weis Library, pp. 95–96
12. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Experiential Learning, p. 98
II.

Standard 2 – Planning, Resource Allocation, and Institutional Renewal
A. goals and objectives or strategies, both institution-wide and for individual units
that are clearly stated, reflect conclusions drawn from assessment results, are
linked to mission and goal achievement, and are used for planning and resource
allocation at the institutional and unit levels
1. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Planning, pp. 16–20
2. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Resource Allocation, pp. 22–23
3. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Fundraising, p. 28
4. Chapter 5: Transparency, Overview of Susquehanna’s Culture of
Assessment, pp. 44–46
B. planning and improvement processes that are clearly communicated, provide for
constituent participation, and incorporate the use of assessment results
1. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Planning, pp. 16–20
2. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Finances, pp. 20–22
3. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Institutional Resources and Allocation,
pp. 22–26
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4. Chapter 5: Transparency, Overview of Susquehanna’s Culture of
Assessment, pp. 44–46
5. Chapter 5: Transparency, Institutional Effectiveness, pp. 51–55
6. Chapter 5: Transparency, Internal Communications, p. 60
C. well defined decision-making processes and authority that facilitates planning and
renewal
1. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Planning, pp. 16–20
2. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Finances, pp. 20–22
3. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Institutional Resources and Allocation,
pp. 22–26
D. the assignment of responsibility for improvements and assurance of accountability
1. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Planning, pp. 16–20
2. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Finances, pp. 20–22
3. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Institutional Resources and Allocation,
pp. 22–26
E. a record of institutional and unit improvement efforts and their results
1. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Resource Allocation, pp. 22–23
2. Chapter 5: Transparency, Institutional Effectiveness, pp. 51–55
F. periodic assessment of the effectiveness of planning, resource allocation, and
institutional renewal processes
1. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Finances, pp. 20–22
2. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Institutional Resources and Allocation,
pp. 22–26
3. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Personnel, pp. 26–28
4. Chapter 5: Transparency, Institutional Effectiveness, pp. 51–55
III.

Standard 3 – Institutional Resources
A. strategies to measure and assess the level of, and efficient utilization of,
institutional resources required to support the institution’s mission and goals
1. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Finances, pp. 20–22
2. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Institutional Resources and Allocation,
pp. 22–26
3. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Personnel, pp. 26–28
4. Chapter 5: Transparency, Overview of Susquehanna’s Culture of
Assessment, pp. 44–46
B. rational and consistent policies and procedures in place to determine allocation of
assets
1. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Planning, pp. 16–20
2. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Finances, pp. 20–22
3. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Institutional Resources and Allocation,
pp. 22–26
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C. an allocation approach that ensures adequate faculty, staff, and administration to
support the institution’s mission and outcomes expectations
1. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Planning, pp. 16–20
2. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Finances, pp. 20–22
3. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Institutional Resources and Allocation,
pp. 22–26
4. Faculty Handbook, Section 4.5.2
D. a financial planning and budgeting process aligned with the institution’s mission,
goals, and plan that provides for an annual budget and multi-year budget
projections, both institution-wide and among departments; utilizes planning and
assessment documents; and addresses resource acquisition and allocation for the
institution and any subsidiary, affiliated, or contracted educational organizations
as well as for institutional systems as appropriate
1. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Financial Planning, pp. 16–18
2. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Finances, pp. 20–22
3. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Institutional Resources and Allocation,
pp. 22–26
E. a comprehensive infrastructure or facilities master plan and
facilities/infrastructure life-cycle management plan, as appropriate to mission, and
evidence of implementation
1. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Facilities Planning, pp. 18–19
2. Capital Project History, 2012
F. recognition in the comprehensive plan that facilities, such as learning resources
fundamental to all educational and research programs and the library, are
adequately supported and staffed to accomplish the institution’s objectives for
student learning, both on campuses and at a distance
1. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Financial Planning, pp. 16–18
2. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Academic Planning, p. 18
3. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Facilities Planning, pp. 18–19
G. an educational and other equipment acquisition and replacement process and
plan, including provision for current and future technology, as appropriate to the
educational programs and support services, and evidence of implementation
1. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Facilities Planning, pp. 18–19
2. IT Capital Investment Plan
H. adequate institutional controls to deal with financial, administrative and auxiliary
operations, and rational and consistent policies and procedures in place to
determine allocation of assets
1. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Finances, pp. 20–22
2. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Institutional Resources and Allocation,
pp. 22–26
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IV.

I.

an annual independent audit confirming financial responsibility, with evidence of
follow-up on any concerns cited in the audit’s accompanying management letter
1. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Finances, pp. 20–22

J.

periodic assessment of the effective and efficient use of institutional resources
1. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Institutional Resources and Allocation,
pp. 22–26
2. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Personnel, pp. 26–28

Standard 4 – Leadership and Governance
A. a well-defined system of collegial governance including written policies outlining
governance responsibilities of administration and faculty and readily available to
the campus community
1. Chapter 4: Leadership and Governance, Leadership and Governance Roles,
pp. 30–36
B. written governing documents, such as a constitution, by-laws, enabling legislation,
charter or other similar documents, that:
• delineate the governance structure and provide for collegial governance,
and the Structure’s composition, duties and responsibilities. In proprietary,
corporate and similar types of institutions, a separate document may
establish the duties and responsibilities of the governing body as well as
the selection process
1. Chapter 4: Leadership and Governance, Leadership and Governance
Roles, pp. 30–36
2. Susquehanna University Bylaws
•

assign authority and accountability for policy development and decision
making, including a process for the involvement of appropriate
institutional constituencies in policy development and decision making
1. Chapter 4: Leadership and Governance, Leadership and Governance
Roles, pp. 30–36

•

provide for the selection process for governing body members
1. Chapter 4: Leadership and Governance, The Board of Trustees, p.
36

C. appropriate opportunity for student input regarding decisions that affect them
1. Chapter 4: Leadership and Governance, Students, pp. 33–34
2. Chapter 5: Transparency, Policies for Fair and Impartial Treatment, pp. 56–
58
D. a governing body capable of reflecting constituent and public interest and of an
appropriate size to fulfill all its responsibilities, and which includes members with
sufficient expertise to assure that the body’s fiduciary responsibilities can be
fulfilled
1. Chapter 4: Leadership and Governance, The Board of Trustees, pp. 30–31
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2. Chapter 4: Leadership and Governance, The Board of Trustees, p. 36
E. a governing body not chaired by the chief executive officer
1. Chapter 4: Leadership and Governance, Leadership and Governance Roles,
pp. 30–36
2. Chapter 4: Leadership and Governance, The Board of Trustees, p. 36
F. a governing body that certifies to the Commission that the institution is in
compliance with the Requirements of Affiliation, accreditation standards and
policies of the Commission; describes itself in identical terms to all its accrediting
and regulatory agencies; communicates any changes in its accredited status; and
agrees to disclose information required by the Commission to carry out its
accrediting responsibilities, including levels of governing body compensation, if
any
1. Certification Statement, p. i
G. a conflict of interest policy for the governing body (and fiduciary body members, if
such a body exists), which addresses matters such as remuneration, contractual
relationships, employment, family, financial or other interests that could pose
conflicts of interest, and that assures that those interests are disclosed and that
they do not interfere with the impartiality of governing body members or
outweigh the greater duty to secure and ensure the academic and fiscal integrity of
the institution
1. Chapter 4: Leadership and Governance, The Board of Trustees, p. 36
2. Conflict of Interest Policy
3. Conflict of Interest Disclosure Form
4. Completed Conflict of Interest Disclosure Forms, available upon request
H. a governing body that assists in generating resources needed to sustain and
improve the institution
1. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Fundraising, pp. 28–29
I.

a process for orienting new members and providing continuing updates for current
members of the governing body on the institution’s mission, organization, and
academic programs and objectives
1. Chapter 4: Leadership and Governance, The Board of Trustees, p. 36

J.

a procedure in place for the periodic objective assessment of the governing body in
meeting stated governing body objectives
1. Chapter 4: Leadership and Governance, The Board of Trustees, p. 36

K. a chief executive officer, appointed by the governing board, with primary
responsibility to the institution
1. Chapter 4: Leadership and Governance, The President and Senior
Administrators, pp. 31–32
2. Susquehanna University Bylaws, Article IX
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L. periodic assessment of the effectiveness of institutional leadership and governance
1. Chapter 4: Leadership and Governance, The Board of Trustees, p. 36
2. Chapter 4: Leadership and Governance, The President, p. 37
3. Chapter 4: Leadership and Governance, Senior Administrators and Deans
of the Schools, p. 37
V.

Standard 5 – Administration
A. a chief executive whose primary responsibility is to lead the institution toward the
achievement of its goals and with responsibility for administration of the
institution
1. Chapter 4: Leadership and Governance, The President and Senior
Administrators, pp. 31–32
B. a chief executive with the combination of academic background, professional
training, and/or other qualities appropriate to an institution of higher education
and the institution’s mission
1. Chapter 4: Leadership and Governance, The President, p. 36
2. President’s Biography
3. President’s curriculum vitae
C. administrative leaders with appropriate skills, degrees and training to carry out
their responsibilities and functions
1. Chapter 4: Leadership and Governance, Senior Administrators and Deans
of the Schools, p. 37
2. Chapter 5: Transparency, Hiring Staff and Administrators, p. 59
3. Curricula vitae of administrative leaders
D. qualified staffing appropriate to the goals, type, size, and complexity of the
institution
1. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Staffing Levels, pp. 26–27
2. Chapter 4: Leadership and Governance, Staff, p. 39
3. Chapter 5: Transparency, Hiring Staff and Administrators, p. 59
4. Curricula vitae, faculty and staff
E. adequate information and decision-making systems to support the work of
administrative leaders
1. Chapter 4: Leadership and Governance, Information and Decision-Making
Systems, pp. 39–43
2. Chapter 5: Transparency, Overview of Susquehanna’s Culture of
Assessment, pp. 44–46
3. Chapter 5: Transparency, Using and Sharing Assessment Results, pp. 50–51
F. clear documentation of the lines of organization and authority
1. Chapter 4: Leadership and Governance, Staff, p. 39
2. Fact Book, p. A-12
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G. periodic assessment of the effectiveness of administrative structures and services
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, Overview of Susquehanna’s Culture of
Assessment, pp. 44–46
2. Chapter 5: Transparency, Institutional Effectiveness, pp. 51–55
VI.

Standard 6 – Integrity
A. fair and impartial processes, published and widely available, to address student
grievances, such as alleged violations of institutional policies. The institution
assures that student grievances are addressed promptly, appropriately, and
equitably
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, Policies for Fair and Impartial Treatment, pp. 56–
58
B. fair and impartial practices in the hiring, evaluation and dismissal of employees
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, Policies for Hiring, Evaluating, Promoting, and
Dismissing Employees, pp. 58–60
C. sound ethical practices and respect for individuals through its teaching,
scholarship/research, service, and administrative practice, including the avoidance
of conflict of interest or the appearance of such conflict in all its activities and
among all its constituents
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, Policies for Fair and Impartial Treatment, pp. 56–
58
2. Board Conflict of Interest Policy
3. Faculty Handbook, Section 3.13
4. Staff Conflict of Interest Policy
D. equitable and appropriately consistent treatment of constituencies, as evident in
such areas as the application of academic requirements and policies, student
discipline, student evaluation, grievance procedures, faculty promotion, tenure,
retention and compensation, administrative review, curricular improvement, and
institutional governance and management
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, Policies for Fair and Impartial Treatment, pp. 56–
58
2. Chapter 5: Transparency, Policies for Hiring, Evaluating, Promoting, and
Dismissing Employees, pp. 58–60
3. Course Catalog, Academic Policies and Regulations
4. Faculty Salary Comparison 2012–13
E. a climate of academic inquiry and engagement supported by widely disseminated
policies regarding academic and intellectual freedom
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, Academic and Intellectual Freedom pp. 55–56
F. an institutional commitment to principles of protecting intellectual property rights
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, Intellectual Property, p. 56
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G. a climate that fosters respect among students, faculty, staff, and administration for
the range of diverse backgrounds, ideas, and perspectives
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, Policies for Fair and Impartial Treatment, pp. 56–
58
H. honesty and truthfulness in public relations announcements, advertisements, and
recruiting and admissions materials and practices
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, External Communications, p. 61
I.

required and elective courses that are sufficiently available to allow students to
graduate within the published program length
1. Course Catalog, Academic Policies and Regulations, Course Loads
2. Fact Book 2013–14, Section E

J.

reasonable, continuing student access to paper or electronic catalogs
1. Course Catalog

K. when catalogs are available only electronically, the institution’s web page provides
a guide or index to catalog information for each catalog available electronically
1. Course Catalog
L. when catalogs are available only electronically, the institution archives copies of
the catalogs as sections or policies are updated
1. Course Catalog
M. changes and issues affecting institutional mission, goals, sites, programs,
operations, and other material changes are disclosed accurately and in a timely
manner to the institution’s community, to the Middle States Commission on
Higher Education, and to any other appropriate regulatory bodies
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, Internal Communications, p. 60
2. Chapter 5: Transparency, External Communications, p. 61
N. availability of factual information about the institution, such as the Middle States
Commission on Higher Education annual data reporting, the self-study or periodic
review report, the team report, and the Commission’s action, accurately reported
and made publicly available to the institution’s community
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, External Communications, p. 61
2. Institutional Research and Assessment mySU webpage, Accreditation
folder
3. Institutional Research and Assessment mySU webpage, Fact Book folder
4. Financial statements and 990 and 990-T Tax Returns
5. Federal and Institutional Disclosures
O. information on institution-wide assessments available to prospective students,
including graduation, retention, certification and licensing pass rates, and other
outcomes as appropriate to the programs offered
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, External Communications, p. 61
2. Federal and Institutional Disclosures
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3. Susquehanna University Facts 2012–13
P. institutional information provided in a manner that ensures student and public
access, such as print, electronic, or video presentation
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, External Communications, p. 61
Q. fulfillment of all applicable standards and reporting and other requirements of the
Commission
1. Institutional Research and Assessment mySU webpage, Accreditation
folder
2. Compliance report sent to commission in January 2014
R. periodic assessment of the integrity evidenced in institutional policies, processes,
practices, and the manner in which these are implemented
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, Policies for Fair and Impartial Treatment, pp. 56–
58
2. Faculty Handbook, Section 2.7.4.3
VII.

Standard 7 – Institutional Assessment
A. documented, organized, and sustained assessment process to evaluate and
improve the total range of programs and services; achievement of institutional
mission, goals, and plans; and compliance with accreditation standards that meets
the following criteria:
• a foundation in the institution’s mission and clearly articulated
institutional, unit-level, and program-level goals that encompass all
programs, services, and initiatives and are appropriately integrated with
one another (see Standards 1: Mission and Goals and 2: Planning, Resource
Allocation, and Institutional Renewal)
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, Overview of Susquehanna’s Culture of
Assessment, pp. 44–46
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•

systematic, sustained, and thorough use of multiple qualitative and/or
quantitative measures that:
o maximize the use of existing data and information;
o clearly and purposefully relate to the goals they are assessing;
o are of sufficient quality that results can be used with confidence to
inform decisions
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, Institutional Effectiveness, pp. 51–
55

•

support and collaboration of faculty and administration in assessing
student learning and responding to assessment results
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, Overview of Susquehanna’s Culture of
Assessment, pp. 44–51
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•

clear realistic guidelines and a timetable, supported by appropriate
investment of institutional resources
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, Institutional Effectiveness, pp. 51–55

•

sufficient simplicity, practicality, detail, and ownership to be sustainable
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, Institutional Effectiveness, pp. 51–55

•

periodic evaluation of the effectiveness and comprehensiveness of the
institution’s assessment process
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, Institutional Effectiveness, pp. 51–55

B. evidence that assessment results are shared and discussed with appropriate
constituents and used in institutional planning, resource allocation, and renewal
(see Standard 2: Planning, Resource Allocation, and Institutional Renewal) to
improve and gain efficiencies in programs, services and processes, including
activities specific to the institution’s mission (e.g., service, outreach, research)
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, Overview of Susquehanna’s Culture of
Assessment, pp. 44–46
2. Chapter 5: Transparency, Using Assessment Data for Decision Making,
pp. 53–55
3. Chapter 5: Transparency, Connecting Assessment to Planning, p. 55
4. Chapter 5: Transparency, Internal Communications, p. 60
5. Chapter 5: Transparency, External Communications, p. 61
C. written institutional (strategic) plan(s) that reflect(s) consideration of assessment
results
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, Overview of Susquehanna’s Culture of
Assessment, pp. 44–46
2. Chapter 5: Transparency, Connecting Assessment to Planning, p. 55
3. 2010 Strategic Plan
VIII.

Standard 8 – Student Admissions and Retention
A. admissions policies, developed and implemented, that support and reflect the
mission of the institution
1. Chapter 1: Introduction, Communication Conveys Mission, pp. 14–15
2. Chapter 6: Admissions and Student Support, Admissions, pp. 63–71
B. admissions policies and criteria available to assist the prospective student in
making informed decisions
1. Chapter 1: Introduction, Communications Convey Mission, pp. 14–15
2. Chapter 5: Transparency, External Communications, p.61
3. Chapter 6: Admissions and Student Support, Responses to Challenges,
pp. 65–66
4. Chapter 6: Admissions and Student Support, Sharing Information
Regarding Susquehanna, p. 68
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C. programs and services to ensure that admitted students who marginally meet or
do not meet the institution’s qualifications achieve expected learning goals and
higher education outcomes at appropriate points
1. Chapter 6: Admissions and Student Support, Taskforce on Student Success
and Engagement, p. 66
2. Chapter 6: Admissions and Student Support, Marginal Applicants, pp. 69–
70
3. Chapter 6: Admissions and Student Support, Academic Needs, pp. 71–73
D. accurate and comprehensive information regarding academic programs, including
any required placement or diagnostic testing
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, External Communications, p.61
2. Chapter 6: Admissions and Student Support, Disability services, p. 71
3. Chapter 6: Admissions and Student Support, Skill development, p. 72
4. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Publication of Learning Goals, p. 84
5. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Structure of the Central Curriculum, p. 85
6. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Majors, Minors, and Programs, pp. 89–90
E. statements of expected student learning outcomes and information on institutionwide assessment results, as appropriate to the program offered, available to
prospective students
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, Institutional Assessment Processes, pp. 51–52
2. Chapter 5: Transparency, External Communications, p.61
3. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Publication of learning goals, p. 84
F. accurate and comprehensive information, and advice where appropriate, regarding
financial aid, scholarships, grants, loans, and refunds
1. Chapter 6: Admissions and Student Support, Financial Aid, pp. 70–71
2. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Financial Aid for GO, p. 88
3. Admissions & Financial Aid webpage
G. published and implemented policies and procedures regarding transfer credit and
credit for extra-institutional college level learning that state the criteria established
by the institution regarding transfer of credit
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, External Communications, p. 61
2. Chapter 6: Admissions and Student Support, Transfer students, pp. 74–75
3. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Transfer Credit Policies, pp. 92–93
Course Catalog, Academic Policies and Regulations, Coursework at Other
Institutions
H. ongoing assessment of student success, including but not necessarily limited to
retention, that evaluates the match between the attributes of admitted students
and the institution’s mission and programs, and reflects its findings in its
admissions, remediation, and other related policies
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, Assessment of Student Learning, pp. 46–51
2. Chapter 5: Transparency, Using Assessment Data for Decision Making,
pp. 53–55
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3. Chapter 6: Admissions and Student Support, Taskforce on Student Success
and Engagement, p. 66
4. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Assessing required areas of the Central Curriculum,
p. 92
IX.

Standard 9 – Student Support Services
A. a program of student support services appropriate to student strengths and needs,
reflective of institutional mission, consistent with student learning expectations,
and available regardless of place or method of delivery
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, Using Assessment Data for Decision Making,
pp. 53–55
2. Chapter 6: Admissions and Student Support, Student Support, pp. 71–78
B. qualified professionals to supervise and provide the student support services and
programs
1. Chapter 6: Admissions and Student Support, Staffing, p. 76
C. procedures to address the varied spectrum of student academic and other needs,
in a manner that is equitable, supportive, and sensitive, through direct service or
referral
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, Policies for Fair and Impartial Treatment, pp. 56–
58
2. Chapter 6: Admissions and Student Support, Academic Needs, pp. 71–73
3. Chapter 6: Admissions and Student Support, Supporting Students for
Successful Outcomes, pp. 73–75
D. appropriate student advisement procedures and processes
1. Chapter 6: Admissions and Student Support, Academic advising, pp. 71–72
2. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Central Curriculum, p. 84
3. Academic Advising webpage
E. if offered, athletic programs that are regulated by the same academic, fiscal, and
administrative principles, norms, and procedures that govern other institutional
programs
1. Chapter 4: Leadership and Governance, The Student-Athlete Advisory
Committee, p. 34
2. Chapter 6: Admissions and Student Support, Student-athletes, p. 75
3. Chapter 7: Curriculum, ULG 3: Mature Understanding of Self, p. 94
F. reasonable procedures, widely disseminated, for equitably addressing student
complaints or grievances
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, Policies for Fair and Impartial Treatment, pp. 56–
58
2. Chapter 6: Admissions and Student Support, Student Grievances, pp. 76–77
G. records of student complaints or grievances
1. Chapter 6: Admissions and Student Support, Student Grievances, pp. 76-77
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H. policies and procedures, developed and implemented, for safe and secure
maintenance of student records
1. Chapter 6: Admissions and Student Support, Maintaining Student
Confidentiality, pp. 79–81

X.

I.

published and implemented policies for the release of student information
1. Chapter 6: Admissions and Student Support, Maintaining Student
Confidentiality, pp. 79–81

J.

ongoing assessment of student support services and the utilization of assessment
results for improvement
1. Chapter 6: Admissions and Student Support, Assessment of Student
Services, pp. 77–78

Standard 10 – Faculty
A. faculty and other professionals appropriately prepared and qualified for the
positions they hold, with roles and responsibilities clearly defined, and sufficiently
numerous to fulfill those roles appropriately
1. Chapter 4: Leadership and Governance, Faculty, pp. 38–39
2. Chapter 5: Transparency, Policies for Hiring, Evaluating, Promoting, and
Dismissing Employees, pp. 58–60
3. Curricula vitae, faculty by department
B. educational curricula designed, maintained, and updated by faculty and other
professionals who are academically prepared and qualified
1. Chapter 4: Leadership and Governance, Faculty, pp. 32–33
2. Chapter 5: Transparency, Assessment of Student Learning, pp. 46–51
3. Chapter 7: Curriculum, pp. 82–100
C. faculty and other professionals, including teaching assistants, who demonstrate
excellence in teaching and other activities, and who demonstrate continued
professional growth
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, Evaluating Faculty, p. 58
2. Curricula vitae, faculty by department
D. appropriate institutional support for the advancement and development of faculty,
including teaching, research, scholarship, and service
1. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Faculty and Staff Development, pp. 27–
28
2. Chapter 4: Leadership and Governance, Faculty, pp. 38–39
E. recognition of appropriate linkages among scholarship, teaching, student learning,
research, and service
1. Chapter 2: Mission and Goals, Faculty-student collaboration, p. 10
2. Chapter 2: Mission and Goals, Faculty teaching and scholarship, p. 10
3. Chapter 4: Leadership and Governance, Faculty, pp. 38–39
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F. published and implemented standards and procedures for all faculty and other
professionals, for actions such as appointment, promotion, tenure, grievance,
discipline and dismissal, based on principles of fairness with due regard for the
rights of all persons
1. Chapter 4: Leadership and Governance, Faculty, pp. 38–39
2. Chapter 5: Transparency, Policies for Fair and Impartial Treatment, pp. 56–
58
3. Chapter 5: Transparency, Policies for Hiring, Evaluating, Promoting, and
Dismissing Employees, pp. 58–60
G. carefully articulated, equitable, and implemented procedures and criteria for
reviewing all individuals who have responsibility for the educational program of
the institution
1. Chapter 4: Leadership and Governance, Faculty, pp. 38–39
2. Chapter 5: Transparency, Policies for Fair and Impartial Treatment, pp. 56–
58
3. Chapter 5: Transparency, Policies for Hiring, Evaluating, Promoting and
Dismissing Employees, pp. 58–60
H. criteria for the appointment, supervision, and review of teaching effectiveness for
part-time, adjunct, and other faculty consistent with those for full-time faculty
1. Chapter 4: Leadership and Governance, Faculty, pp. 38–39
2. Chapter 5: Transparency, Policies for Hiring, Evaluating, Promoting, and
Dismissing Employees, pp. 58–60

XI.

I.

adherence to principles of academic freedom, within the context of institutional
mission
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, Academic and Intellectual Freedom, pp. 55–56

J.

assessment of policies and procedures to ensure the use of qualified professionals
to support the institution’s programs
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, Overview of Susquehanna’s Culture of
Assessment, pp. 44–46
2. Chapter 5: Transparency, Policies for Fair and Impartial Treatment, pp. 56–
58
3. Chapter 5: Transparency, Policies for Hiring, Evaluating, Promoting, and
Dismissing Employees, pp. 58–60
4. Faculty Handbook, Section 2.7.4.3
5. Faculty Handbook, Section 2.7.4.5

Standard 11 – Educational Offerings
A. educational offerings congruent with its mission, which include appropriate areas
of academic study of sufficient content, breadth and length, and conducted at
levels of rigor appropriate to the programs or degrees offered
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, Assessing Student Learning, pp. 46–51
2. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Learning Outcomes, pp. 82–84
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3. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Rigor, pp. 85–86
4. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Faculty Oversight of the Curriculum, pp. 90–93
B. formal undergraduate, graduate, and/or professional programs—leading to a
degree or other recognized higher education credential—designed to foster a
coherent student learning experience and to promote synthesis of learning
1. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Learning Outcomes, pp. 82–84
C. program goals that are stated in terms of student learning outcomes, periodic
evaluation of the effectiveness of any curricular, co-curricular, and extra-curricular
experiences that the institution provides its students and utilization of evaluation
results as a basis for improving its student development program and for enabling
students to understand their own educational progress (see Standards 9: Student
Support Services and 14: Assessment of Student Learning)
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, Support and Periodic Evaluation of Effectiveness,
pp. 47–50
2. Chapter 5: Transparency, Using Assessment Data for Decision Making,
pp. 53–55
3. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Learning Outcomes, pp. 82–84
4. Course Catalog (under each course of study)
D. learning resources, facilities, instructional equipment, library services, and
professional library staff adequate to support the institution’s educational
programs
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, Institutional Assessment Processes, pp. 51–53
2. Chapter 5: Transparency, Decennial Reviews, pp. 54–55
3. Chapter 7: Curriculum, The Blough-Weis Library, pp. 95–96
4. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Technological Competency, p. 96
E. collaboration among professional library staff, faculty, and administrators in
fostering information literacy and technological competency skills across the
curriculum
1. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Learning Resources, pp. 95–96
F. programs that promote student use of a variety of information and learning
resources
1. Central Curriculum Handbook, Writing and Thinking, pp. 21–22
2. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Learning Resources, pp. 95–96
G. provision of comparable quality of teaching/instruction, academic rigor, and
educational effectiveness of the institution’s courses and programs regardless of
the location or delivery mode
1. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Summer and Online Courses, pp. 97–98
H. published and implemented policies and procedures regarding transfer credit that
describe the criteria established by the institution regarding the transfer of credits
earned at another institution. The consideration of transfer credit or recognition of
degrees will not be determined exclusively on the basis of the accreditation of the
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sending institution or the mode of delivery but, rather, will consider course
equivalencies, including expected learning outcomes, with those of the receiving
institution’s curricula and standards. Such criteria will be fair, consistently applied,
and publicly communicated
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, External Communications, p. 61
2. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Transfer Credit Policies, pp. 92–93
I.

policies and procedures to assure that the educational expectations, rigor, and
student learning within any accelerated degree program are comparable to those
that characterize more traditional program formats
1. Not applicable

J.

consistent with the institution’s educational programs and student cohorts,
practices and policies that reflect the needs of adult learners
1. Not applicable

K. course syllabi that incorporate expected learning outcomes
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, Assessment at the course level, p. 47
2. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Publication of learning goals, p. 84
3. University Syllabi Collection
L. assessment of student learning and program outcomes relative to the goals and
objectives of the undergraduate programs and the use of the results to improve
student learning and program effectiveness (see Standard 14: Assessment of
Student Learning)
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, Overview of Susquehanna’s Culture of
Assessment, pp. 44–46
2. Chapter 5: Transparency, Assessment of Student Learning, pp. 46–51
3. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Assessing Required Areas of the Central
Curriculum, p. 92
4. Chapter 7: Curriculum, The Center for Teaching and Learning, p. 93
XII.

Standard 12 – General Education
A. a program of general education of sufficient scope to enhance students’ intellectual
growth, and equivalent to at least 15 semester hours for associate degree programs
and 30 semester hours for baccalaureate programs (An institution also may
demonstrate how an alternative approach fulfills the intent of this fundamental
element.)
1. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Central Curriculum, pp. 84–87
B. a program of general education where the skills and abilities developed in general
education are applied in the major or concentration
1. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Structure of the Central Curriculum, p. 85
2. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Majors, Minors, and Programs, pp. 89–90
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C. consistent with institutional mission, a program of general education that
incorporates study of values, ethics, and diverse perspectives
1. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Susquehanna University Learning Goals, p. 83
2. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Structure of the Central Curriculum, p. 85
D. institutional requirements assuring that, upon degree completion, students are
proficient in oral and written communication, scientific and quantitative
reasoning, and technological competency appropriate to the discipline
1. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Structure of the Central Curriculum, p. 85
E. general education requirements clearly and accurately described in official
publications of the institution
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, External Communications, p.61
2. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Central Curriculum, pp. 84–87
F. assessment of general education outcomes within the institution’s overall plan for
assessing student learning, and evidence that such assessment results are utilized
for curricular improvement
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, Assessment of the Central Curriculum, pp. 48–50
2. Chapter 5: Transparency, Using and Sharing Assessment Results, pp. 50–51
XIII.

Standard 13 – Basic Skills
A. systematic procedures for identifying students who are not fully prepared for
college level study
1. Chapter 6: Admissions and Student Support, Marginal Applications,
pp. 69–70
B. provision of or referral to relevant courses and support services for admitted
under-prepared students
1. Chapter 6: Admissions and Student Support, Academic Needs, pp. 71–73
C. remedial or pre-collegiate level courses that do not carry academic degree credit
1. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Basic Skills Courses, p. 98

XIV.

Standard 13 – Certificate Programs
A. certificate programs, consistent with institutional mission, that have clearly
articulated program goals, objectives and expectations of student learning and that
are designed, approved, administered, and periodically evaluated under
established institutional procedures
1. Chapter 7: Curriculum, The Teacher Intern Program, p. 99
B.

published program objectives, requirements, and curricular sequence
1. Chapter 7: Curriculum, The Teacher Intern Program, p. 99

C. program learning goals consistent with national criteria, as appropriate
1. Chapter 7: Curriculum, The Teacher Intern Program, p. 99
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D. available and effective student support services
1. Chapter 7: Curriculum, The Teacher Intern Program, p. 99
E. if courses completed within a certificate program are applicable to a degree
program offered by the institution, academic oversight assures the comparability
and appropriate transferability of such courses
1. Not applicable
XV.

Standard 13 – Experiential Learning
A. credit awarded for experiential learning that is supported by evidence in the form
of an evaluation of the level, quality and quantity of that learning
1. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Experiential Learning, p. 98
2. Course Catalog, Application for First-Year Student Admission, Credit and
Exemption by Examination
B. published and implemented policies and procedures defining the methods by
which prior learning can be evaluated and the level and amount of credit available
by evaluation
1. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Experiential Learning, p. 98
2. Course Catalog, Application for First-Year Student Admission, Credit and
Exemption by Examination
C. published and implemented policies and procedures regarding the award of credit
for prior learning that define the acceptance of such credit based on the
institution’s curricula and standards
1. Course Catalog, Application for First-Year Student Admission, Credit and
Exemption by Examination
D. published and implemented procedures regarding the recording of evaluated prior
learning by the awarding institution
1. Course Catalog, Application for First-Year Student Admission, Credit and
Exemption by Examination
E. credit awarded appropriate to the subject and the degree context into which it is
accepted
1. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Experiential Learning, p. 98
2. Course Catalog, Application for First-Year Student Admission, Credit and
Exemption by Examination
F. evaluators of experiential learning who are knowledgeable about the subject
matter and about the institution’s criteria for the granting of college credit
1. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Experiential Learning, p. 98
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XVI.

Standard 13 – Non-Credit Offerings
A. non-credit offerings consistent with institutional mission and goals
1. Not applicable
B. clearly articulated program or course goals, objectives, and expectations of student
learning that are designed, approved, administered, and periodically evaluated
under established institutional procedures
1. Not applicable
C. academic oversight assures the comparability and appropriate transferability of
such courses, if courses completed within a non-credit or certificate program are
applicable to a degree program offered by the institution
1. Not applicable
D. periodic assessment of the impact of non-credit programs on the institution’s
resources (human, fiscal, physical, etc.) and its ability to fulfill its institutional
mission and goals
1. Not applicable

XVII.

Standard 13 – Branch Campuses, Additional Locations, and Other Instructional Sites
A. offerings at branch campuses, additional locations, and other instructional sites
(including study abroad locations and programs offered at business/corporate
sites) that meet standards for quality of instruction, academic rigor, and
educational effectiveness comparable to those of other institutional offerings
1. Not applicable
B. activities and offerings at other locations meet all appropriate standards, including
those related to learning outcomes
1. Not applicable
C. adequate and appropriate support services
1. Not applicable
D. periodic assessment of the impact of branch campuses, additional locations, and
other instructional sites on the institution’s resources (human, fiscal, physical,
etc.) and its ability to fulfill its institutional mission and goals
1. Not applicable
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XVIII.

Standard 13 – Distance Education, Distributed Learning, and Correspondence
Education
A. distance education or correspondence education offerings (including those offered
via accelerated or self-paced time formats) that meet institution-wide standards
for quality of instruction, articulated expectations of student learning, academic
rigor, and educational effectiveness. If the institution provides parallel on-site
offerings, the same institution-wide standards should apply to both
1. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Summer and Online Courses, pp. 97–98
B. consistency of the offerings via distance education or correspondence education
with the institution’s mission and goals, and the rationale for the distance
education delivery
1. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Summer and Online Courses, pp. 97–98
C. planning that includes consideration of applicable legal and regulatory
requirements
1. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Summer and Online Courses, pp. 97–98
D. demonstrated program coherence, including stated program learning outcomes
appropriate to the rigor and breadth of the degree or certificate awarded
1. Not applicable
E. demonstrated commitment to continuation of offerings for a period sufficient to
enable admitted students to complete the degree or certificate in a publicized time
frame
1. Not applicable
F. assurance that arrangements with consortial partners or contractors do not
compromise the integrity of the institution or of the educational offerings
1. Not applicable
G. validation by faculty of any course materials or technology-based resources
developed outside the institution
1. Not applicable
H. a system of student identity verification that ensures that the student who
participates in class or coursework is the same student who registers and receives
academic credit; that students are notified at the time of registration or enrollment
of any additional student charges associated with the verification of student
identity; and that the identity verification process protects student privacy
1. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Online Courses, pp. 97–98
2. Compliance report sent to commission in January 2014
I.

available, accessible, and adequate learning resources (such as a library or other
information resources) appropriate to the offerings at a distance
1. Blough-Weis Library
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J.

an ongoing program of appropriate orientation, training, and support for faculty
participating in electronically delivered offerings
1. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Online Courses, pp. 97–98

K. adequate technical and physical plant facilities, including appropriate staffing and
technical assistance, to support electronic offerings
1. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Online Courses, pp. 97–98
L. periodic assessment of the impact of distance education on the institution’s
resources (human, fiscal, physical, etc.) and its ability to fulfill its institutional
mission and goals
1. Chapter 7: Curriculum, The Center for Teaching and Learning, p. 93
XIX.

Standard 13 – Contractual Relationships and Affiliated Providers
A. contractual relationships with affiliated providers, other institutions, or
organizations that protect the accredited institution’s integrity and assure that the
institution has appropriate oversight of and responsibility for all activities carried
out in the institution’s name or on its behalf
1. Not applicable
B. consistency of any course or program offered via contractual arrangement with the
institution’s mission and goals
1. Not applicable
C. adequate and appropriate accredited institutional review and approval of work
performed by a contracted party in such functional areas as admissions criteria,
appointment of faculty, content of courses/programs, instructional support
resources (including library/information resources), evaluation of student work,
and outcomes assessment
1. Not applicable

XX.

Standard 14 – Assessment of Student Learning
A. clearly articulated statements of expected student learning outcomes (see
Standard 11: Educational Offerings), at all levels (institution, degree/program,
course) and for all programs that aim to foster student learning and development,
that are:
• appropriately integrated with one another
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, Assessing Student Learning, pp. 46–50
2. Chapter 7: Curriculum, University Learning Goals, pp. 82–84
3. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Majors, Minors, and Programs, pp. 89–90
•
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•

consonant with the standards of higher education and of the relevant
disciplines
1. Chapter 7: Curriculum, Rigor, pp. 85–86
2. Faculty Handbook, Appendix 4

B. a documented, organized, and sustained assessment process to evaluate and
improve student learning that meets the following criteria:
• systematic, sustained, and thorough use of multiple qualitative and/or
quantitative measures that:
o maximize the use of existing data and information;
o clearly and purposefully relate to the goals they are assessing;
o are of sufficient quality that results can be used with confidence
to inform decisions; and
o include direct evidence of student learning
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, Assessing Student Learning, pp. 46–
51
•

support and collaboration of faculty and administration in assessing
student learning and responding to assessment results
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, Overview of Susquehanna’s Culture of
Assessment, pp. 44–46
2. Chapter 5: Transparency, Support and Periodic Evaluation of
Effectiveness, pp. 47–48

•

clear, realistic guidelines and timetable, supported by appropriate
investment of institutional resources
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, Overview of Susquehanna’s Culture of
Assessment, pp. 44–46
2. Chapter 5: Transparency, Support and Periodic Evaluation of
Effectiveness, pp. 47–50

•

sufficient simplicity, practicality, detail, and ownership to be sustainable
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, Overview of Susquehanna’s Culture of
Assessment, pp. 44–46
2. Chapter 5: Transparency, Support and Periodic Evaluation of
Effectiveness, pp. 47–48

•

periodic evaluation of the effectiveness and comprehensiveness of the
institution’s student learning assessment processes
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, Support and Periodic Evaluation of
Effectiveness, pp. 47–50

C. assessment results that provide sufficient, convincing evidence that students are
achieving key institutional and program learning outcomes
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, Assessing Student Learning, pp. 46–50
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D. evidence that student learning assessment information is shared and discussed
with appropriate constituents and is used to improve teaching and learning
1. Chapter 5: Transparency, Using and Sharing Assessment Results, pp. 50–51
E. documented use of student learning assessment information as part of
institutional assessment
1. Chapter 3: Planning and Resources, Resource Allocation, pp. 22–23
2. Chapter 5: Transparency, Using Assessment Data for Decision Making,
pp. 53–55
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Document/Link

Page

990 and 990-T Tax Returns

52

AAUP, 1940 Statement of Principles on Academic Freedom and Tenure

55

AAUP, Academic Freedom

55

Academic Advising

71, 84, 90

Academic Policies and Regulations

75

Academics: Goals

84

ACT Survey of Student Opinions Quick Facts

13

ACT Survey of Student Opinions, Spring 2011

10, 53, 77

Admitted Student Survey Results

53

Advising Evaluation 2013–2014

72

Affirmative Action

58

Affirmative Action Hiring Process

38

Affirmative Action Information Report

38

Affirmative Action Recruitment Plan

38

Alumni Survey Results 2010

9, 53

Annual reports and decennial reviews

46

Anonymous Tips

56

Anti-Harassment and Non-Discrimination Policy

56

Assessment Report Maintenance System

45, 46, 50, 52, 53

Athletics Program Assessment Plan 2011

75

Bias Response and Education Team

56, 74, 76

Blough-Weis Library Self-Study Report 2012

54

Board of Trustees Committee Charters

36

Budget Cycle

23

Budget Information

52

Capital Investment Plan

16

Capital Project History

18

Career Development Center

73

Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching

8

Cash, Non-Endowed Investment Pool and Reserves

21

Center for Academic Achievement

72

Center for Diversity and Social Justice and International Student Services
Annual Report 2011–12
Center for Diversity and Social Justice and International Student Services

77
73

Center for Teaching and Learning

93

Center for Teaching and Learning Annual Report 2011–12

39

Central Curriculum Assessment

48

Central Curriculum Handbook

71, 82, 84, 86, 87, 92
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Page

Choosing to Pursue Great Governance

31

CISO Position Description

79

Code of Conduct, Student Handbook

56

Colleague by Ellucian

39

College Learning for the New Global Century, AAC&U, 2007

84, 86, 90

Committee on the Central Curriculum

48

Common Application

69

Comparison by Constituency

53

Conflict of Interest Policy

36

Counseling Center

74

Counseling Center Annual Report 2011–12

77

Counseling Center Annual Report 2012–13

54

Counseling Center Professional Staff Manual 2012

80

Course Catalog
Course Syllabi Collection

57, 61, 70, 71, 75, 76, 77, 90,
99
84, 97

Cross-Cultural Programs Annual Report 2011–12

54, 89

Cultural and Diversity Organizations

74

Decennial Reviews

18

Degree Requirements, Accounting and Information Systems

84

Department of Athletics Annual Report 2011–12

75

Department of Biology Annual Report 2011–12

50

Department of Chemistry Annual Report 2011–12

50

Department of Communications Annual Report 2011–12

50

Department of Mathematics and Computer Science Annual Report 2011–12

50

Department of Philosophy and Religion Annual Report 2011–12

50

Department of Theatre Annual Report 2012–13

48

Developing a Data-Driven University

39

Disciplinary Actions Policy

59

Diversity Matters

9

Economic Impact Statement

12, 22

Emergency Preparedness

61

Enactus

11

Enhancing Post-Baccalaureate Outcomes for Susquehanna University
Students
Fact Book 2013–14

78

Faculty Handbook
Faculty/Staff Satisfaction Survey, Spring 2010, Report to the Susquehanna
Community
Federal and Institutional Disclosures
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Page

Financial Aid & Scholarships, Admissions and Financial Aid

70

Financial Aid for GO Programs, Admissions and Financial Aid

70,88

Financial Information

19, 21, 22, 51, 52

First-year Programs Annual Report 2011–12

77

Focus on Scholarship

10, 25, 27

Fulfilling Central Curriculum Requirements by Studying Off-Campus: A
Handbook for Students

86, 93

Future of the Academy

7, 16, 28

GO Long Programs

88

GO Program Earns International Education Award for Susquehanna

87

GO Short Program Evaluation 2012

88

GO Short Programs

87

GO Your Own Way

88

GO Your Own Way Application

88

Graduate Results

25

Green Efforts at Susquehanna

61

Guidelines for the Evaluation of Non-Academic Units

52

Guiding Values

56

Gundaker Enrichment Fund

10, 25

Health Center

74

Health Center 2012–13 Annual Report

54

HERI Faculty Survey 2010–11

56

High-Impact Educational Practices

86

Human Capital Research Corporation

67

Human Resources

22, 39, 56, 77

IDEA Center

47

Information Technology Administrative Systems Diagram 2012

79

Information Technology Annual Report 2011–12

40

Information Technology Capital Investment Plan

17

Information Technology Confidentiality Statement 2012

79

Institutional Research and Assessment

44, 45, 47, 52

Introduction to Student Life

61

Keystone Academic Program

69

Lawlor Group

67

Lawlor Report*

iv, v, 65, 67, 78

LeaderShape

10

Library Annual Report 2009–10

51

Library Annual Report 2011–12

52

Lincoln Report

78

London Program Report 2007–2012

89
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London Program Report 2011–12

88

London Program Report, Spring 2013

89

Majors and Minors

90

Middle States Commission on Higher Education letter

99

Middle States Survey

35, 50, 86, 90

Mission and Guiding Values

14, 26, 61

Moody's Investors Service

20

Multi-year Plan

16, 17

National Registry of Diverse & Strategic Faculty

9

National Survey of Student Engagement

10, 53, 84

National Survey of Student Engagement Results Analysis, December 2010

10

New Course Proposal Form

91

Nondiscrimination Statement

36, 56

Office of Information Technology Self-Assessment Report, Summer 2012*

42, 43

Other Approved Study Away Programs

88

Overview of the Central Curriculum

48

Peer Educators Contract 2012

80

Post-Baccalaureate Teacher Intern Certification Booklet

99

Post-Baccalaureate Teacher Intern Program

99

President Lemon’s cover note/portal posting for Faculty/Staff Satisfaction
Survey
President's Update

11

President’s Report to the Board of Trustees, October 2012

7, 10

Professional Development Account Guidelines

38

Professional Development Guidelines for Professional Staff

39

Public Address/Warning Sirens

60

Public Safety

60

Public Safety Annual Report 2011–12

77

Reading List 2012

28

Registrar's Documents

85

52

Registrar's Office

61

Registrar’s Annual Report 2011–12

54

Residence Life and Civic Engagement Annual Report 2011–12

77

Results Statistics, Admissions and Financial Aid

73

Royall & Company

67

S-STEM Scholarship Program

16

Scale of Giving

28

Self-Study Questions for the Evaluation of Administrative Units

18

Senior Leadership Team

32

Senior Scholars Day

10

Service Learning Opportunities

14
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Services for Students with Disabilities

71

Sexual Assault Student Support Advocates

56

Sigmund Weis School of Business Annual Report 2011–12

50

Sigmund Weis School of Business Annual Report 2012-13

89

Statement on Diversity and Inclusiveness

56, 61, 74

Statement on Ethical Living

56, 74

Statement on Government of Colleges and Universities

30

Stein Fellows

25

Strategic Plan 2003

6, 23

Strategic Plan 2010
Strategic Plan Implementation report 29 September 2012

6, 13, 16, 18, 24, 32, 44, 61,
65
42

Strategic Planning Progress Report 2010–11

7, 42

Student Activities Annual Report

77

Student Athlete Advisory Committee

34

Student Government Association Constitution

33

Student Handbook

57, 61, 76

Student Learning Contract Directions & Registration

98

Student Life Record Retention Policy 2009

81

Student Life Retention Schedule 2012

81

Student Life: Confidentiality

80

Student Staff Employment Handbook 2012

81

Student Support Network and Student Engagement and Retention Committee

73

Student Support Network Referral Form

73

Students Authorization to Release Financial Information

81

SU GIVE

13, 94

SU SERVE

13

SU SPLASH

13, 95

Summary of Needs

28

Summers Enrichment Fund

10, 25

Susquehanna Currents

15

Susquehanna Education

61

Susquehanna Experience, The

14

Susquehanna Honored for Community Service Sixth Consecutive Year

14

Susquehanna University Bylaws

30, 31, 37

Susquehanna University Comparison Group, “25/5 Peers” 2009

11, 21, 26, 28

Susquehanna University Staff Grievance Policy

57

Susquehanna University Survey Schedule

54

Susquehanna University Termination of Employment Policy

59

Susquehanna University's Policy on Sexual Misconduct

56, 74

Susquehanna’s Guide to Recruiting and Hiring

36, 37, 38, 39, 58, 59
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Susquehanna’s website

14

Susquehanna’s YouTube Channel

61

Susquepedia

14

Sustained Dialogue Campus Network

34

Taskforce on Student Success and Engagement report

66

Ten Year Department Review Template

47

Title IX coordinator

57

Town Hall

52

Transfer Course Equivalency

92

University Communications

14

University Learning Goals

46

University Theme

61

Ventures

15

Viewbook

15

Visit Susquehanna, Admissions and Financial Aid

68

Welcome to Susquehanna, Admissions and Financial Aid

61, 68

Whistleblower Policy

56, 57

Write Option

68

* This document is available as hard copy only and will be accessible to the evaluation team during
the site visit.
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Title

Email

Balonis, Brenda

Assistant Director of Human Resources

balonis@susqu.edu

Black, James

Director, Center for Academic Achievement

black@susqu.edu

Briskey, Margaret

Administrative Director of Health Center

briskey@susqu.edu

Bucher, Jennifer

Director of Human Resources

bucherjennifer@susqu.edu

Coyne, Michael

Vice President for Finance and Administration

coyne@susqu.edu

Deitrick, Becky

Director of Alumni Relations

deitrick@susqu.edu

Dinges, Christina

Study Away Advisor

dinges@susqu.edu

Dunkleberger, Rob

Assistant Director for Academic and Administrative Systems

dunklebergerr@susqu.edu

Fabian, Brenda

Gates, Signe

Former Director of the Center for Career Development;
former Adjunct Faculty Personal Development
Assistant Provost and Director of Institutional Research and
Assessment; Assistant Professor of Philosophy
Associate Professor of History; Faculty Coordinator for
Postgraduate Advising; Director of International Studies
Major
Vice Chair of the Board of Trustees

Hawbaker, Jennifer

Former Assistant Director of Recruitment Communications

Heeren, Diana

Director of Finance and Risk Management

heeren@susqu.edu

Jackson, Alicia

Associate Professor of Management; former Dean, Sigmund
Weis School of Business, 2007–2013
Former Manager of Financial Services

jacksona@susqu.edu

kirkland@susqu.edu

Lassahn, Eric

Senior Vice President; former Interim Vice President for
Enrollment Management
Director of Residence Life and Center for Civic Engagement

Lemons, Jay

President

lemonsj@susqu.edu

Lyons, Lori

Associate Director of Career Development; Adjunct Faculty
Personal Development
Director of Admissions

lyonsl@susqu.edu

Associate Provost, Dean of the School of Arts and Sciences;
Associate Professor of Music
Provost and Dean of Faculty; Professor of History

vmartin@susqu.edu

mercado@susqu.edu

Mueller, Dawn

Associate Dean of Students for Student Support, Director of
First-Year Programs
Professor of Earth and Environmental Sciences; former
Provost, 2010–2013
Vice Chair of the Board of Trustees

Nunn, Helen

Former Director of Financial Aid

Payne, Anna Beth

Associate Dean of Student Life, Director of Counseling

paynea@susqu.edu

Pomykalski, James

Associate Professor of Information Systems

pomykalski@susqu.edu

Salerno, Dena

Director of the Center for Diversity and Social Justice

salerno@susqu.edu

Samuelson, Pam

Director of Athletics

samuelson@susqu.edu

Flewelling, Colleen
Fourshey, Cymone

Kapsar, Beth
Kirkland, Sara

Markle, Chris
Martin, Valerie
McMillin, Linda
Mercado, Caro
Moses, Carl

flewelling@susqu.edu
fourshey@susqu.edu

lassahn@susqu.edu

markle@susqu.edu

mcmillin@susqu.edu

moses@susqu.edu
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Email

Scott, Lisa

Vice President for Student Engagement and Success

scottl@susqu.edu

Smith, Alex

Registrar

smithal@susqu.edu

Stieffel, Debbie

Former Vice President of Enrollment Management

Winger, Beth

Student Activities Coordinator

bethwinger@susqu.edu

Winger, Phil

Vice President and Chief of Staff, President’s Office; former
Vice President for Student Life and Dean of Students

winger@susqu.edu
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